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Guide to Managing Common Metadata

Chapter 1. Common metadata assets
Common metadata assets are stored in the metadata repository and shared
between tools in the IBM® InfoSphere® Information Server suite. Common
metadata assets include logical and physical data model assets, implemented data
resources, and business intelligence (BI) assets.
You can use bridges and connectors to import common metadata assets. Then you
can work with the common metadata assets in suite tools:
v In InfoSphere DataStage® and QualityStage® Designer, you can use table
definitions that are created from database tables and data file structures.
v In InfoSphere Information Analyzer, you can analyze database columns, data file
fields, and design columns.
v In InfoSphere FastTrack, you can use database tables, data files structures, and
design tables to create mappings for jobs.
v In InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog, you can create categories and
terms that add business meaning to common metadata assets. You can create
reports that trace data lineage from database tables and columns, across multiple
jobs, and into the BI reports that are based on database tables. You can trace a
database table back to the design table that it implements and to the logical
entity that was the source of the design table.
v In InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager, you can analyze, preview, and refine
your common metadata imports before you share them to the metadata
repository. You can search or browse for common metadata assets in the
metadata repository, find and eliminate duplicates, and delete disconnected
assets.
v By using the istool command line, you can transfer common metadata assets to
other installations of InfoSphere Information Server, for example, between
development, test, and production environments. For information on using the
istool command line, see the IBM InfoSphere Information Server Administration
Guide.
Related tasks:
Chapter 2, “Importing and managing assets by using IBM InfoSphere Metadata
Asset Manager,” on page 31
You can review and preview imports of metadata assets, and you can manage
assets that are in the metadata repository.
Related information:
Overview
You use InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager to import, export, and manage
common metadata assets, which are vital to all components of the InfoSphere
Information Server suite. You can import assets to a staging area before you share
them to the metadata repository. In the metadata repository, you can export assets,
browse and search for common metadata assets, set implementation relationships
between them, and merge duplicates.
Managing common metadata assets
You can use the Repository Management tab in InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager to view, compare, merge, and delete assets that are stored in the metadata
repository. You can also set implementation relationships between logical and
physical data models and implemented data resources.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2006, 2014
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Types of common metadata assets
Each type of common metadata asset has a unique definition and unique identity
components. Common metadata assets include implemented data resources, logical
data model assets, physical data model assets, business intelligence assets, and
some miscellaneous assets.
Related concepts:
“Overview of InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 31
You use InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager to import, export, and manage
common metadata assets, which are vital to all components of the InfoSphere
Information Server suite. You can import assets to a staging area before you share
them to the metadata repository. In the metadata repository, you can export assets,
browse and search for common metadata assets, set implementation relationships
between them, and merge duplicates.

Implemented data resources
Implemented data resources include databases and their contents, data files and
their contents, and host computers that contain databases and data files. Data item
definitions, which represent complex data structures, are also implemented data
resources.
Implemented data resources include the table-level and column-level metadata that
IBM InfoSphere Information Server suite tools use in jobs and analyses.
Implemented data resources represent actual databases and data files, unlike
physical data models, which represent designs for storing data. Implemented data
resources can implement physical data models and logical data models.
You can import or create implemented data resources in the following ways:
v Import implemented data resources from third-party tools, files, and databases
by using bridges and connectors.
v Create shared database tables from table definitions in InfoSphere DataStage and
QualityStage.
In previous versions of InfoSphere Information Server, implemented data resources
were called physical data resources (PDR).
Some assets have name qualifiers as part of their identity strings. A name qualifier is
a value sometimes added by the source tool to help distinguish between assets
with the same name.

Asset types
The following table lists and defines the types of implemented data resources that
can be stored in the metadata repository. Each asset has a unique identity that is
determined by the identity components.

2
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Table 1. Implemented data resources

Asset type
Host

Database

Definition

Components of
the identity of
the asset

Contained asset
types

A computer where a
database or data file
exists.

Host name

Database and
data file

A relational storage
collection that is
organized by schemas
and procedures. A
database stores data that
is represented by tables.

v Database name Database schema

Hosts can also
contain assets
that are not
implemented
data resources,
such as jobs,
connectors, and
data connections.

v DBMS name
v Database
server name
v Identity of the
host
Note: The DBMS
name and
database server
name
components are
not displayed as
part of the
identity string in
user interfaces or
on the command
line.

Database schema

A named collection of
related database tables,
database views and
integrity constraints. A
schema defines all or a
subset of the data that is
in a database. A database
schema can implement a
logical data model or a
physical data model.

v Schema name
v Identity of the
database
If a database
schema contains
a subschema, the
identity of the
subschema is the
following:

Database table,
database view,
stored procedure,
and database
domain
Database
schemas can also
contain
subschemas

v Subschema
name
v Identity of the
containing
schema
Database table

A structure for
v Database table
representing and storing
name
data objects in a database.
v Identity of the
A database table can
database
implement a logical entity
schema
or a design table.

Database
column,
candidate key,
and foreign key

Chapter 1. Common metadata assets
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Table 1. Implemented data resources (continued)

Asset type
Database column

Database view

Database view column

Definition
A column in a database
table. A database column
can implement an entity
attribute or a design
column.
A structure for viewing
data objects that are
stored in one or more
database tables.

A column in a database
view.

Components of
the identity of
the asset

Contained asset
types

v Database
column name
v Identity of the
database table
v Database view Database view
column
name
v Identity of the
database
schema
v Database view
column name
v Identity of the
database view

Candidate key

Foreign key

Stored procedure

Stored procedure
parameter

A set of one or more
v Candidate key
columns that uniquely
name
identifies the rows of a
v Identity of the
database table. Every
database table
database table must have
at least one candidate key.
One of them is designated
as the primary key. All
others are called
alternative keys.
A non-unique identifier
v Foreign key
that defines a relationship
name
between two database
v Identity of the
tables. A foreign key in
database table
one table typically
matches one of the
candidate keys in the
related table.
A procedure that is
v Stored
defined and stored within
procedure
a database to retrieve or
name
manipulate data in that
v Stored
database, or to enforce
procedure
constraints. Stored
name qualifier
procedures can implement
v
Identity of the
design stored procedures.
schema
A parameter that is used
by a stored procedure.

v Stored
procedure
parameter
name
v Identity of the
stored
procedure
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Stored procedure
parameter

Table 1. Implemented data resources (continued)

Asset type

Data file folder

Data file

Data file structure

Data file field

Data file definition

Definition

Components of
the identity of
the asset

Contained asset
types

A directory in a file
v Data file folder Data file folders,
system. A data file folder
data files
name
is an organizational unit
v Data file folder
or container that
path
organizes folders and files
v Identity of the
into a hierarchical
host
structure. An Amazon S3
bucket is a data file
folder.
An information asset that v Data file name Data file
structure
represents a collection of
v Data file path
fields that is stored in a
v Identity of the
single file. This asset
host
could be a sequential file
(a flat file that has no
hierarchical structure) or a
complex flat file (a file
that has hierarchical
structure). Examples of
complex flat files include,
COBOL copybooks and
XML files. A data file can
implement a physical data
model.
A collection of related
Data file field
v Data file
fields in a data file. A
structure name
data file structure is the
v Identity of the
file equivalent of a
data file
database table. A data file
structure can implement a
design table.
A field within a data file v Data file field
structure. A data file field
name
is equivalent to a
v Identity of the
database column. It is the
data file
smallest data unit that is
structure
used to store the data
values of an object. A data
file field can implement a
design column.
Defines the structures of
v Data file
data files. A data file
definition
definition does not
name
represent a file asset that
v Data file
is imported into the
definition
metadata repository or a
namespace
file that physically exists
in the real world. It
represents the structure of
files that might be created
and imported later.

Data file
definition
structure

Chapter 1. Common metadata assets
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Table 1. Implemented data resources (continued)

Asset type

Data file definition
structure

Data file definition field

Database domain

Definition

field

A field in a data file
definition structure. Data
file definition fields are
column-like elements
within data file definition
structures. A data file
field can implement a
data file definition field.
A user-defined datatype
that is contained by a
database schema.
Database domains can
implement design
domains and logical
domains.

A data field that is
contained by a database
domain. For example, a
database domain named
address might contain
fields for number and
street.

A data field that is
Data item definition contained by a data item
field
definition.

v Data file
definition field
name
v Identity of the
data file
definition
structure
v Database
domain name
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Database domain
field

v Database
domain name
qualifier
v Identity of
database
schema
v Data item
definition
name
v Data item
definition
name qualifier

v Database
domain field
name
v Identity of
database
domain
v Data item
definition field
name
v Identity of
data item
definition field

Related concepts:

Contained asset
types

Data file
Defines the structure of
v Data file
definition field
the data file structures in
definition
a data file definition. Data
structure name
file definition structures
v Identity of the
represent table-like objects
data file
within data file
definition
definitions. A data file
structure can implement a
data file definition
structure.

An information asset that
Data item definition represents user-defined
types and intermediate
elements in the hierarchy
of complex data
structures. Examples are
COBOL structured fields
and SAP intermediate
segments in IDoc
structures.
Database domain

Components of
the identity of
the asset

Data item
definition field

“Asset identity” on page 23
Each asset in the metadata repository needs to have a unique identity. You can
merge or delete assets that do not have unique identities, such as duplicates and
disconnected assets.
“Logical data model assets”
Logical data models capture the business definition of information assets by using
the entity-relationship modeling approach. The logical data model consists of a set
of related entities and their business associations.
“Physical data model assets” on page 12
A physical data model is a design schema for information assets that defines the
physical structures and relationships of data within a subject domain or
application. Physical data models are independent of implementation or platform
details.
“Implementation relationships” on page 21
You can set and explore relationships between logical data models, physical data
models, and implemented data resources.
“Identity parameters for imported assets” on page 43
You specify values for identity parameters when you import database assets,
logical data models, or physical data models. Specifying identity values helps
prevent duplicate assets in the metadata repository and ensures that you do not
overwrite assets by mistake.

Logical data model assets
Logical data models capture the business definition of information assets by using
the entity-relationship modeling approach. The logical data model consists of a set
of related entities and their business associations.
Logical data models can be implemented by both physical data models and
database schemas. You can use InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager to set
implementation relationships between logical data models, physical data models,
database schemas, and their contained assets.
You can use bridges to import logical data models from design tools such as
InfoSphere Data Architect and CA ERwin Data Modeler.
If you import logical data models, you have an end-to-end view of the metadata
assets that control data flow. You can trace a logical entity to the table that
implements the logical entity, through the jobs that use the columns of the table,
and on to the business intelligence (BI) report that is based on the table.

Asset types
The following table lists and defines the types of logical data model assets that are
stored in the metadata repository.

Chapter 1. Common metadata assets
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Table 2. Logical data model assets

Asset type
Logical data model

Definition
A logical representation of
the data objects that are
related to a business
domain and the rules or
constraints that govern
their associations in
real-world applications.
Logical data models
consist of a set of entities
and relationships. A
logical data model can be
implemented by a
physical data model or a
database schema.

Components of
the identity of
the asset
v Logical data
model name
v Logical data
model
namespace: a
value that you
set during
import to help
uniquely
identify the
model

Contained asset
types
Subject area,
logical entity,
logical
relationship,
entity
generalization
hierarchy, and
logical domain
Note: Logical
data models can
also contain
submodels.

If a logical data
model has a
submodel, the
identity
components of
the submodel are
the following:
v Name of the
contained
logical data
model
v Namespace of
the contained
logical data
model
v Identity of the
containing
logical data
model

Subject area
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A grouping of related
logical entities that focus
on a particular business
area. A logical entity can
be included in more than
one subject area to better
differentiate it from other
logical entities in the
logical data model.

v Subject area
name
v Identity of the
logical data
model

A subject area
can include but
does not contain
logical entities,
logical
relationships,
and entity
generalization
hierarchies.
Deleting the
subject area does
not delete assets
of these types.

Table 2. Logical data model assets (continued)

Asset type
Logical entity

Entity attribute

Validation constraint

Validation rule

Definition
An asset that represents
the data structure in the
logical data model. A
logical entity defines
entity attributes, entity
keys, and entity
constraints. A logical
entity can be
implemented by a design
table in a physical model
or by a database table.

Components of
the identity of
the asset
v Logical entity
name
v Identity of the
logical data
model

Contained asset
types
Entity attribute,
entity key, and
entity constraint

A relevant property or
v Entity attribute Validation
characteristic of an entity
constraint
name
that defines the meaning
v Identity of the
and purpose of a unit of
logical entity
data. An entity attribute
can be implemented by a
design column in a
physical data model or by
a database column.
A validation constraint is
an abstract supertype that
can be a validation rule,
validation range, or
validation list.

See validation
rule, validation
range, or
validation list.

An expression that
v Validation rule
defines the valid values
name
for an entity attribute or a
v Validation rule
logical domain.
name qualifier
v Identity of the
logical data
model

Validation range

A range of values that
v Validation
defines the valid values
range name
for an entity attribute or a
v Validation
logical domain.
range name
qualifier
v Identity of the
logical data
model

Validation list

A list of discrete values
that defines the valid
values for an entity
attribute or a logical
domain.

v Validation list
name

Validation value

v Validation list
name qualifier
v Identity of the
logical data
model

Chapter 1. Common metadata assets
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Table 2. Logical data model assets (continued)

Asset type
Validation value

Definition

Components of
the identity of
the asset

A discrete value in a
validation list.

v Validation
value name
v Validation
value sequence
v Identity of the
validation list

Entity key

Unique key

Reference key

Inversion key

Entity key
component

Entity constraint

10
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A semantic identifier that See unique key,
consists of one or more
reference key, or
entity attributes. An entity inversion key.
key is an abstract
supertype that can be a
unique key, a reference
key, or an inversion entry.
A key that specifies the
values of the entity
attributes that uniquely
identify the instances of
the logical entity. A
unique key can be
implemented as a
candidate key in a design
table or a database table.

v Unique key
name
v Identity of the
logical entity

A key that specifies a
v Reference key
referential integrity
name
constraint that is
v Identity of the
associated with a
logical entity
relationship. A reference
key can be implemented
as a foreign key in a
design table or a database
table.
A non-unique logical
identifier that defines an
inversion entry. An
inversion key can be
implemented by an index
in a design table or a
database table.

v Identity of the
logical entity

An association between
an entity key and one of
its attributes.

v Identity of the
entity key

A business rule in the
form of a constraint that
is attached to a logical
entity.

v Inversion key
name

v Identity of the
entity attribute
v Entity
constraint
name
v Identity of the
logical entity

Contained asset
types

Table 2. Logical data model assets (continued)

Asset type

Definition

An asset that represents
Logical relationship the set of business rules
that define the
associations between two
logical entities. A logical
relationship can be
implemented by a design
foreign key or a foreign
key for a database table.

Relationship end

Components of
the identity of
the asset
v Logical
relationship
name

Contained asset
types
Relationship end

v Identity of the
child entity of
the
relationship
v Identity of the
parent entity
of the
relationship

A connection between the v Name of the
entity and the relationship
relationship
that expresses how the
end
logical entity participates
v Identity of the
in the relationship.
relationship
v Identity of the
logical entity
that is
referenced by
the
relationship
end

Entity
generalization hierarchy

Hierarchy subtype

An asset that represents
v Name of the
the inheritance
entity
associations that classify
generalization
logical entities into
hierarchy
subtypes and supertypes.
v Identity of the
A hierarchy supertype is a
parent entity
logical entity that is the
v
Identity of the
supertype or parent entity
logical
model
in the hierarchy.

Hierarchy
supertype and
hierarchy
subtype

An asset that connects a
v Name of the
logical entity as a subtype
hierarchy
in an entity generalization
subtype
hierarchy. An entity can
v Identity of the
be a subtype in more than
entity
one hierarchy.
generalization
hierarchy
v Identity of the
logical entity
that is the
subtype

Chapter 1. Common metadata assets
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Table 2. Logical data model assets (continued)

Asset type
Logical domain

Definition
A user-defined data type
or global attribute that
can be reused in multiple
logical entities. A logical
domain can be
implemented by a
physical domain or a
database domain. Logical
domains can contain
other logical domains.

Components of
the identity of
the asset
v Logical
domain name

Contained asset
types
Logical domain

v Logical
domain name
qualifier
v Identity of the
logical data
model
If a logical
domain contains
another logical
domain, the
identity
components of
the contained
logical domain
are the following:
v Name of the
contained
logical domain
v Identity of the
containing
logical domain

Related concepts:
“Implemented data resources” on page 2
Implemented data resources include databases and their contents, data files and
their contents, and host computers that contain databases and data files. Data item
definitions, which represent complex data structures, are also implemented data
resources.
“Physical data model assets”
A physical data model is a design schema for information assets that defines the
physical structures and relationships of data within a subject domain or
application. Physical data models are independent of implementation or platform
details.
“Asset identity” on page 23
Each asset in the metadata repository needs to have a unique identity. You can
merge or delete assets that do not have unique identities, such as duplicates and
disconnected assets.
“Implementation relationships” on page 21
You can set and explore relationships between logical data models, physical data
models, and implemented data resources.

Physical data model assets
A physical data model is a design schema for information assets that defines the
physical structures and relationships of data within a subject domain or
application. Physical data models are independent of implementation or platform
details.

12
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Physical data models are typically generated from logical data models by using
modeling tools, although they can be reverse-engineered from existing databases.
Physical data models represent designs for storing data, unlike implemented data
resources, which represent actual databases and data files. A physical data model
can implement multiple logical data models and can be implemented by multiple
database schemas and data files.
You can use bridges to import physical data models from design tools such as IBM
InfoSphere Data Architect and CA ERwin Data Modeler. When you import a
physical data model by using a bridge, you can choose to create a corresponding
database schema that implements the physical data model. The database schema is
saved in the metadata repository for use in InfoSphere DataStage and QualityStage
jobs.
You can use InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager to set implementation
relationships between logical data models, physical data models, database schemas,
data files, and their contained assets.

Asset types
The following table lists and defines the types of physical data model assets that
can be stored in the metadata repository.

Chapter 1. Common metadata assets
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Table 3. Physical data model assets

Asset type

Definition

Components of
the identity of
the asset

A design schema for
v Physical data
Physical data model information assets that
model name
defines the physical
v Physical data
structures and
model
relationships of data
namespace: a
within a subject domain
value that you
or application. A physical
set during
data model can
import to help
implement a logical data
uniquely
model and can be
identify the
implemented by a
model
database schema or a data
file.
If a physical data
model has a
submodel, the
identity
components of
the submodel are
the following:

Contained asset
types
Submodels,
design table,
design stored
procedure, and
physical domain

v Name of the
contained
physical data
model
v Namespace of
the contained
physical data
model
v Identity of the
containing
physical data
model
Design table

Design column
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An asset that represents a v Design table
table structure in the
name
physical data model. The
v Identity of the
design table defines the
physical data
design column, the design
model
candidate key, and the
design foreign key. A
design table can
implement a logical entity
and can be implemented
by a database table or
data file structure.
A relevant property or
v Design column
characteristic of a design
name
table that defines the
v Identity of the
meaning and purpose of a
design table
unit of data. A design
column can implement an
entity attribute and can be
implemented by a
database column or a data
file field.

Design column,
design candidate
key, and design
foreign key

Table 3. Physical data model assets (continued)

Asset type

Definition

Design view

A structure for viewing
data objects that are
stored in one or more
design tables.

Design view column

A column in a design
view.

Components of
the identity of
the asset

Contained asset
types

v Design view
name

Design view
column

v Identity of the
physical data
model
v Design view
column name
v Identity of the
design view

Design candidate
key

Design foreign key

Design stored
procedure

Design stored
procedure parameter

A unique semantic
identifier that defines the
identity constraint of a
design table.

v Design
candidate key
name
v Identity of the
design table

A non-unique identifier
v Design foreign
that defines a relationship
key name
between two design
v Identity of the
tables.
design table
An asset that represents
the stored procedure
structure in the physical
data model. The design
stored procedure also
defines the design stored
procedure parameters. A
design stored procedure
can be implemented by a
stored procedure.
A parameter that is used
by a design stored
procedure.

v Design stored
procedure
name

Design stored
procedure
parameter

v Design stored
procedure
name qualifier
v Identity of the
physical data
model
v Design stored
procedure
parameter
name
v Identity of the
design stored
procedure

Physical domain

A user-defined data type v Physical
or global attribute that
domain name
can be reused in multiple
v Physical
design tables. A physical
domain name
domain can implement a
qualifier
logical domain and can be
v Identity of the
implemented by a
physical data
database domain.
model

Physical domain
field
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Table 3. Physical data model assets (continued)

Asset type
Physical domain
field

Definition
A data field that is
contained by a physical
domain. For example a
domain named address
might contain fields for
number and street.

Components of
the identity of
the asset

Contained asset
types

v Physical
domain field
name
v Identity of
physical
domain

Related concepts:
“Implemented data resources” on page 2
Implemented data resources include databases and their contents, data files and
their contents, and host computers that contain databases and data files. Data item
definitions, which represent complex data structures, are also implemented data
resources.
“Logical data model assets” on page 7
Logical data models capture the business definition of information assets by using
the entity-relationship modeling approach. The logical data model consists of a set
of related entities and their business associations.
“Asset identity” on page 23
Each asset in the metadata repository needs to have a unique identity. You can
merge or delete assets that do not have unique identities, such as duplicates and
disconnected assets.
“Implementation relationships” on page 21
You can set and explore relationships between logical data models, physical data
models, and implemented data resources.

Business intelligence assets
Business intelligence (BI) assets are used by BI tools to organize reports and
models that provide a business view of data. These assets include BI reports, BI
models, BI collections, and cubes.
You can use bridges to import BI assets from tools such as IBM Cognos® and SAP
BusinessObjects.
It is good practice when importing BI assets to simultaneously import the database
tables that BI reports are based on. You can then use InfoSphere Information
Governance Catalog to create data lineage reports that show the relationship
between the database tables, the jobs that use the database tables, and the BI
reports that are based on the tables.
You can use InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager to browse and delete BI assets
and manage duplicate BI assets.

Asset types
The following table lists and defines the types of BI assets that are stored in the
metadata repository of InfoSphere Information Server.
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Table 4. BI assets

Asset type
BI server

Definition
When a BI tool supports
multiple servers on a
single host computer, the
BI server value is the
name of the source tool
server. When a BI tool
supports a single server
per host computer, the BI
server value is the name
or IP address of the host
system.

Components of
the identity of
the asset

Contained asset
types

v BI server name BI folder

BI servers are displayed
in InfoSphere Information
Governance Catalog and
on the Import tab of
InfoSphere Metadata
Asset Manager.
BI folder

The folder structure that
v BI folder name BI folder, BI
model, and BI
contains BI models, or BI
v Identity of the
report
reports, or both in the
BI server, or,
source tool. BI folders can
for subfolders,
also contain other BI
the identity of
folders.
the containing
BI folder
BI folders are displayed in
InfoSphere Information
Governance Catalog and
on the Import tab of
InfoSphere Metadata
Asset Manager.

BI model

BI collection

A grouping of BI data
collection views that are
relevant to a BI
application.

v BI model name Cube, BI
collection, BI
v Identity of BI
join, BI hierarchy,
folder
and BI filter

A data structure that
v BI collection
provides a view of data
name
that is stored in databases
v BI collection
and files. In dimensional
namespace
modeling, these structures
are known as dimensions v Identity of the
BI model that
and fact tables. BI
contains the
collections are the data
collection, or,
sources of BI reports.
for
subcollections,
the identity of
the BI
collection that
contains the
subcollection

BI collection
member, BI level,
BI hierarchy, and
BI filter. BI
collections can
contain other BI
collections.
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Table 4. BI assets (continued)

Asset type
BI collection
member

BI level

BI level element

Cube

Cube dimension
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Definition

Components of
the identity of
the asset

Contained asset
types

The basic abstraction of a v BI collection
data value that is
member name
projected from a database
v Identity of the
column. BI collection
BI collection
members define the
structure of the collection
that owns them. There are
two types of members:
regular and measure.
Regular members are
dimension attributes that
describe the
characteristics and
semantics of the owner
collection. Measures
represent analytic values
that define a
measurement entity in a
fact collection.
An asset that defines a
logical step in the order
of a BI hierarchy. A BI
level consists of one or
more BI collection
members of the same BI
collection that are related
and function as a logical
unit.

v BI level name

BI level element

v Identity of the
BI collection

An associative class that
v Identity of the
assigns a BI collection
BI collection
member to a specific level
member
within the collection.
v Identity of the
BI level
A subset of a BI model
that consists of a set of
related analytic values
that share the same
dimensionality.

v Cube name
v Cube
namespace
v Identity of the
BI model

An associative class that
v Identity of the
connects a cube to
cube
dimensions in the BI
v Identity of the
collection that are relevant
BI collection
to the analytic values of
the cube. A cube
dimension references the
BI collection from which
the dimension is derived
and the relevant
dimension hierarchy of
the cube.

Cube dimension
and cube
measure

Table 4. BI assets (continued)

Asset type
Cube measure

BI filter

BI hierarchy

BI hierarchy
member

BI join

BI report

BI report query

Definition
An associative class that
connects a cube to BI
collection members that
are measures.

A filtering constraint on
the source data that is
viewed through a BI
collection. Filters are
either local or global. A
local filter is owned by a
single BI collection. A
global filter is owned by
the BI model and by one
or more collections.

Components of
the identity of
the asset
v Identity of the
cube
v Identity of the
BI collection
member
v BI filter name
v BI filter
namespace
v Either the
identity of the
containing BI
model or the
containing BI
collection

An organizational
v BI hierarchy
structure that defines an
name
ordering or relationship of
v BI hierarchy
data within a BI
namespace
collection.
v Either the
identity of the
containing BI
model or the
containing BI
collection
An asset that orders BI
levels within a hierarchy
structure.

Contained asset
types

BI hierarchy
member

v Identity of the
BI hierarchy
v Identity of the
BI level

An asset that joins two
v BI join name
database tables (a
v BI join
physical join) or two BI
condition
collections (a logical join).
The physical join defines v Identity of the
BI model
the data source of a BI
collection and the logical
join is used in a star
schema between fact and
dimension collections.

BI report query

A business intelligence
report that is based on
information in a database
or a BI model.

v BI report name BI report query

A query on a database or
a BI model.

v BI report
query name

v Identity of the
BI folder
BI report query
item

v BI report
query
namespace
v Identity of the
BI report
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Table 4. BI assets (continued)

Asset type
BI report query
item

Definition

Components of
the identity of
the asset

An asset that defines a
column in a BI report
query.

v BI report
query item
name

Contained asset
types

v Identity of the
BI report
query

Related concepts:
“Asset identity” on page 23
Each asset in the metadata repository needs to have a unique identity. You can
merge or delete assets that do not have unique identities, such as duplicates and
disconnected assets.

Miscellaneous common metadata assets
Common metadata assets include several asset types that do not fit the major
categories. These assets are data connections, custom attributes, and contract
libraries.

Asset types
The following table lists and defines the miscellaneous common metadata assets
that are stored in the metadata repository. You can import and export assets of
these types by using the istool command line.
Table 5. Miscellaneous common metadata assets
Asset type

Definition

Data connection

A connection for accessing a
database, data file folder, or data
file. For example, an ODBC or
Oracle connection.

Components of the
identity of the asset
v Data connection
name
v User name
v Connection string
v Identity of the
database, data file
folder, or data file
that is accessed by
the data connection
v Identity of the host
that is accessed by
the connection
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Custom attribute

A user-created attribute that adds Custom attribute
name
information about implemented
data resources, logical data
resources, extended data
resources, or extension
mappings.

Contract library

A group of related XML schemas Contract library name
that are imported and used by
the XML stage to transform data.
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Implementation relationships
You can set and explore relationships between logical data models, physical data
models, and implemented data resources.
InfoSphere Information Server tools analyze and transform data that comes from
databases and data files. The metadata that describes databases and data files and
their contents is stored in the metadata repository as a hierarchy of implemented
data resources. In this hierarchy, a host computer contains one or more databases,
which contain schemas. The database schemas contain tables, which contain
columns. A host can also contain a data file, which contains data file structures.
Data file structures contain data file fields, which are the equivalent of columns.
The organization within these data hierarchies is often determined by decisions
that data modelers make when they use design tools such as CA ERwin Data
Modeler or InfoSphere Data Architect. As a data modeler, you use a modeling tool
to create logical data models that capture the business definition of information
assets and the relationships between them. By using the same tool, you can then
implement logical data models as physical data models, transforming the logical
concepts into the design for a database or sometimes the design for a data file.
Finally, you can implement the physical data models as schemas in real-world
databases, or as data files. You can also implement the logical data models directly
as database schemas.
Although database and data file assets are placed in the category of implemented
data resources, they do not always have implementation relationships to data model
assets. Some databases, for example, are constructed without reference to a logical
data model or a physical data model. In other cases, the databases are imported
separately from the data models and the relationship between them is not
established unless you set it manually in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.

Logical
data
model

Implemented by...

Database
schema

Implemented by...

Physical
data
model

Implemented by...

Data
file

Figure 1. Implementation relationships between types of assets

By importing and storing the metadata for logical and physical data models and
implemented data resources, InfoSphere Information Server provides a unified
view of your data flow, from the logical conception through multiple
transformations in jobs.
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Setting implementation relationships during bridge imports
When you use a bridge to import a logical data model and a related physical data
model from a design tool, the bridge automatically sets implementation
relationships between the corresponding assets in the models. For example, entities
and attributes in the logical data model are connected by implementation
relationships to corresponding design tables and design columns in the physical
data model.
An implementation relationship is a two-way relationship:
v A logical data model is implemented by a physical data model.
v A physical data model implements a logical data model.
When you import a physical data model from a design tool, you can choose to
create an additional set of implemented data resources, based on identity
parameters that you specify during the import. This process transforms the
physical data model into a database schema with database tables and database
columns that correspond to the design tables and design columns in the model.
Both the implemented data resources and the physical data model assets are saved
to the metadata repository. The database tables and columns can be used by
developers of InfoSphere DataStage and QualityStage jobs. The bridge sets
implementation relationships between the physical data model assets and the
corresponding assets in the database schema.
You can use these implementation relationships to trace the source of your
metadata back to its logical origin in a design tool. For example, by using data
lineage in InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog, you can trace the definition
of a database column back to the design column that it implements. For each
column, you can view the related entity attribute or design column. You can also
view and follow these relationships in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager. This
gives you an end-to-end perspective on your information flow that can alert you to
changes in your data structure. For example, if you change the properties of an
entity attribute in the logical data model, you can see which database columns are
affected downstream by the change. Or you can trace implementation relationships
to ensure that all the entity attributes in a logical data model are implemented as
database columns.

Additional ways of setting implementation relationships
You can manually set relationships between logical data models, physical data
models, and implemented data resources that are stored in the metadata repository.
Setting implementation relationships manually is useful when you import logical
data models and physical data models separately, or when you import database or
data file assets and you want to indicate that they implement logical or physical
data model assets.
On the Repository Management tab of InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager, you
can specify that a logical data model is implemented by one or more physical data
models or database schemas. You can also specify that a physical data model is
implemented by one or more database schemas or data files. You can set additional
implementation relationships between the contained assets. For example, if you
create an implementation relationship between a logical data model and a database
schema you can specify that a logical entity in the data model is implemented by
one or more database tables in the schema.
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When you analyze a data source in InfoSphere Information Analyzer, you can use
the analysis results to create a physical data model. This sets implementation
relationships between corresponding assets in the physical data model and the
database schema that was analyzed. You can then create a rule, associate the
physical data model assets with default rule bindings, and use the implementation
relationships to view which database tables or database columns you can bind to.
Related concepts:
“Logical data model assets” on page 7
Logical data models capture the business definition of information assets by using
the entity-relationship modeling approach. The logical data model consists of a set
of related entities and their business associations.
“Physical data model assets” on page 12
A physical data model is a design schema for information assets that defines the
physical structures and relationships of data within a subject domain or
application. Physical data models are independent of implementation or platform
details.
“Implemented data resources” on page 2
Implemented data resources include databases and their contents, data files and
their contents, and host computers that contain databases and data files. Data item
definitions, which represent complex data structures, are also implemented data
resources.
Related information:
Setting or removing an implementation relationship
Logical data models and physical data models can be implemented by
implemented data resources. You can set or remove an implementation relationship
between either logical data model assets or physical data model assets and
implemented data resources. You can also set or remove an implementation
relationship between logical data model assets and physical data model assets.

Asset identity
Each asset in the metadata repository needs to have a unique identity. You can
merge or delete assets that do not have unique identities, such as duplicates and
disconnected assets.
When you use the suite tools of InfoSphere Information Server to work with assets
that are stored in the metadata repository, it is important that each asset has a
unique identity. This unique identity ensures, for example, that the database
column that you use in a job is the same database column that you assign a
steward to or that is assigned to a glossary term.
The identity of an asset in the metadata repository is often based on its name and
its containment hierarchy. For example, the identity of a database table is the name
of the table plus the identity of the database schema, database, and host computer
that contain it. You cannot have two different database tables with the same name
in the same schema. If you know the identity of the asset you can more easily
browse to the asset or search for it.
In some cases, the namespace or name qualifier of an asset is also used as part of its
identity. These two identity components are optional values that are provided by
some of the tools from which the assets are imported. For example, some BI tools
provide namespace information in the form of folder paths for certain BI assets
that you import into the metadata repository. This additional value helps uniquely
identify the BI asset.
Chapter 1. Common metadata assets
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The identity components of each type of common metadata asset are listed in the
separate topics on those asset types. Knowing the identity of an asset type can help
you understand the browsing structure in suite tools. Figure 1 illustrates that the
browsing path to a database table on the Repository Management tab of
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager is the same as the identity property that is
listed for the database table.

Figure 2. Browse path and identity of a database table

In the Properties list in the graphic above, the different components of the identity
of the database table are separated by forward slashes in the form
host_name/database_name/database schema_name/database_table_name. This
representation is called an identity string. Identity strings are used to specify
individual assets when you use the istool command line to import, export, query,
or delete common metadata assets.
The istool identity string for an asset does not always contain all of the identity
components of that asset. For example, istool queries use database name as the
only identity component for database in the identity string. The full identity of a
database asset can also include DBMS name and database server name.
The user interfaces for most suite tools do not display every component of the
identity. The most complete view is available in the Repository Management tab of
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager, when you browse to the properties of an
asset. The Identity field contains the same shortened identity information that is
used by the istool command line. But the other identity components are displayed
in other fields. For example, DBMS name is displayed in the field DBMS and
database server is displayed in the field Server.
Related concepts:
“Business intelligence assets” on page 16
Business intelligence (BI) assets are used by BI tools to organize reports and
models that provide a business view of data. These assets include BI reports, BI
models, BI collections, and cubes.
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“Identity parameters for imported assets” on page 43
You specify values for identity parameters when you import database assets,
logical data models, or physical data models. Specifying identity values helps
prevent duplicate assets in the metadata repository and ensures that you do not
overwrite assets by mistake.
Related tasks:
“Analyzing imports in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 60
You analyze imports to see if there are duplicates assets or assets with invalid
identities.
“Comparing staged imports” on page 65
You can compare staged imports that are in the same import area. Comparing
shows you the differences in assets between each staged import.

Duplicate assets
Duplicate assets are assets that have the same identity or assets that have different
identities but can be considered identical. You can manage duplicate assets by
merging or deleting them.
Under most circumstances, suite tools prevent you from creating duplicate assets
or importing duplicate assets into the metadata repository. However, there are
some cases where duplicate assets might occur in the metadata repository.
Consider these cases where duplicates might occur:
v When you use two different types of import tools, for example a connector and
a bridge, to import an asset from the same source at different times, one tool
might report the identity differently from the other tool. For example, the
database management system (DBMS) might be interpreted differently by two
import tools, and as a result the same imported assets are contained by two
different databases.
v When you import the same asset twice from different host computers or specify
different identity parameters, you could end up with the same database tables
being part of a different host, database, or schema.
v When you override the default administration setting in InfoSphere Metadata
Asset Manager that prevents the import of duplicates, you can create duplicates
in the metadata repository.
There are two basic types of duplicates in the metadata repository:
v Duplicates that have the same identity. For example, a database table that has
the same name as another database table that is contained in the same database
schema.
v Duplicates that have different identities but can really be considered the same
object. For example, two database tables that have the same columns and
perhaps the same name, but are contained in different schemas, databases, or
hosts.
When you import assets by using InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager, you are
alerted to any duplicates in the import event that have the same identity. You can
inspect those duplicates in the staging area. But unless your administration settings
allow you to import duplicates, you must fix the duplicates in the source tool and
reimport before the import event can be shared with the metadata repository. If
you choose to allow duplicates during imports, be aware that every reimport of the
same content increases the number of duplicates in the repository.
When duplicates exist in the metadata repository, you can manage them by using
the Repository Management tab of InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager. By
Chapter 1. Common metadata assets
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clicking Manage Duplicates, you can view and compare assets of specific types
that have the same name. You can merge duplicate databases that are contained by
the same host computer and duplicate database schemas that are contained by the
same database. Contained database tables and database columns that have the
same name are also merged. You can delete duplicate assets of all types.
You can also browse the repository to inspect assets that you think might be
duplicates but do not have the same name.
To help you decide what action to take, the Repository Management tab provides
information about the usage of assets. Before you merge or delete a duplicate asset,
check the usage of the asset by the suite tools. For example, if a duplicate asset that
you want to delete is assigned to a term, you might want to assign the surviving
asset to the same term. If a duplicate asset is used in a job, you can change the job
properties in InfoSphere DataStage and QualityStage to use the surviving asset
instead of the deleted asset.
Related tasks:
“Analyzing imports in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 60
You analyze imports to see if there are duplicates assets or assets with invalid
identities.
Related information:
Managing duplicate metadata assets
You can compare, merge, or delete duplicate assets in the metadata repository.
Deleting duplicate assets helps ensure that suite tool users can choose the correct
assets to use.
Merging assets
After browsing for assets or managing duplicate assets, you can merge two assets
into one asset. Merging duplicate metadata assets makes it easier for suite tool
users to choose the correct metadata to use in jobs. You can merge databases or
database schemas.

Disconnected assets
Assets that become disconnected from their immediate parent asset in the identity
string are called disconnected assets.
Assets can become disconnected when parent assets are deleted and the child asset
has relationships to other assets that prevent its deletion.
Disconnected assets can cause problems when they are used in suite tools because
they do not have complete identities. The solution is to delete the disconnected
asset and reimport the original asset. You can browse and delete disconnected
assets by using the Repository Management tab of InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager.
Be sure to view the usage of the disconnected asset so that you can recreate the
necessary relationships to other suite tools when you reimport the asset.
Related tasks:
“Analyzing imports in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 60
You analyze imports to see if there are duplicates assets or assets with invalid
identities.
Related information:
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Managing disconnected assets
You can view the details of a disconnected implemented data resource, logical data
model asset, or business intelligence (BI) asset or delete disconnected assets from
the metadata repository. Disconnected assets do not have a complete identity
because one or more assets in the identity hierarchy do not exist.

Delete rules for assets
Before deleting an asset from the metadata repository, make sure that you
understand these delete rules for the asset.

Delete rules for implemented data resources
The following table describes the delete rules that apply when you delete an
implemented data resource.
Table 6. Delete rules for implemented data resources
Deleted asset

Delete rule

Host

You cannot delete a host if it contains any of
the following assets: databases, data file
folders, data files, jobs, connectors, or data
connections.

Database

All database schemas that are contained by
the database are also deleted.

Database schema

All database tables and stored procedures
that are contained by the database schema
are also deleted.

Database table

All columns, candidate keys, and foreign
keys that are contained by the database table
are also deleted. Any table analysis and
column analysis summaries based on the
database table are also deleted.
You cannot delete a database table if it has a
foreign key constraint that points to a
primary key in another table.

Data file folder

All subfolders, data files, and data file
definitions that are contained by the data file
folder are also deleted.

Data file

All data file structures and data file fields
that are contained by the data files are also
deleted.

Data file structure

All data file fields that are contained by the
data file structure are also deleted.

Data file definition

All data file definition structures that are
contained by the data file definition are also
deleted.

Data file definition structure

All data file definition fields that are
contained by the data file definition
structure are also deleted.
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Table 6. Delete rules for implemented data resources (continued)
Deleted asset

Delete rule

Data item definition

All data item definitions fields that are
contained by the data file definition are also
deleted.
You cannot delete a data item definition if
any database columns or data file fields in
the metadata repository are based on the
data item definition.

Database domain.

All database domain fields that are
contained by the database domain are also
deleted.
You cannot delete a database domain if any
database columns in the metadata repository
are based on the database domain.

Delete rules for BI assets
The following table describes the delete rules that apply when you delete a BI
asset.
Table 7. Delete rules for BI assets
Deleted asset

Delete rule

BI server

All BI folders that are contained by the BI
server are also deleted.

BI folder

All subfolders, BI models, and BI reports
that are contained by the BI folder are
deleted.

BI model

All BI dimensions, BI collections, BI joins, BI
hierarchies, and cubes that are contained by
the BI model are also deleted.

BI report

All BI report queries that are contained by
the BI report are also deleted.

BI collection

All BI collection members, BI levels, and BI
hierarchies that are contained by the BI
collection are also deleted.

Cube

All BI dimensions and BI collection members
that are contained by the cube are also
deleted.

BI report query

All BI report query items that are contained
by the BI report query are also deleted.

Delete rules for logical data models
The following table describes the delete rules that apply when you delete logical
data model assets.
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Table 8. Delete rules for logical data models
Deleted asset

Delete rule

Logical data model

All submodels, subject areas, logical
relationships, logical entities, and entity
generalization hierarchies contained in the
logical data model are also deleted.

Logical domain

All contained logical domains are deleted.
You cannot delete a logical domain if any
entity attributes in the metadata repository
are based on the logical domain.

Logical entity

All logical relationships, logical attributes,
keys, and validation constraints associated
with the logical entity are also deleted.

Entity generalization hierarchy

All subtype elements associated with the
entity generalization hierarchy are deleted.
Logical entities associated with the entity
generalization hierarchy are not deleted.

Logical relationship

All relationship ends connected with the
logical relationship are deleted. Logical
entities associated with the relationship are
not deleted.

Subject area

Deleting a subject area does not affect
associated assets.

Delete rules for physical data models
The following table describes the delete rules that apply when you delete physical
data model assets.
Table 9. Delete rules for physical data models
Deleted asset

Delete rule

Physical data model

All physical domains, design tables, and
design procedures contained in the physical
data model are also deleted.

Physical domain

All contained physical domain fields are
deleted. You cannot delete a physical
domain if any design columns in the
metadata repository are based on the
physical domain.

Design table

All design columns, design candidate keys,
and design foreign keys associated with the
design table are also deleted.

Design stored procedure

All design stored procedure parameters are
also deleted.
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Chapter 2. Importing and managing assets by using IBM
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
You can review and preview imports of metadata assets, and you can manage
assets that are in the metadata repository.
Related concepts:
Chapter 1, “Common metadata assets,” on page 1
Common metadata assets are stored in the metadata repository and shared
between tools in the IBM InfoSphere Information Server suite. Common metadata
assets include logical and physical data model assets, implemented data resources,
and business intelligence (BI) assets.
“How bridges work” on page 115
You can use bridges to import or export metadata. Some bridges use IBM
MetaBroker® technology.
Related reference:
“Requirements for using bridges” on page 117
Before you can import or export metadata, you must install required software
programs. Some bridges have additional requirements that are detailed in the
bridge reference topic for each bridge.
Related information:
Chapter 3, “Exchanging metadata by using IBM InfoSphere Metadata Integration
Bridges,” on page 115
You can import metadata from tools, files, and databases into the metadata
repository of InfoSphere Information Server by using bridges with InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager.

Overview of InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
You use InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager to import, export, and manage
common metadata assets, which are vital to all components of the InfoSphere
Information Server suite. You can import assets to a staging area before you share
them to the metadata repository. In the metadata repository, you can export assets,
browse and search for common metadata assets, set implementation relationships
between them, and merge duplicates.
When you share imports to the metadata repository, the imported assets are
available to users of other suite tools. Other users can analyze the assets, use them
in jobs, assign them to terms, or designate stewards for the assets. Until you share
the import, the assets are not visible in the metadata repository and cannot be used
by suite tools.
Common metadata assets include the following types:
v Implemented data resources, such as database tables and data files
v Physical data model assets, such as design tables and design columns
v Logical data model assets, such as logical entities, entity attributes, and
relationships
v Business intelligence (BI) assets, such as BI models, BI collections, and BI reports
that are based on database tables
v Data connections and custom attributes
© Copyright IBM Corp. 2006, 2014
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To use InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager, you must be assigned one of the
common metadata roles (http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/
SSZJPZ_11.3.0/com.ibm.swg.im.iis.found.admin.common.doc/topics/
c_common_metadata_roles.dita).
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager uses the following types of import tools:
v InfoSphere Metadata Integration Bridges, which import metadata from many
types of tools, files, and databases, including IBM Cognos, CA ERwin,
InfoSphere Data Architect, Hadoop Distributed Filing System, InfoSphere MDM,
and SAP BusinessObjects. Some bridges import additional types of metadata,
such as analysis information from InfoSphere Discovery, endpoints from
InfoSphere Streams.
v InfoSphere Information Server connectors, which import database metadata from
databases such as Amazon S3, Greenplum, Teradata, Oracle, Netezza, and DB2®,
and by using ODBC and JDBC connections.
The tasks that you perform in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager are divided into
three main areas, each of which has its own tab:
v Import, where you analyze and preview the contents of the import in a staging
area before you share it to the metadata repository
v Repository Management, where you find, inspect, manage. and export assets
that are in the metadata repository
v Administration, where you set import policies and manage the metadata
interchange servers where bridges and connectors are installed
To log in to InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager, connect to the following URL in
your browser: https://server:port/ibm/iis/imam/console, where server is the
name or IP address of the services tier computer, and port is the port number. The
default port number is 9443 for HTTPS.

Importing assets to the staging area
The contents and parameters of each import are saved to an import area in the
staging area, regardless of whether you choose to share the import to the metadata
repository. The staging area is a separate schema in the metadata repository that is
not visible to users of other tools in the suite. When you run a new import, you
create an import area that contains the staged import. When you reimport from an
import area, it creates a new staged import in the same import area.
Importing assets involves the following tasks:
1. Naming the import area and choosing the metadata interchange server that you
want to run bridges and connectors from. You can choose a local or remote
computer.
2. Selecting a bridge or connector to import from the database, file, or tool that
contains the assets that you want to import.
3. Specifying parameter values for the bridge or connector, and in some cases
selecting the specific assets to import.
When you specify parameter values for connectors, you must create a data
connection or select an existing data connection. A data connection is a reusable
connection between a data source, such as a database, and InfoSphere
Information Server. After you create a data connection and share the import to
the metadata repository, the data connection is stored and available for other
users to use to connect to the data source that is specified in the data
connection details. Common Metadata Importers can create data connections
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in the import wizard. Common Metadata Administrators update data
connections on the Import tab and delete data connections on the Repository
Management tab.
4. Specifying identity parameters if you are importing database assets, logical data
models, or physical data models. Identity parameters help prevent the creation
of duplicate assets and help ensure that existing assets are not overwritten by
mistake.
5. Selecting whether to perform an express import or a managed import.
Express import
The source metadata is imported to the staging area, where it is
analyzed and previewed automatically. Your administrator’s settings
determine whether the import is shared automatically to the metadata
repository or if you are required to view a preview before you
manually share the import to the metadata repository.
Managed import
The source metadata is imported to the staging area, where you
manually analyze the import contents and preview the result of sharing
it to the metadata repository. When you are satisfied with the contents
of the import, you share the import assets to the metadata repository.

Analyzing, previewing, and sharing to the metadata repository
In the staging area, you can analyze the import contents to see if there are
duplicates or identity issues. If such issues exist, you can fix them in the source
tool and then reimport the assets. Reimporting creates a new staged import in the
same import area. You can compare the contents of the newest staged import with
previous staged imports.
When the analysis results are satisfactory, you can preview the result of sharing the
import to the metadata repository. You can browse to see which existing assets in
the repository will be created and merged as a result of the import, and you can
view the list of deleted assets. You can open InfoSphere Information Governance
Catalog, if it is installed, to further examine assets that are in the repository.
You can reimport and, before sharing, change the import parameters to ensure that
you are importing the precise chosen content. When you are satisfied with the
preview, you can share the staged import to the metadata repository. You can then
browse the results of the sharing process.

Exporting assets in the metadata repository
On the Repository Management tab, you can export databases, database schemas,
and the database tables that they contain.
You select a database or a database schema to export. You use the OMG CWM 1
XMI 1 bridge to export to a file that is compliant with the Object Management
Group (OMG) Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM) XML Metadata Interchange
(XMI) file format.

Managing assets in the metadata repository
On the Repository Management tab, you can browse and search for common
metadata assets.
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If there are duplicate assets in the metadata repository, you can find them and then
merge or delete them. If there are disconnected assets, which are assets that have
become separated from their original containing assets, you can inspect and delete
them.
You can view and set implementation relationships between logical data models,
physical data models, database schemas, and data files. These relationships help
you trace the evolution of assets from their conception in design tools to their
implementation in databases and data files.
You can assign stewards to assets and add notes to assets. You can delete assets
from the metadata repository.
Related concepts:
“Managing common metadata assets” on page 100
You can use the Repository Management tab in InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager to view, compare, merge, and delete assets that are stored in the metadata
repository. You can also set implementation relationships between logical and
physical data models and implemented data resources.
Related tasks:
“Types of common metadata assets” on page 2
Each type of common metadata asset has a unique definition and unique identity
components. Common metadata assets include implemented data resources, logical
data model assets, physical data model assets, business intelligence assets, and
some miscellaneous assets.
Related reference:
“Import bridges that are supported at Version 11.3 of InfoSphere Information
Server” on page 117
You can find the prerequisites, frequently asked questions and parameter values
for the import bridges that connect to your metadata sources.
Related information:
Chapter 3, “Exchanging metadata by using IBM InfoSphere Metadata Integration
Bridges,” on page 115
You can import metadata from tools, files, and databases into the metadata
repository of InfoSphere Information Server by using bridges with InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager.

Administering InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
The Common Metadata Administrator configures InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager for use and sets import policies.

Topology diagram for InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
The components of InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager are distributed across
multiple tiers. Components are installed automatically on the services, and
repository tier, and manually on the client tier.
The following graphic displays the topology and import flow for InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager.
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InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager is a web client that runs on supported Firefox
and Internet Explorer browsers.
You import metadata from tools, databases, and files by using bridges or
connectors.
To use most bridges, you install the metadata interchange agent and bridges on a
Microsoft Windows computer on the client tier. WebSphere® Application Server
Liberty Profile is installed with the metadata interchange agent.
To use connectors, you install the connectors by installing either InfoSphere
DataStage and QualityStage or InfoSphere Information Analyzer on a Windows,
Unix, or Linux computer on the engine tier. In addition, the HDFS bridge is
installed automatically on the engine tier on Linux and AIX only. The IBM
InfoSphere Streams bridge and the IBM InfoSphere Master Data Management
bridge are installed automatically on the services tier.
During installation, the computers that the bridges and connectors are installed on
are automatically designated as metadata interchange servers. For some client-only
installations, the Common Metadata Administrator designates the metadata server
after installation.
Servlets and services for InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager are installed on the
services tier, along with suite services.
The staging area schema for InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager is created
automatically in the metadata repository database when you install the suite and
create the default DB2 database for the metadata repository. You must create it
manually as part of configuring Oracle or SQL Server databases for the metadata
repository.
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When you import metadata by using bridges or connectors, the contents of the
import are stored in the staging area, where you can analyze the assets and
preview the results of sharing the import to the metadata repository. Until you
share the import, other users cannot see or work with the import contents. When
you share the import to the metadata repository, other suite users can view and
work with the imported assets.
Related reference:
“Metadata interchange servers” on page 37
Metadata interchange servers are computers that are used by InfoSphere Metadata
Asset Manager to run imports with bridges and connectors. When you import
metadata, you choose a metadata interchange server where bridges or connectors
are installed, and you select a bridge or connector.

Preparing to use InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
Before users run imports in a new installation of InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager, the Common Metadata Administrator must ensure that all necessary
components and tools are installed and configured correctly. Ensure that the
required roles are assigned so that users can import metadata and browse the
metadata repository.

About this task
For information on installing InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager, see the IBM
InfoSphere Information Server Planning, Installation, and Configuration Guide.

Procedure
1. In the InfoSphere Information Server Web console, assign the appropriate
common metadata roles (http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/
SSZJPZ_11.3.0/com.ibm.swg.im.iis.found.admin.common.doc/topics/
c_common_metadata_roles.dita).
2. Metadata interchange servers are usually automatically designated when you
install the product. However, if you performed a client-only installation of
InfoSphere Information Server and chose to defer designating the metadata
interchange server, use the Administration tab of InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager, to create and enable the metadata interchange server. You must have
the role of Common Metadata Administrator to use the Administration tab of
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
3. Ensure that all required software is in place on each metadata interchange
server:
v Ensure that each computer where bridges are installed meets the system
requirements for using bridges. For a list of installation prerequisites, see the
technote System requirements for InfoSphere Metadata Integration Bridges:
http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?&uid=swg27037866.
v Check the documentation for the connectors that you use to ensure that you
have met all of their prerequisites for use.
v Ensure that you have installed any additional required software for each
bridge that you use. Some bridges also require that you install the source
tool on the same computer that the bridge is installed on. For a list of
supported bridges and their individual prerequisites, see the technote List of
supported bridges for InfoSphere Information Server Version 11.3:
http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?&uid=swg27042029.
4. On the Administration tab of InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager, specify
import settings.
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To log in to InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager, connect to the following URL
in your browser: https://server:port/ibm/iis/imam/console, where server is
the name or IP address of the services tier computer, and port is the port
number. The default port number is 9443 for HTTPS.

Metadata interchange servers
Metadata interchange servers are computers that are used by InfoSphere Metadata
Asset Manager to run imports with bridges and connectors. When you import
metadata, you choose a metadata interchange server where bridges or connectors
are installed, and you select a bridge or connector.
During the installation of InfoSphere Information Server, client tier computers
where bridges are installed and engine tier computers where connectors are
installed are usually automatically designated as metadata interchange servers.
However, when you are installing only the client tier you have the option to
manually designate the metadata interchange server after installation.
The Common Metadata Administrator can manually designate metadata
interchange servers on the Administration tab of InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager or by using the command line. The Common Metadata Administrator
uses the Administration tab to enable metadata interchange servers that are
manually designated, and to disable metadata interchange servers.
You can specify a single metadata interchange server for both bridges and
connectors if the metadata interchange agent, bridges, and connectors are installed
on the same computer. Specify the HTTPS port for this server.
To enable bridge imports for most bridges, specify a computer where the metadata
interchange agent is installed and specify the HTTPS port for the computer. Use
the port number that was specified when the metadata interchange agent was
installed. The default HTTPS port is 19443.
To enable connector imports and imports with the HDFS bridge, specify a
computer where connectors are installed on the engine tier with InfoSphere
DataStage and QualityStage. Do not specify an HTTPS port if only connectors are
installed on the metadata interchange server.
The IBM InfoSphere Streams bridge and the IBM InfoSphere Master Data
Management bridge. which are installed on the services tier automatically, are
available to use with any metadata interchange server.
When you enable a metadata interchange server, users with the Common Metadata
Importer role can select it on the New Import Area screen on the Import tab when
they start an import. They can then use a bridge or connector that is installed on
that computer to run an import.
Note: If bridges and connectors are both are installed on a designated metadata
interchange server, but the connectors do not appear on the New Import Area
screen, ensure that the host name that you specified for the metadata interchange
server is the same name that was registered with the metadata repository when
InfoSphere DataStage was installed on the computer. In some cases the registered
name might include the domain name. See this technote for more information:
http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21516326.
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Metadata interchange servers are listed as in use if one or more import areas have
been created by using that server. You cannot delete a metadata interchange server
if it is listed as in use.
If you disable a metadata interchange server, users cannot reimport staged imports
that were created by using that server.
Related concepts:
“Topology diagram for InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 34
The components of InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager are distributed across
multiple tiers. Components are installed automatically on the services, and
repository tier, and manually on the client tier.
Related reference:
“createMis option to designate a metadata interchange server” on page 97
You can use the createMis option to designate a computer as a metadata
interchange server. You use the createMis option with the action parameter of the
imam command.

Import settings for InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
The Common Metadata Administrator sets global polices for imports on the
Administration tab. These policies include rules for running express imports and
for allowing duplicates.
Import settings are designed to let you establish procedures that match the needs
of your enterprise. Perhaps the most important choices are whether to allow
duplicates to be imported and when to require users to preview metadata during
express imports.
These settings apply to all imports. There is no way to override them except by
changing the settings in the Administration tab.
By default, passwords are saved in encrypted format so that the importer does not
have to specify the password again for reimports, testing connections, and filtering
the source metadata. You can choose not to save passwords.
If you enable additional import debugging, additional XMI information is saved.
The import log, which you can download from the Summary section of the Staged
Imports tab, contains a link to the XMI information.
If users delete import areas where staged imports have been shared to the
repository, the history of the import is lost. But the shared metadata is not deleted
from the repository.

Allowing duplicates
If you allow duplicate assets to be imported into the metadata repository, you can
cause confusion and create a situation that is prone to error. For example, an
InfoSphere DataStage job developer might create a table definition from a duplicate
database table and use that table definition in a job. Another suite user might
assign the other duplicate database table to a term, assuming it is the same
database table that was referenced in the job. In addition, every time you reimport
the same source, you create more duplicates.
For this reason, the default import setting is to not allow duplicate assets to be
shared to the metadata repository.
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However, there might be circumstances when you want to allow duplicate assets to
be imported. For example, you might decide that the assets in your source that are
duplicates are not critical to your work flow. You can find those assets and delete
them later in the Repository Management tab. The alternative to importing them
would be to fix them in the source, and there might be cases where that would be
time-consuming. It could be more important for you to get the import completed
and deal with the duplicates later. In that case, you might want to change the
default setting and allow duplicate assets to be shared to the repository.

Previewing express imports
When you run an express import, the source metadata is imported to the staging
area, where it is analyzed and previewed automatically. The import settings
determine whether the import is shared automatically to the metadata repository
or if users are required to view a preview before you manually share the import to
the metadata repository.
The freedom that you give users to perform express imports should be
proportional to the confidence that you have in the source metadata and in the
result of sharing it to the metadata repository.
By default, users are required to preview express imports only if assets will be
deleted as a result of the import. There might be cases where your importers have
such thorough knowledge of the metadata in both the source and the metadata
repository that you could override this default and not require a preview if assets
are deleted.
By default, previews are not required if assets will be created or merged as a result
of the import. Assets are frequently created in the metadata repository during
import, and creating an asset does not affect the existing assets in the metadata
repository. Assets are also frequently merged during reimports, often without
changing existing assets. Changing the default settings creates an import work
flow that is closer to a managed import but still automates the analysis and
preview steps. This ensures that the importer can preview and fully understand
the results of the import before sharing it to the metadata repository.
By default, if you allow duplicates to be shared to the metadata repository, you
must preview the import before sharing. Because of the potential effects of sharing
duplicates, you should change this default only if you have detailed knowledge of
the source metadata and only if you have full confidence in the results of sharing
it.

Deleting import areas that have shared imports
If a user deletes an import area where staged imports have been shared to the
repository, the history of the import is lost, and all staged imports and their assets
are deleted from the staging area schema. But the shared metadata is not deleted
from the metadata repository.
If your priority is to create an auditable and governed environment where you can
fully understand the source of the metadata in the repository, you should avoid
deleting import areas that have shared imports.
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Importing and sharing assets
You can run a managed or express import, work with the assets in the staging
area, preview the result of sharing, and share the import to the metadata
repository.

Preparing to import assets with InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager
Before you import assets, review your access privileges, review the parameters that
must be set, and determine the type of import that you want to use. These optional
steps can help you avoid mistakes when you import assets.

Before you begin
You must have the role of Common Metadata Administrator or Common Metadata
Importer.

About this task
Before you run an import from a particular source, it is important to understand
the following things:
v The source metadata
v The bridge or connector that you use to import the source metadata
v What type of import is most appropriate for this metadata
These optional steps can help you avoid mistakes when you import.

Procedure
1. Identify the assets that you want to import and ensure that you have the
credentials to connect to them.
2. To determine what additional information you need, start a trial run:
a. On the Import tab, click New Import Area. Name the import area and
specify a metadata interchange server where the bridge or connector is
installed that you will use to import the assets.
b. Choose the correct bridge or connector. You choose the bridge or connector
based on the source metadata that it imports. If you choose a connector,
read the documentation for the connector. If you choose a bridge, the
documentation is embedded in the import screens of the InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager interface.
c. Review the import parameters in advance. Page through the parameter
screens. Check the help for each parameter to ensure that you are prepared
with enough information to specify values for the import parameters.
3. Consider whether this import is better run as an express import or a managed
import.
Express import
Depending on the settings that the Common Metadata Administrator
specifies in the Administration tab, express imports can let you import
metadata directly into the metadata repository without manual analysis
or preview. An express import might be appropriate for cases where
you have thorough knowledge of the assets to be imported and
confidence in the results of saving them to the metadata repository.
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Managed import
A managed import is appropriate in cases where you want to be sure
of the contents and of their possible effect on other assets in the
repository.
4. Cancel the import and obtain any missing information before you run the
import. No import area is created if you cancel the import before it runs.

Importing metadata by using InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

Before you begin
You must have the role of Common Metadata Importer or Common Metadata
Administrator.
Ensure that you meet all prerequisites for importing metadata:
v Installing InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager and bridges (http://
www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.productization.iisinfsv.install.doc/topics/
wsisinst_install_imam.html)
v Preparing to use InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager

About this task
You create an import area by running an import. The import area is created
whether you run an express import or a managed import.
When you run a managed import, you can closely study the metadata assets in the
import. You can preview the effects that the import might have on the repository.
You can take time to fix problems in the source metadata, or reimport with other
parameters.
An express import saves time when you have high confidence in the contents of
your import source. By default, an express import requires that you preview the
result of sharing to the metadata repository if repository assets will be deleted as a
result of the import. Your administrator can change the defaults to allow automatic
sharing in all cases or to require previews in all cases.
When you first import into an import area and share the import to the metadata
repository, the metadata is reconciled with existing metadata in the repository. If an
imported asset has the same identity as another asset that already exists in the
metadata repository, the two assets are merged. Merge rules are used to determine
the specific behavior, depending on the object type. When you reimport into the
same import area, the reimport logic assumes that you are importing the same
basic source metadata. Any assets that were imported in the previous import but
are not present in the reimport are assumed to have been deleted in the source.
The missing assets are deleted from the metadata repository when the reimport is
shared.
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Procedure
1. On the Import tab, click New Import Area.
2. In the New Import Area window, take the following steps:
a. Specify a unique name and a description for the import area.
b. Select the metadata interchange server from which you want to run the
import.
c. Select the bridge or connector to import with. You choose the bridge or
connector depending on the source metadata that it imports. Help for the
selected bridge or connector is displayed in the Import Help pane.
d. Click Next.
3. For connector imports, and imports with the HDFS bridge, select or create a
data connection. You can edit the properties of a selected data connection.
4. Specify import parameters for the selected bridge or connector. Help for each
parameter is displayed when you hover over the value field.
a. After you enter connection information for an import from a server, click
Test Connection.
b. For imports from databases and repositories, browse to select the specific
assets that you want to import.
c. Click Next.
5. If required, on the Identity Parameters screen, specify identity parameters for
database assets or data models that you are importing. Consult the help for
each selected parameter. Click Next.
6. Type a description for the import event and specify whether to run an express
import or a managed import.
7. Click Import. The import area is created. The import runs and status messages
are displayed.
Leave the import window open to avoid the possibility that long imports time
out.

Results
When the import completes, if you ran a managed import, analyze the imported
assets in the Staged Imports tab of the import area.
If you ran an express import, take one of the actions that are listed in the following
table.
Table 10. Choices after an express import
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In this case

Take this action

If the analysis shows problems that you
must fix

The Staged Imports tab is displayed.
Review the analysis results. If necessary,
reimport the staged event.

If your administration settings require a
preview

The View Share Preview screen is
displayed. Preview the result of sharing the
import.

If your administration settings do not
require a preview

The assets are shared to the metadata
repository. The Shared Imports tab is
displayed. You can browse the assets on the
Repository Management tab and work with
them in other suite tools.
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An import log is written to the metadata repository. For troubleshooting purposes,
you can download a copy of the log from the Summary section of the Staged
Imports tab.

What to do next
If you want to use imported database tables or data file structures in InfoSphere
DataStage and QualityStage jobs, you must create table definitions. To create table
definitions from the database tables or data file structures, in the Designer client,
click Repository > Metadata sharing > Create table definition from shared table,
and then select the imported asset that you want to create a table definition from.
Related concepts:
“Data connections in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 46
You use data connections when you import common metadata assets by using a
connector or bridge. A data connection is a reusable connection between a data
source, such as a database, data file folder, or data file, and InfoSphere Information
Server. After you create a data connection in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
and use it to share data to the metadata repository, it is stored and available for
other users to use.
Related tasks:
“Creating an import area from an existing staged import” on page 66
You can use the parameters of an existing staged import to reimport metadata into
a new import area.
“Reimporting staged imports” on page 63
You can reimport a staged import in an import area. You can adjust the import
parameters for the reimport to better specify the metadata that you import.
Related reference:
“Import bridges that are supported at Version 11.3 of InfoSphere Information
Server” on page 117
You can find the prerequisites, frequently asked questions and parameter values
for the import bridges that connect to your metadata sources.
“import option for the imam command” on page 76
Use the import option to create a new import area by running an express import.
You can use the import option when you use the imam command with the --action
parameter.
“reimport option of the imam command” on page 83
You can use the reimport option to reimport the most recent staged import in an
import area. You can use the reimport option when you use the imam command
with the --action parameter.
Related information:
Chapter 3, “Exchanging metadata by using IBM InfoSphere Metadata Integration
Bridges,” on page 115
You can import metadata from tools, files, and databases into the metadata
repository of InfoSphere Information Server by using bridges with InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager.

Identity parameters for imported assets
You specify values for identity parameters when you import database assets,
logical data models, or physical data models. Specifying identity values helps
prevent duplicate assets in the metadata repository and ensures that you do not
overwrite assets by mistake.
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When you use consistent values for identity parameters, suite users can readily
identify which assets to use for such tasks as creating jobs, designating stewards,
or assigning to terms.
You specify values on the Identity Parameters screen when you import database
assets, logical data models, or physical data models by using InfoSphere Metadata
Asset Manager.

Database assets
The bridges and connectors that import metadata from remote databases and
repositories occasionally provide incomplete or inconsistent information about the
host systems and databases that contain the assets that you are importing.
The identity of a database table has the following components:
v Host system name
v Database identity, consisting of database name, DBMS name, and DBMS server
instance name
v Database schema name
v Database table name
Thus, host name, database name, database management system (DBMS) name, and
DBMS server instance name are critical parts of the identity of the tables and
schemas that they contain. If you were to import the same database assets by two
different methods, and each method produced a different DBMS name, you could
create duplicate assets in the metadata repository. Assets that have technically
different identities but have identical content or contain the same child assets are
potential duplicates.
To avoid duplicates and to ensure that your database assets are correctly identified,
you specify values for identity parameters during the import process. Identity
parameters are also valuable when you want the imported assets to be associated
with a different host system, database, or DBMS than you imported them from. For
example, you might want the assets to be identified with the host system and
database that you use for test and production. For the host system, database, and
schema parameters you can either type a name or select a host, database, or
schema that is already in the metadata repository to associate the imported assets
with.
Depending on the bridge or connector that you choose for import, you can specify
values for the following identity parameters for database assets:
Host system name
The name of the computer that hosts the database. If you are importing
from a database, you can specify a different name than the name of the
source computer. For example, you might specify the computer that will
host this database during development or production.
Database name
The name of the database that contains the imported schemas and tables.
You can specify a different name than the name of the source database.
DBMS name
The name of the DBMS that hosts the database. The DBMS name is part of
the identity of the target database. You can specify a different DBMS than
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the one that hosts the source database. The DBMS name should be
appropriate for the value that you enter for database name.
DBMS server instance name
The name of the DBMS server instance, if it exists. Some database
management systems do not have the concept of DBMS server instance.
DBMS server instance name is part of the identity of the target database.
You can specify a different DBMS server instance name than the one that
hosts the source database. The DBMS server instance name should be
appropriate for the value that you enter for database name.
Schema name
The name of the schema that the imported tables belong to.

Logical data model and physical data model assets
If you import a physical data model from a design tool, you can choose to create a
database schema and database tables from the physical data model. This is
necessary for InfoSphere DataStage and QualityStage users who want to create
table definitions from these shared tables for use in jobs. You specify identity
parameters for host system, database, and optionally DBMS to create a valid
identity for the database schema. Both the physical data model and the database
schema are stored in the metadata repository on import.
In the metadata repository, the identity of a logical data model or physical data
model is a combination of the name of the model and a namespace value. You
specify the value for the Model namespace parameter on the Identity Parameters
screen when you import the model.
You can specify whatever value you want. The value does not have to correspond
to an actual namespace structure. You can type a namespace value or browse to
use an existing namespace value that is in the metadata repository.
By specifying a unique namespace value, you can distinguish between two
different logical or physical models that have the same name. If you are importing
logical and physical data models at the same time, the namespace value that you
specify is used for each of them.
Important: In imports that are created by using design tool bridges in version 8.7
of InfoSphere Information Server, the identity of an imported logical or physical
data model includes a namespace value that contains the path of the model file. If
you imported the same data model with version 8.7, take either of the following
actions:
v To merge the new data model with the previously imported data model, use the
same value for Model namespace that was provided for you in the original
import. You can copy this namespace value by browsing to the previously
imported logical or physical data model and displaying the model on the
Repository Management tab.
v To create a different identity for the current data model, specify a value for
Model namespace that is different from the namespace value of the previously
imported data model. The current data model is imported as a unique asset,
while the previously imported model remains in the metadata repository. If
desired, a Common Metadata Administrator can delete the previously imported
data model on the Repository Management tab.
Related concepts:
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“Implemented data resources” on page 2
Implemented data resources include databases and their contents, data files and
their contents, and host computers that contain databases and data files. Data item
definitions, which represent complex data structures, are also implemented data
resources.
“Asset identity” on page 23
Each asset in the metadata repository needs to have a unique identity. You can
merge or delete assets that do not have unique identities, such as duplicates and
disconnected assets.

Data connections in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
You use data connections when you import common metadata assets by using a
connector or bridge. A data connection is a reusable connection between a data
source, such as a database, data file folder, or data file, and InfoSphere Information
Server. After you create a data connection in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
and use it to share data to the metadata repository, it is stored and available for
other users to use.
The identity of a data connection can have the following components:
v Name of the data connection (required)
v User name
v Connection-specific parameter (required, see Table 1)
v Host of the data source that the data connection accesses
The connection-specific parameter differs depending on the type of connection that
you are using. The following table shows the connection-specific parameter for
each type of connector:
Table 11. Connection-specific parameters for each type of connector and bridge
Connector or bridge

Connection string parameter

Amazon S3 connector

Region

Greenplum connector

Data source

HDFS bridge

Host on which the InfoSphere BigInsights™
web console is installed

IBM DB2 connector

Database

JDBC connector

URL to data source

ODBC connector

Data source

Oracle connector

Server

Teradata connector

Server

Netezza connector

Data source

Rules for creating and editing data connections
In InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager, creating and editing data connections is
tied to the import process and to the import area. You create or edit data
connections while in the import wizard. Your ability to edit the data connection in
a particular import area depends on whether you have shared an import from that
area to the metadata repository.
v When no import has been shared to the metadata repository from the import
area that you are working in, you can select an existing data connection or create
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a new data connection. You can edit any of the properties of the data connection,
even after running imports, as long as you do not share an import to the
metadata repository.
v After an import has been shared to the metadata repository from the import area
that you are working in, you can change only the password of the data
connection while working in that import area. However, you can select and edit
the data connection if you create a new import area.
If you change the identity of a data connection by editing the name, user name, or
connection string of a data connection, a new data connection is created after your
import area is shared to the metadata repository. If you create a data connection
that has the same identity properties as an existing data connection, when the
import is shared to the metadata repository your new data connection overwrites
the existing data connection.
If you edit the description or password of a data connection, the changed
information is saved in the staging area. Because the description and password are
not part of the data connection’s identity, when you share the staged import to the
metadata repository, the changes are merged into the existing data connection.
When you create or edit a data connection you must save the password if you
want to be able to use the data connection in InfoSphere Information Analyzer. By
default, you can save the required password or security when you create or edit a
data connection. The Common Metadata Administrator can turn off the ability to
save such passwords by changing the import settings on the Administration tab of
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
If you have a data connection named Customer information DB2 database and
you edit the data connection, and change only the name of the data connection to
New customer information DB2 database, after you share the import area that
uses the New customer information DB2 database data connection, you end up
with two data connections. The data connections Customer information DB2
database and New customer information DB2 database will both exist in the list
of data connections.
The connections have all of the same parameters, except for the name. You can
delete the Customer information DB2 database data connection if you plan to use
only New customer information DB2 database.
Related tasks:
“Importing metadata by using InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 41
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.
Related reference:
“import option for the imam command” on page 76
Use the import option to create a new import area by running an express import.
You can use the import option when you use the imam command with the --action
parameter.
“reimport option of the imam command” on page 83
You can use the reimport option to reimport the most recent staged import in an
import area. You can use the reimport option when you use the imam command
with the --action parameter.
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Creating a data connection in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager:
You can create a data connection to connect to a data source when you import
metadata by using a connector or by using the HDFS bridge.
Before you begin
In InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager, creating and editing data connections is
tied to the import process and to the import area. You create or edit data
connections while in the import wizard. Your ability to edit the data connection in
a particular import area depends on whether you have shared an import from that
area to the metadata repository.
v When no import has been shared to the metadata repository from the import
area that you are working in, you can select an existing data connection or create
a new data connection. You can edit any of the properties of the data connection,
even after running imports, as long as you do not share an import to the
metadata repository.
v After an import has been shared to the metadata repository from the import area
that you are working in, you can change only the password of the data
connection while working in that import area. However, you can select and edit
the data connection if you create a new import area by copying the existing area.
When you create a copy, you can choose to create a new data connection or edit
the existing data connection.
About this task
Procedure
1. On the Import tab, click New Import Area.
a. Specify a unique name and description for the import area.
b. Select a metadata interchange server.
c. Select the connector or bridge that you want to use to import your data.
d. Click Next.
2. Click the browse icon in the Data connection field.
3. Click New Data Connection.
4. In the New Data Connection window, take the following steps:
a. Enter a name for the data connection that helps you and other users
identify the specific connection for the data source you are establishing a
connection with.
b. Specify any required connection information. Required fields are marked
with an asterisk character (*).
c. Select Save password to save the password for the data connection. If you
save the password, other users can use the data connection without entering
the password. You must save the password if you want to be able to use the
data connection in InfoSphere Information Analyzer. By default, the Save
password parameter is displayed when you create or edit a data connection.
The Common Metadata Administrator can turn off the ability to save
passwords by changing the import settings on the Administration tab of
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
d. Click OK.
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Results
The data connection is saved in the staging area. When you share the import to the
metadata repository, the data connection is also saved to the metadata repository.
Then users can use the data connection in other import areas, and users of other
suite tools can also access the data connection.
Related tasks:
“Reimporting staged imports” on page 63
You can reimport a staged import in an import area. You can adjust the import
parameters for the reimport to better specify the metadata that you import.
Editing a data connection in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager:
You can select an existing data connection when you import metadata by using a
connector or by using the HDFS bridge. You might need to edit the connection if
the credentials to connect to the data source have changed or you want to change
any of the parameters.
Before you begin
You must have the role of Common Metadata Importer or Common Metadata
Administrator. If you do not have the Common Metadata Administrator role, you
must be the creator of the data connection.
About this task
In InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager, creating and editing data connections is
tied to the import process and to the import area. You create or edit data
connections while in the import wizard. Your ability to edit the data connection in
a particular import area depends on whether you have shared an import from that
area to the metadata repository.
v When no import has been shared to the metadata repository from the import
area that you are working in, you can select an existing data connection or create
a new data connection. You can edit any of the properties of the data connection,
even after running imports, as long as you do not share an import to the
metadata repository.
v After an import has been shared to the metadata repository from the import area
that you are working in, you can change only the password of the data
connection while working in that import area. However, you can select and edit
the data connection if you create a new import area.
Procedure
1. On the Import tab, click New Import Area or open an existing import area.
2. Select the data connection to edit.
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Option

Description

Edit a data connection in a new import area 1. Specify a unique name and description
for the import area.
2. Select a metadata interchange server.
3. Select the connector or bridge that you
want to use to import your data.
4. Click Next.
5. Click the browse icon in the Data
connection field.
6. Select the data connection that you want
to edit and click OK.
7. Click Edit next to the Data connection
field.
Edit a data connection in an existing
import area

1. Select a staged import and click
Reimport.
2. Click Edit next to the Data connection
field.

3. Update the parameters that you want to edit and click OK. If an import has
already been shared from the import area, only the password is editable. If you
change the password, you must save the password if you want to be able to
use the data connection in InfoSphere Information Analyzer. By default, the
Save password parameter is displayed when you create or edit a data
connection. The Common Metadata Administrator can turn off the ability to
save passwords by changing the import settings on the Administration tab of
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
4. Complete the import. When you share the import to the metadata repository
the data connection is also saved to the metadata repository.
Related tasks:
“Reimporting staged imports” on page 63
You can reimport a staged import in an import area. You can adjust the import
parameters for the reimport to better specify the metadata that you import.
Configuring data connections for connectors and bridges:
All connectors and some bridges require a data connection to the source that you
want to import from. You create and edit data connections in the import wizard of
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
Amazon S3 data connection parameters:
Configure these parameters when you create or edit an Amazon S3 data connection
in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
Prerequisites
Before you use the Amazon S3 connector, follow the prerequisite steps in
Importing Amazon S3 metadata (http://www.ibm.com/support/
knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/com.ibm.swg.im.iis.conn.s3.usage.doc/topics/
t_importing_s3_metadata.html).
Data connection parameters
Name Required. Specify the name of the data connection.
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Description
Specify a description of the data connection.
Region
Specify the Amazon Web Services geographical region where the data is
stored, or leave blank to accept the default region, US Standard. For a list
of regions, see the Amazon S3 documentation.
Use credentials file
Select if you want to use a credentials file to provide your access key and
secret key.
Credentials file
Specify the fully qualified path of a credentials file. For information on
creating a credentials file, see Defining a connection to Amazon S3.
Access key
Required if you do not use a credentials file. Specify the access key for
your Amazon Web Services account.
Secret key
Required if you do not use a credentials file. Specify the secret key for
your Amazon Web Services account.
Save secret key
Specify whether to save the secret key value.
Related concepts:
“Data connections in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 46
You use data connections when you import common metadata assets by using a
connector or bridge. A data connection is a reusable connection between a data
source, such as a database, data file folder, or data file, and InfoSphere Information
Server. After you create a data connection in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
and use it to share data to the metadata repository, it is stored and available for
other users to use.
HDFS data connection parameters:
Configure these parameters when you create or edit an HDFS bridge data
connection in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
Prerequisites
If SSL is required for the connection, you must configure the SSL connection. See
the following topic for information: “Setting up the truststore connection options
for the HDFS bridge” on page 52.
For information on importing metadata by using the HDFS bridge, see HDFS
bridge reference.
Data connection parameters
Name Required. Specify the name of the data connection.
Description
Specify a description of the data connection.
Host

Required. Specify the address of the computer that hosts the InfoSphere
BigInsights Console.
If SSL encryption is required, see “Specifying the host name when you use
SSL for HDFS bridge imports” on page 53.
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Port

Required. Specify the port number that is used to communicate with the
InfoSphere BigInsights Console. The default port number for the REST API
is 8080. If you use SSL encryption, the default port number is 8443.

User name
Required. Specify a user name that can access the Hadoop Distributed File
System that uses the REST API. Specify the same user name that is used to
log in to the InfoSphere BigInsights Console. Authentication is required
and must be enabled.
Password
Required. Specify the password that is used to log in to the InfoSphere
BigInsights Console.
SSL

Select if the InfoSphere BigInsights Console requires SSL encryption. If you
select this option, provide values for the Truststore file, Truststore
password, and Truststore type parameters.
Truststore file
Specify the full path of the truststore file that is on the computer
where the InfoSphere Information Server engine is installed.
Truststore password
Specify the truststore password.
Truststore type
Specify the format of the truststore.

Save password
Specify whether to save the password.
Save password
Specify whether to save the password.
Related concepts:
“Data connections in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 46
You use data connections when you import common metadata assets by using a
connector or bridge. A data connection is a reusable connection between a data
source, such as a database, data file folder, or data file, and InfoSphere Information
Server. After you create a data connection in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
and use it to share data to the metadata repository, it is stored and available for
other users to use.
Setting up the truststore connection options for the HDFS bridge:
To use SSL encryption when you import metadata from the Hadoop Distributed
File System (HDFS), you must import the IBM InfoSphere BigInsights server public
certificate and specify values for truststore parameters.
About this task
If InfoSphere BigInsights is configured to use HTTPS for web console
communication, you must use SSL encryption when you use the HDFS bridge to
import metadata from the HDFS.
For more information on the HTTPS configuration for InfoSphere BigInsights, see
Configuring HTTPS (http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/
SSPT3X_2.1.2/com.ibm.swg.im.infosphere.biginsights.admin.doc/doc/
bi_install_upload_sslcert.html).
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Procedure
1. Log in to the host computer that InfoSphere BigInsights is installed on (the
computer that is identified by the connection's host settings). Log in as the
InfoSphere BigInsights administrator user that is the owner of the
/opt/ibm/biginsights/console folder. By default, that is biadmin user.
2. Use the keytool Java™ utility to export the IBM InfoSphere BigInsights server
public certificate. For example,
keytool -export -alias biginsights -file server_pub.crt -keystore
/opt/ibm/biginsights/console/wlp/usr/servers/waslp-server/resources/
security/biginsights.jks -storepass biadmin

The keytool Java utility must be in the path to be accessible. The default
location for the tool is /opt/ibm/biginsights/jdk/bin/keytool.
The default installation directory is /opt/ibm/biginsights and biadmin is the
default keystore password that is selected by InfoSphere BigInsights at the time
of installation. It might be necessary to specify a different password, depending
on your InfoSphere BigInsights configuration.
3. Transfer the server certificate file server_pub.crt to the computer that the
InfoSphere Information Server engine tier is installed on. The default path for
this certificate file is /home/dsadm/bi_ssl_certificates/server_pub.crt.
4. Log in to the computer where the InfoSphere Information Server engine tier
host is installed. This user is usually the dsadm user or the user who owns the
/opt/IBM/InformationServer/Server/DSengine directory.
5. Use the keytool Java utility to import the certificate into the HDFS bridge
truststore clientTrust.jsk. For example,
keytool -import -alias bi_server_pub -file /home/dsadm/bi_ssl_certificates/
server_pub.crt -keystore /home/dsadm/bi_ssl_certificates/
clientTrust.jks -storepass mystorePassword

The keytool Java utility must be in the path to be accessible. For example,
/opt/IBM/InformationServer/jdk/bin/keytool.
If clientTrust.jks is an existing truststore file, then the password
mystorePassword must match the existing password of the truststore file. If the
truststore file clientTrust.jks does not exist, then the truststore file is created
with the provided password mystorePassword.
6. Use the import wizard of InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager to configure the
data connection for the HDFS bridge. Select the SSL option and specify these
values for the truststore parameters:
v Truststore file = /home/dsadm/bi_ssl_certificates/clientTrust.jks
v Truststore password = mystorePassword
v Truststore type = JKS
You can convert the truststore type between the JKS, JCEKS, and PKCS12
formats when you import the truststore file. The default keystore format for
the Java SDK keytool command is JKS. For an example of how to use the
other two supported store type formats JCEKS and KCS12, see Importing
Keystore.
Specifying the host name when you use SSL for HDFS bridge imports:
When you create or edit a data connection for the HDFS bridge, the host name that
you specify must be in the same format that is used by the InfoSphere BigInsights
Server public certificate that is imported into the HDFS bridge truststore file.
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Before you begin
The keytool Java utility must be included in your Path variable.
About this task
The format of the host name must match the certificate value of the CN field of the
owner of the certificate.
Procedure
1. Run the following command on the computer where the IBM InfoSphere
Information Server is installed:keytool -list -alias bi_server_pub -keystore
/home/dsadm/bi_ssl_certificates/clientTrust.jks -v -storepass
mystorePassword, where mystorePassword is the password for your truststore
file.
2. Find the CN field for the owner of the certificate. For example, Owner:
CN=*.swg.usma.ibm.com, OU=BigInsights, O=IBM, C=US In this example,
CN=*.swg.usma.ibm.com indicates that the fully qualified host name must be
used. Alternatively, the IP address or the short name might be displayed. For
example, a short name might be CN=bi_server.
3. When you create or edit the data connection, use the format for host name that
is displayed in the CN field.
Data connection parameters for the Greenplum connector:
Configure these parameters when you create or edit a Greenplum data connection
in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
Prerequisites
Before you import metadata, meet the prerequisites that are listed in Importing
Greenplum metadata (http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/
SSZJPZ_11.3.0/com.ibm.swg.im.iis.conn.gp.usage.doc/topics/
gp_importingmetadata.html)
Data connection parameters
Name Required. Specify the name of the data connection.
Description
Specify a description of the data connection.
Data source
Required. Specify the data source name as defined in the ODBC driver
manager or the odbc.ini file.
User name
Required. Specify a user name that is authorized to connect to the
Greenplum database.
Password
Specify the password that is used to connect to the Greenplum database.
Database
Specify the name of the Greenplum database to connect to.
Save password
Specify whether to save the password. You must save the password in
order to use the data connection with InfoSphere Information Analyzer.
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Related concepts:
“Data connections in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 46
You use data connections when you import common metadata assets by using a
connector or bridge. A data connection is a reusable connection between a data
source, such as a database, data file folder, or data file, and InfoSphere Information
Server. After you create a data connection in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
and use it to share data to the metadata repository, it is stored and available for
other users to use.
IBM Cognos TM1 data connection parameters:
Configure these parameters when you create or edit a Cognos TM1 data
connection in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
Prerequisites
Before you use the Cognos TM1 connector, follow the prerequisite steps in
Importing Cognos TM1 metadata (http://www.ibm.com/support/
knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/com.ibm.swg.im.iis.conn.tm1.usage.doc/topics/
importing_tm1_metadata.html).
Data connection parameters
Name Specify the name of the data connection.
Description
Specify a description of the data connection.
TM1 Admin Server
Specify the Cognos TM1 Admin server name.
SSL port number
Specify the port number of Cognos TM1 Admin server. The default port
number is 5498.
Authentication method
Select the authentication method that the Cognos TM1 server is configured
with, either TM1 authentication or integrated Windows authentication.
TM1 server
Specify the Cognos TM1 server that is registered to specified Cognos TM1
Admin server.
User name
Specify a user name for Cognos TM1 server.
Password
Specify the password for the Cognos TM1 server user.
Related concepts:
“Data connections in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 46
You use data connections when you import common metadata assets by using a
connector or bridge. A data connection is a reusable connection between a data
source, such as a database, data file folder, or data file, and InfoSphere Information
Server. After you create a data connection in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
and use it to share data to the metadata repository, it is stored and available for
other users to use.
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Data connection parameters for the DB2 connector:
Configure these parameters when you create or edit an IBM DB2 data connection
in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
Prerequisites
For prerequisite information on using the DB2 connector, see Importing DB2
metadata (http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.conn.db2db.usage.doc/topics/iisdb2_importingmetadata.html).
Data connection parameters
Name Required. Specify the name of the data connection.
Description
Specify a description of the data connection.
Database
Required. Specify the DB2 database that you want to connect to. The
database that you want to access must be catalogued in the DB2 client on
the engine tier.
User name
Specify a user name that is authorized to connect to the database.
Password
Specify the password that is used to connect to the database.
Save password
Specify whether to save the password. You must save the password in
order to use the data connection with InfoSphere Information Analyzer.
Instance
Specify the instance that you want to use. The default DB2 instance on
Linux or UNIX is db2inst1 and on Microsoft Windows is DB2.
Related concepts:
“Data connections in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 46
You use data connections when you import common metadata assets by using a
connector or bridge. A data connection is a reusable connection between a data
source, such as a database, data file folder, or data file, and InfoSphere Information
Server. After you create a data connection in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
and use it to share data to the metadata repository, it is stored and available for
other users to use.
Data connection parameters for the JDBC connector:
Configure these parameters when you create or edit a JDBC data connection in
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
Prerequisites
For information on importing with the JDBC connector, see Importing JDBC
metadata (http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.conn.jdbc.usage.doc/topics/jdbc_importingmetadata.html).
Data connection parameters
Name Required. Specify the name of the data connection.
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Description
Specify a description for the data connection.
URL

Required. Specify the URL string for the JDBC data source in
driver-specific format. The connection URL identifies the JDBC data source
in your environment to which you want to connect. For information about
the connection URL format that the driver supports, see your driver
documentation.

User name
If required, specify a user name that is authorized to connect to the data
source. Some drivers support including user name and password values
directly in the URL connection string. For more information, see your
driver documentation.
Password
If required, specify the password that is used to connect to the data source.
Save password
Specify whether to save the password. You must save the password in
order to use the data connection with InfoSphere Information Analyzer.
Attributes
Specify any additional driver-specific connection properties for your driver.
For example, if the driver supports SSL connections, provide the SSL
connection properties here. Enter each driver-specific connection property
on a separate line in property_name=property_value format. Some drivers
support including driver-specific connection properties directly in the URL
connection string. For more information, see your driver documentation.
Related concepts:
“Data connections in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 46
You use data connections when you import common metadata assets by using a
connector or bridge. A data connection is a reusable connection between a data
source, such as a database, data file folder, or data file, and InfoSphere Information
Server. After you create a data connection in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
and use it to share data to the metadata repository, it is stored and available for
other users to use.
Data connection parameters for the Netezza connector:
Configure these parameters when you create or edit a Netezza data connection in
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
Prerequisites
For prerequisite information on importing with the Netezza connector, see
Importing Netezza metadata (http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/
SSZJPZ_11.3.0/com.ibm.swg.im.iis.conn.netezza.use.doc/topics/
nzcc_importingmetadata.html).
Data connection parameters
Name Required. Specify the name of the data connection.
Description
Specify a description of the data connection.
Data source
Required. Specify the data source that you want to connect to, or select
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from the list of ODBC service names that can be used to connect to the
Netezza database. The DSN names are defined in the ODBC driver
manager.
User name
Required. Specify a user name that is authorized to connect to the
database.
Password
Required. Specify the password that is used to connect to the database.
Save password
Specify whether to save the password. You must save the password in
order to use the data connection with InfoSphere Information Analyzer.
Database
Required. Specify the database that you want to connect to.
Related concepts:
“Data connections in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 46
You use data connections when you import common metadata assets by using a
connector or bridge. A data connection is a reusable connection between a data
source, such as a database, data file folder, or data file, and InfoSphere Information
Server. After you create a data connection in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
and use it to share data to the metadata repository, it is stored and available for
other users to use.
Data connection parameters for the ODBC connector:
Configure these parameters when you create or edit an ODBC data connection in
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
Prerequisites
For prerequisite information on importing with the ODBC connector, see
Configuring access to ODBC data sources (http://www.ibm.com/support/
knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/com.ibm.swg.im.iis.conn.common.usage.doc/
topics/r_codbccon_cn_Prereqs_for_ODBC_conn.html).
Data connection parameters
Name Required. Specify the name of the data connection.
Description
Specify a description for the data connection.
Data source
Required. Specify the data source to use to connect to the database.
Username
If required, specify a user name that is authorized to connect to the
database.
Password
If required, specify the password that is used to connect to the database.
Save password
Specify whether to save the password. You must save the password in
order to use the data connection with InfoSphere Information Analyzer.
Related concepts:
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“Data connections in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 46
You use data connections when you import common metadata assets by using a
connector or bridge. A data connection is a reusable connection between a data
source, such as a database, data file folder, or data file, and InfoSphere Information
Server. After you create a data connection in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
and use it to share data to the metadata repository, it is stored and available for
other users to use.
Data connection parameters for the Oracle connector:
Configure these parameters when you create or edit an Oracle data connection in
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
Prerequisites
For prerequisite information on importing with the Oracle connector, see Importing
Oracle metadata (http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.conn.oracon.usage.doc/topics/import_metadata_oracc.html).
Data connection parameters
Name Required. Specify the name of the data connection.
Description
Specify a description for the data connection.
Server Select the Oracle service to connect to, or leave blank to connect to the
default local Oracle service. The ORACLE_SID environment variable
defines the default local service. If the list is empty, the connector cannot
locate the Oracle tnsnames.ora file. The connector tries to locate the file by
checking the TNS_ADMIN and ORACLE_HOME environment variables.
Username
Required: Specify a user name that is authorized to connect with the
Oracle database.
Password
Required: Specify the password that is used to connect with the Oracle
database.
Save password
Specify whether to save the password. You must save the password in
order to use the data connection with InfoSphere Information Analyzer.
Use external authentication
Specify whether to use external authentication. This form of authentication
requires that the user is registered in Oracle and identified as a user who is
authenticated by the operating system.
Related concepts:
“Data connections in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 46
You use data connections when you import common metadata assets by using a
connector or bridge. A data connection is a reusable connection between a data
source, such as a database, data file folder, or data file, and InfoSphere Information
Server. After you create a data connection in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
and use it to share data to the metadata repository, it is stored and available for
other users to use.
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Data connection parameters for the Teradata connector:
Configure these parameters when you create or edit a Teradata data connection in
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
Prerequisites
For prerequisite information on importing with the Teradata connector, see
Importing Teradata metadata (http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/
SSZJPZ_11.3.0/com.ibm.swg.im.iis.conn.teradb.usage.doc/topics/
tera_importingmetadata.html).
Data connection parameters
Name Required. Specify the name of the data connection.
Description
Specify a description of the data connection.
Server Specify the Teradata Program Director ID.
User name
Required. Specify the user ID that is authorized to connect to the Teradata
server.
Password
Required. Specify the password that is used to connect to the Teradata
server.
Save password
Specify whether to save the password. You must save the password in
order to use the data connection with InfoSphere Information Analyzer.
Logon mechanism
Select the type of log-on mechanism, either default, LDAP, or TD2.
Related concepts:
“Data connections in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 46
You use data connections when you import common metadata assets by using a
connector or bridge. A data connection is a reusable connection between a data
source, such as a database, data file folder, or data file, and InfoSphere Information
Server. After you create a data connection in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
and use it to share data to the metadata repository, it is stored and available for
other users to use.

Working with staged imports
You can analyze, preview, compare, and reimport metadata before you share it to
the metadata repository.

Analyzing imports in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
You analyze imports to see if there are duplicates assets or assets with invalid
identities.

Before you begin
You must have the Common Metadata Administrator role, or you must be the
Common Metadata Importer who created the import area.
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About this task
All imports must be analyzed before they can be previewed or shared. If you run
an express import, the import content is automatically analyzed. If you run a
managed import, you must manually run analysis as described in this topic.
If an import contains assets with invalid identities, such as objects that do not have
full identity strings, you cannot share the import to the metadata repository. To
resolve this problem, fix the identities in the source and reimport. If fixing the
identities in the source is too difficult, you can create a file to auto-clean invalid
identities for all imports.
If an import contains duplicate assets, by default the import cannot be shared to
the metadata repository. You must remove the duplicates from the source and
reimport. However, the Common Metadata Administrator can override the default
import settings and allow duplicates to be shared.

Procedure
1. On the Import Areas screen of the Import tab, double-click an import area to
open it. The Statistics table displays the asset types that are contained in the
import.
2. Select the Staged Imports tab for the import area and select the most recent
staged import. You cannot analyze an import that has previously been
analyzed.
3. Click Analyze. Columns that list the number of duplicate asset sets and assets
with invalid identities are added to the Statistics table.
4. Click the links for any duplicate sets or invalid identities to review the
problems.

What to do next
If the analysis shows no problem assets, you can preview the results of sharing the
import to the metadata repository.
If invalid identities or duplicate assets prevent you from previewing or sharing the
import, fix the problems in the source or auto-clean the invalid identities and
reimport.
Related concepts:
“Duplicate assets” on page 25
Duplicate assets are assets that have the same identity or assets that have different
identities but can be considered identical. You can manage duplicate assets by
merging or deleting them.
“Disconnected assets” on page 26
Assets that become disconnected from their immediate parent asset in the identity
string are called disconnected assets.
“Asset identity” on page 23
Each asset in the metadata repository needs to have a unique identity. You can
merge or delete assets that do not have unique identities, such as duplicates and
disconnected assets.
Related tasks:
“Auto-cleaning invalid identities during import with InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager” on page 62
You can create a file that fixes several kinds of invalid identities during imports.
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Auto-cleaning invalid identities during import with InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager
You can create a file that fixes several kinds of invalid identities during imports.

About this task
When you use InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager to import metadata, if the
contents of an import include objects with invalid identities, you must fix the
invalid identities before you can preview the result of sharing the import to the
metadata repository. Any object that is stored in the metadata repository must have
a valid identity. Otherwise, users cannot access the object. Therefore, objects with
invalid identities might appear in the staging area, but they cannot be shared to
the metadata repository.
The analysis step during import identifies objects with invalid identities and lists
them in the staging area. When possible, fix the invalid identities in the source
tool, from which you imported the objects.
If fixing the identities in the source tool is not practical, you can auto-clean objects
to remove from their identity strings the following types of characters that make
them invalid:
v Preceding white space
v Trailing white space
v Consecutive white space
v Unprintable characters, which have ASCII values less than 32
For example, the identity of a host computer is its name. The host name
XA23D
is invalid because of three preceding whitespace characters. If you auto-clean that
identity, the white space is removed and the name becomes XA23D.

Procedure
1. Create the file admin.properties.
2. Specify the following contents for the file:
v mmi.admin.invalidIdentities.autoClean.precedingWhiteSpace=true
v mmi.admin.invalidIdentities.autoClean.trailingWhiteSpace=true
v mmi.admin.invalidIdentities.autoClean.consecutiveWhiteSpace=true
v mmi.admin.invalidIdentities.autoClean.unprintableCharacters=true
3. Save the file to the lib\iis\70imam shared folder, depending on the type of
WebSphere Application Server that you use. For example, for WebSphere
Application Server ND, the path is WAS_home\AppServer\profiles\InfoSphere\
lib\iis\70imam, where WAS_home is the folder where you installed WebSphere
Application Server. For WebSphere Application Server Liberty Profile, the path
is IIS_home\wlp\usr\servers\iis\lib\iis\70imam, where IIS_home is the folder
where you installed InfoSphere Information Server.
4. If you use a cluster topology, repeat step 3 for all server nodes.
5. Either restart WebSphere Application Server or use the WebSphere Application
Server Administration console to restart the 70imam application.
6. To auto-clean a staged import that has invalid identities, reimport the staged
import.
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Results
Invalid characters are removed from the identity values in all subsequent imports
and reimports, including command-line imports and reimports.
Related tasks:
“Analyzing imports in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 60
You analyze imports to see if there are duplicates assets or assets with invalid
identities.

Reimporting staged imports
You can reimport a staged import in an import area. You can adjust the import
parameters for the reimport to better specify the metadata that you import.

Before you begin
You must have the Common Metadata Administrator role, or you must be the
Common Metadata Importer who created the import area.

About this task
After you review assets in a staged import, you might find that the import
includes assets that you do not want to import and is missing others that you do
want to import. You might fix these problems by reimporting from the same source
while changing the import parameter settings.
You might also need to fix problems in the import source, such as duplicate assets
or invalid identities, and then reimport.
You cannot choose a different bridge or connector when you reimport. You cannot
change the original identity parameters. If you want to create a similar import with
a different bridge or connector, or different identity parameters, create a new
import area.
For imports from databases and repositories, if you have shared the staged import
to the metadata repository, you cannot change the selection of assets when you
reimport. For file imports, you can change the location that you import the file
from.
Note: When you reimport from a file that you have previously imported and
shared to the metadata repository, ensure that the file has the same basic contents
as the original import. You can add, change, and delete assets in the source tool
before reimporting the file, but do not use a reimport to import a completely
different file of the same name, because previously imported assets could be
deleted inadvertently.
When you first import into an import area and share the import to the metadata
repository, the metadata is reconciled with existing metadata in the repository. If an
imported asset has the same identity as another asset that already exists in the
metadata repository, the two assets are merged. Merge rules are used to determine
the specific behavior, depending on the object type. When you reimport into the
same import area, the reimport logic assumes that you are importing the same
basic source metadata. Any assets that were imported in the previous import but
are not present in the reimport are assumed to have been deleted in the source.
The missing assets are deleted from the metadata repository when the reimport is
shared.
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Procedure
1. On the Import tab, double-click an import area to open it.
2. Select the Staged Imports tab, select a staged import, and click Reimport.
3. Optional: For connector imports, you can select a new data connection or create
a data connection if you have not yet shared the import to the repository. If
you have shared the import, you can edit the password of the previously
selected data connection. You must save the password if you want to be able to
use the data connection in InfoSphere Information Analyzer.
4. Specify import parameters. If you are importing a file from the local computer,
you must select the file again. You can change the location that you import the
file from.
5. Click Next to review identity parameters.
6. Click Next and specify a description for the import.
7. Specify whether to run an express import or a managed import.
8. Click Reimport. To avoid timeouts in long imports, keep the window open
until the import completes.

Results
You can work elsewhere in the product while the import runs.
A new staged import is created in the import area.
v If you specified a managed import you are returned to the staging area where
you can analyze the import.
v If you specified an express import, a preview is displayed, or the results of
sharing the import are displayed, depending on your administration settings for
express imports.
An import log is written to the metadata repository. For troubleshooting purposes,
you can download a copy of the log from the Summary section of the Staged
Imports tab.
Related concepts:
“Command-line interface for InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 74
You can use the command-line interface to import metadata, delete import areas,
and perform other actions. You run the imam command from a Windows batch
(.bat) script or a Linux or UNIX shell (.sh) script.
“Overview of InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 31
You use InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager to import, export, and manage
common metadata assets, which are vital to all components of the InfoSphere
Information Server suite. You can import assets to a staging area before you share
them to the metadata repository. In the metadata repository, you can export assets,
browse and search for common metadata assets, set implementation relationships
between them, and merge duplicates.
Related tasks:
“Importing metadata by using InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 41
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.
“Creating a data connection in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 48
You can create a data connection to connect to a data source when you import
metadata by using a connector or by using the HDFS bridge.
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“Editing a data connection in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 49
You can select an existing data connection when you import metadata by using a
connector or by using the HDFS bridge. You might need to edit the connection if
the credentials to connect to the data source have changed or you want to change
any of the parameters.

Comparing staged imports
You can compare staged imports that are in the same import area. Comparing
shows you the differences in assets between each staged import.

Before you begin
You must have the Common Metadata Administrator role, or you must be the
Common Metadata Importer who created the import area.

About this task
When you compare staged imports, you can determine whether a reimport has
achieved its goal of collecting the assets that you want to share to the repository.
You can also get a detailed view of the changes to particular assets, including the
different property values of assets that are otherwise identical.
Assets of a single asset type share the same properties. For example, the properties
of database tables include long description and short description. Two database
tables that have the same identity but are in different staged imports can have
different values for their short descriptions or long descriptions. You can review
such value differences when you compare staged imports.
You can compare any staged import to any previous staged import in the same
import area.

Procedure
1. On the Import tab, double-click an import area to open it.
2. Select the Staged Imports tab.
3. Select a staged import, and click More Actions > Compare with Previous. The
Compare with Previous Staged Import displays a comparison of the selected
stage import with the staged import that immediately preceded it.
4. If appropriate, select a different previous staged import from the list for
comparison.
5. In the Comparison Results table, click the links to review the matched, added,
and deleted assets. Matched assets are assets that have the same identity but
might have different values for some properties.
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To do this comparison
Compare the values of the properties of
assets that were matched

Take this action
1. Click a link in the Matched column.
2. On the Matched Asset Property
Differences screen, select an asset to
analyze it, or click Analyze All. The
) next to an asset
differences icon (
name indicates that there are differences
between values for corresponding
properties.
3. Select an asset where differences exist
and, select View All Properties to
compare the values for each property.

View lists of assets that were added or
deleted between the previous staged
import and the selected staged import

Click a link in the Added or Deleted
columns.

What to do next
Depending on the results of the comparison, you might want to do any of the
following actions:
v Edit the source metadata in the source tool, file, or database.
v Reimport the staged import.
v Preview the results of sharing the staged import to the metadata repository.
v Share the staged import.
Related concepts:
“Asset identity” on page 23
Each asset in the metadata repository needs to have a unique identity. You can
merge or delete assets that do not have unique identities, such as duplicates and
disconnected assets.

Creating an import area from an existing staged import
You can use the parameters of an existing staged import to reimport metadata into
a new import area.

Before you begin
You must have the Common Metadata Administrator role, or you must be the
Common Metadata Importer who created the import area.

About this task
When you are working in a particular import area, you might want to start a new
import area that is based on a particular staged import. For example, you might
want to reimport the source metadata and change the identity parameters, which
you cannot do with a reimport to the same import area. Or you might want to
import a different set of metadata by using the same bridge or connector and most
of the same parameter values.
By using the Copy Settings to New Import Area option for a staged import, you
can start a new import to a new import area. The import screens are populated
with the parameter values from the staged import. You can change all import
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parameter values, including the bridge or connector, the metadata interchange
server, and the identity parameters.

Procedure
1. On the Import tab, double-click an import area to open it.
2. Select the Staged Imports tab, select a staged import, and click More Actions >
Copy Settings to New Import Area.
3. Specify parameters on the import screens and click Import.

Results
A new import area is created. You can view the assets on the Staged Imports tab.
If you ran an express import, you can preview the results of sharing to the
metadata repository, or view the results, depending on your administration policy.
Related tasks:
“Importing metadata by using InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 41
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

Previewing the result of an import
Before you share an import to the metadata repository, you can see what effect the
import will have on assets that are already in the repository.

Before you begin
You must have the Common Metadata Administrator role, or you must be the
Common Metadata Importer who created the import area.
You must have analyzed the import manually or you must have run an express
import that performed analysis.

About this task
You preview before sharing to understand the effect the import will have on
existing assets in the repository. The preview tells you which existing assets will be
deleted or merged when the import is shared.
For managed imports, previews are required before you can share the import. For
express imports, previews are required by default if sharing the import will delete
assets. The Common Metadata Administrator can change the default setting to
allow sharing without a preview or to require previews for all express imports.
You can preview and share only the most recent staged import in an import area.

Procedure
1. On the Import tab of InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager, double-click an
import area to open it.
2. Select the Staged Imports tab, select the most recent staged import and click
Preview. The preview results are displayed on the View Share Preview screen:
v The Statistics table lists each type of asset that will be created, merged, or
deleted by the import.
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v The Resulting Assets tree displays the imported assets as they would appear
if you shared them to the repository.
The actual results of sharing the import might differ from the preview of those
results, depending on transactions within the metadata repository between the
time of the preview and the share. You can refresh the preview to take into
account changes to the metadata repository since the preview was created.
3. If the preview was created previously and you want to see an updated view,
click Refresh. Always refresh old previews before you share the import to the
repository.
4. Examine the assets in the Statistics table:
a. Click a link for an asset type to view a list of assets of that type that will be
created, merged, or deleted.
b. Select an asset in the list. The Resulting Assets tree displays the asset as it
will appear in the metadata repository when you import it. If the asset will
be deleted, the tree opens to the nearest merged parent asset.
5. Browse the Resulting Assets tree to see assets that will be created or merged.
Hover over the icon for an asset to see what type it is and whether it will be
merged or created.
6. Right-click an asset in the Statistics table or the Resulting Assets tree to take
any of the following actions:
v Search for assets with similar names in the metadata repository.
v View the asset in the Repository Management tab, if it exists in the metadata
repository.
v View the asset in InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog if it is
installed.

What to do next
When you finish previewing, you can click Share to Repository on the View Share
Preview screen. Sharing the import to the metadata repository makes the assets in
the import available to other suite tools.
If you are not ready to share the import, you can continue working on the import
contents. You might want to take one or more of the following actions:
v
v
v
v

Edit the assets in the source tool.
Reimport with different parameter values.
Create a new import based on the parameter values of the staged import.
Delete existing assets from the metadata repository.

Sharing imports to the metadata repository
You can share staged imports to the metadata repository where suite users can
access the imported assets.

Before you begin
You must meet the following prerequisites:
v You must have the Common Metadata Administrator role, or you must be the
Common Metadata Importer who created the import area.
v You must have analyzed and previewed the import. Analysis is automatic if you
run an express import.
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About this task
Sharing the import to the metadata repository is the final step in importing when
you use InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager. Users of other suite tools can work
with the assets that you share to the repository. For example, users of InfoSphere
DataStage and QualityStage can create table definitions from shared database
tables and use them in jobs. Users of InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog
can assign the imported assets to terms and designate stewards for the assets.
You can share only the most recent staged import in an import area.

Procedure
1. On the Import tab of InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager, double-click an
import area to open it.
2. Select the Staged Imports tab and select the most recent staged import.
3. If you have not recently previewed the results of sharing the staged import, run
the preview again and then click Refresh. Always refresh old previews before
you share the import to the repository. It is possible that objects in the
repository might have been changed by imports or deletions since the original
preview was run.
4. Click Share to Repository. The results are displayed on the Shared Imports
tab:
v The Statistics table lists each type of asset that is created, merged, or deleted
by the import. You can filter the results to see the specific assets that are
created, merged, or deleted.
v The Resulting Assets tree displays the imported assets. You can expand the
tree and hover over the icon for an asset to display the asset type and
whether it was created or merged.
The actual results of the share might differ from the preview, depending on
transactions within the repository between the time of the preview and the
share.

What to do next
You can browse and manage the imported assets on the Repository Management
tab or work with them in other suite tools.
If the contents of the repository change and you want to share the staged import
again, select the shared import on the Shared Imports tab, and click Reshare to
Repository. It is best practice to preview the results again before you reshare. You
can reshare only the most recent staged import in an import area.

Deleting import areas and staged imports
You can delete import areas and individual staged imports in InfoSphere Metadata
Asset Manager. Deleting import areas and shared imports does not delete assets
that were shared to the metadata repository.

Before you begin
To delete an import area or a staged import, you must have the role of Common
Metadata Administrator or you must be the user who created the import area.
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You cannot delete individual staged imports that were shared to the metadata
repository unless you delete the entire import area.
To enable deletion of import areas in which imports were shared to the metadata
repository, the Common Metadata Administrator must select Allow users to delete
import areas in which imports were shared to the repository on the Import
Settings page of the Administration tab in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
You can also delete import areas and staged imports on the command line.

Procedure
Take either of the following actions:
Option

Description

To delete an import area

Select the import area on the Import Areas
page of the Import tab and click More
Actions > Delete Import Area

To delete a staged import

1. Double-click the import area on the
Import Areas page to open the area.
2. On the Staged Imports tab, select a
staged import and click More Actions >
Delete Staged Import.

The option to delete the import area or staged import is not available in the More
Actions menu unless the prerequisites in the Before you begin section of this topic
are met.

What to do next
In some cases, such as system failure during the deletion process, the import area
might not be completely deleted. The staged imports for such import areas remain
in the staging area schema of the metadata repository database. Such partially
deleted import areas are not displayed in the user interface.
It is good practice to periodically check for such partially deleted import areas by
using the command line. You can use the list action to find partially deleted
import areas and the delete action to delete them, as described in “delete option
for the imam command” on page 94.
Related concepts:
“Command-line interface for InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 74
You can use the command-line interface to import metadata, delete import areas,
and perform other actions. You run the imam command from a Windows batch
(.bat) script or a Linux or UNIX shell (.sh) script.
Related tasks:
“Resetting running tasks in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager”
You can stop and reset a task that fails to complete.

Resetting running tasks in InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager
You can stop and reset a task that fails to complete.
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Before you begin
You must have the role of Common Metadata Administrator.

About this task
Under certain circumstances, a task or process that you start might continue to run
without stopping. For example, failure of a server might cause a task to run
without completing. If the task appears to be hung, you can reset it.

Procedure
1. On the Import Areas page of the Import tab, select the import area where the
task is running. Do not open the import area.
2. Click More Actions > Reset Running Tasks. The menu option is available only
if a task is running in the selected import area.

Results
The task is stopped and you can start it again if necessary.
Related tasks:
“Deleting import areas and staged imports” on page 69
You can delete import areas and individual staged imports in InfoSphere Metadata
Asset Manager. Deleting import areas and shared imports does not delete assets
that were shared to the metadata repository.

Exporting assets with InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
You can use the OMG CWM 1 XMI 1 bridge to export implemented data resources
from the metadata repository.

Before you begin
v You must have the role of Common Metadata Administrator.
v Ensure that you meet all prerequisites for using bridges: Installing InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager and bridges (http://www.ibm.com/support/
knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.productization.iisinfsv.install.doc/topics/
wsisinst_install_imam.html).
v There are multiple versions of the CWM metamodel and XMI format. Ensure
that you specify values for the export parameters that generate the appropriate
OMG CWM XMI version for your target tool. Contact the vendor to obtain the
exact version of the supported CWM metamodel and XMI format. More details
on the valid combinations of metamodels and XMI formats are available at
http://www.omg.org.

About this task
You export assets from the Repository Management tab. You can choose to export
databases or database schemas.
When you export a database, its database schemas, database tables and other
contained assets are exported. When you export a database schema, its database
tables and other contained assets are exported.
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The assets are exported to a file that is compliant with the Object Management
Group (OMG) Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM) XML Metadata Interchange
(XMI) file format.

Procedure
1. Log in to InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager by clicking the desktop icon or
entering the URL for the services tier computer in your browser. The URL is
http_or_https://host:port/ibm/iis/imam/console.
2. On the Repository Management tab, browse or search to find the database or
database schema that you want to export.
Option

Description

To browse for the database or database
schema

1. In the Navigation pane, click Browse
Assets.
2. Click Implemented Data Resources.
3. In the Implemented Data Resources
pane, expand the tree under the host
computer that contains the database to
display the database (

).

4. If you are exporting a specific database
schema, expand the tree further to
display the schema (
To search for the database or database
schema

).

1. In the Navigation pane, click Search.
2. Enter the asset type and the name of the
asset and click Search. The search is
case-sensitive.

3. Right-click the asset that you want to export and choose Export.
4. Choose Export by using bridge as the type of export.
5. Choose a metadata interchange server where the bridges are installed and
select the OMG CWM 1 XMI 1 bridge.
6. Click Next and enter parameter values for the bridge. Help for each parameter
appears in the Parameter Help pane when you hover over the parameter name.

Results
The file and the export log are exported to a compressed file which is saved to the
default temporary folder on your local computer.

OMG CWM 1 XMI 1 export bridge reference
Prerequisites and parameter information for the OMG CWM 1 XMI export bridge.

About this bridge
The OMG CWM 1 XMI 1 bridge exports implemented data resources to a file that
is compliant with the Object Management Group (OMG) Common Warehouse
Metamodel (CWM) XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) file format.
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Prerequisites
There are multiple versions of the CWM metamodel and XMI format. Ensure that
you specify values for the export parameters that generate the appropriate OMG
CWM XMI version for your target tool.
Contact the vendor to obtain the exact version of the supported CWM metamodel
and XMI format. More details on the valid combinations of metamodels and XMI
formats are available at http://www.omg.org.

Export parameters
The OMG CWM 1 XMI 1 bridge uses the following export parameters.
File
Required. Specify the name and path of the export file to create. You can
specify an XML or XMI file extension.
Model
Select the target model. Only the default value, RDB, is supported.
The set of implemented data resources is exported as an instance of the
metamodel for the CWM relational resource package. For example, a
database table is an instance of CWMRDB:Table.
CWM version
Specify the CWM version to be written in the header of the generated file.
You can choose the default CWM 1.0, or CWM 1.1.
Schema mapping
This parameter is not supported. Either selection is ignored.
Default Schema name
This parameter is not supported.
Export Index of Key
Select this option to export indexes that are associated to primary keys or
foreign keys. By default, the indexes are exported.
UUIDs
This parameter is not supported.
xmlns:CWM
Specify the URI for the CWM namespace if the destination tool expects a
special URI that is different from the default URI.
xmlns:CWMOLAP
Specify the URI for the CWMOLAP namespace if the destination tool
expects a special URI that is different from the default URI.
xmlns:CWMRDB
Specify the URI for the CWMRDB namespace if the destination tool
expects a special URI that is different from the default URI.
xmlns:CWMTFM
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Specify the URI for the CWMTFM namespace if the destination tool
expects a special URI that is different from the default URI.
Verbosity
This parameter is not supported.
XML Indentation (pretty printing)
This option controls the indentation of the XML when you open the
generated file in a text editor. For example, you can specify a tab character,
or space characters. By default, there is no indentation in the file, which
leads to a more compact file.
Print DTD reference
By default the bridge includes a DTD reference in the XML file. If you do
not want the bridge to include a DTD reference to cwm.dtd, remove the
check mark.
The print DTD reference can be used for XML file validation. Some XML
viewers, including Internet Explorer, do not display the XML file if it
includes a reference to a missing DTD file. The bridge does not provide the
cwm.dtd file. If you need the DTD file in order to display the XML file,
copy the DTD file to the directory that contains the XML file.
Metadata consistency check
Perform a consistency check on the selected metadata before it is exported
from the metadata repository. This check helps ensure that the structure of
the exported metadata is consistent with the file or tool to which you are
exporting the metadata.
The metadata consistency check returns warnings and errors in the log file.
Basic check
The default. Performs the minimum consistency checks necessary
to validate the metadata.
In some cases, the basic check might be more rigorous than
necessary and you can ignore certain errors or warnings.
Detailed check
Performs the basic check plus more advanced semantic checks
specific to the type of metadata that is exported.
No check
Use with caution. Selecting this option could result in the export of
duplicates and might cause problems in the destination file or tool.

Command-line interface for InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
You can use the command-line interface to import metadata, delete import areas,
and perform other actions. You run the imam command from a Windows batch
(.bat) script or a Linux or UNIX shell (.sh) script.
The command-line interface uses HTTPS to communicate with the services tier
computer.
The following command-line actions are supported:
import Creates a new import area and runs an express import
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reimport
Reimports the most recent staged import in an import area as an express
import
list

Lists import areas

purge

Deletes staged imports from an import area

delete Deletes an import area.
createMis
Designates a metadata interchange server
Command syntax and the available parameters and options are described in the
topics for each action.
If you have the Common Metadata Administrator role, you can perform all actions
on any import area.
If you have the Common Metadata Importer role, you cannot designate metadata
servers, but you can perform all other actions. You can perform the actions only on
import areas that you create.

Credentials
Command-line imports might require separate sets of credentials for connecting to
InfoSphere Information Server and for connecting to the source of the metadata
that you are importing:
v The user name and password are required for connecting to InfoSphere
Information Server. If you do not enter the user name and password as
command parameters, you are prompted to enter them.
v If the original import used a bridge, and the password was not saved, you will
not be able to invoke the reimport by using the reimport action. You can enable
saving of passwords on the Administration tab of InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager.
v If the previous import used a connector, you can specify a user name or
password for the data connection even if you did not save the password during
the original import. Specify the data connection credentials in the parameters
file, by using the –dcAuthFile parameter, or by specifying the –dcUser and
–dcPassword parameters on the command-line. You must specify the same user
name that was specified for the original import.

Using imam command-line scripts
Use the imam.bat or imam.sh script file to run the command line.
You can run the script from the InformationServer\ASBNode\bin folder for client or
engine tier installations, and in the InformationServer\ASBServer\bin folder for
services tier installations. For example, if the Information Server home directory is
C:\IBM\InformationServer, the path of the script file in a services tier installation
would be C:\IBM\InformationServer\ASBServer\bin\imam.bat.

Preventing prompts during unattended sessions
When you schedule a command or run an unattended command, use the –silent
parameter for each command-line action. Otherwise, the command line might
prompt for credentials, or prompt you to accept an SSL certificate and the
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operation would not complete. When you use the –silent parameter, the
command fails if required credentials are not provided on the command line, or if
a certificate is not available.
To prevent such failures, provide credentials on the command line or in a
credentials file, and, if necessary,Run the UpdateSignerCerts command
(http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.found.admin.common.doc/topics/
wsisinst_run_updatesignercerts.html) to retrieve the certificate before you schedule
a command-line session.
Related tasks:
“Reimporting staged imports” on page 63
You can reimport a staged import in an import area. You can adjust the import
parameters for the reimport to better specify the metadata that you import.
“Deleting import areas and staged imports” on page 69
You can delete import areas and individual staged imports in InfoSphere Metadata
Asset Manager. Deleting import areas and shared imports does not delete assets
that were shared to the metadata repository.
“Importing assets by using the command line” on page 81
When you run a import on the InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager command line,
you create a parameters file to contain the import parameters for the bridge or
connector that you use.

import option for the imam command
Use the import option to create a new import area by running an express import.
You can use the import option when you use the imam command with the --action
parameter.

Purpose
When you run the imam command with the import option, it creates a new import
and invokes the import bridge or connector that you specify when you create a
parameters file.
The imported metadata is automatically shared to the metadata repository unless
there are errors or unless your import settings require preview. If there are errors,
the imported metadata appears as a staged import in the staging area, but is not
shared with the metadata repository. Depending on your import settings, you
might be required to preview the staged import before it is shared to the metadata
repository.
You must have the Common Metadata Importer role.

Reconciling imports
When you first import into an import area and share the import to the metadata
repository, the metadata is reconciled with existing metadata in the repository. If an
imported asset has the same identity as another asset that already exists in the
metadata repository, the two assets are merged. Merge rules are used to determine
the specific behavior, depending on the object type. When you reimport into the
same import area, the reimport logic assumes that you are importing the same
basic source metadata. Any assets that were imported in the previous import but
are not present in the reimport are assumed to have been deleted in the source.
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The missing assets are deleted from the metadata repository when the reimport is
shared.

Syntax
imam --action import
--importArea import_area_name --paramsFile parameter_file_path
--misName metadata_interchange_server_name [--localFile local_file_path]
[--dcAuthFile data_connection_credentials_file_path]
[--dcUser data_connection_user][--dcPassword data_connection_password]
[--importDescription description_of_import]
[--areaDescription description_of_import_area]
[--username username] [--password password][--authfile credentials_file_path]
[--server server_name] [--port port_number] [--force] [--help] [--silent] [--log]

Parameters
Commands that use the import option can use the following parameters.
Table 12. Parameters that are used with the import option.
Parameter name

Description

--action or -a

Required.
Specify the import option.

--importArea or -i

Required.
The name of the import area that you want to create. The
parameters for the import area are specified in the
parameters file. If the import area name contains blank
spaces, you must put quotation marks around the blank
spaces. If the name of the import area contains quotation
marks, you must enter a backslash character (\) before
each of the quotation marks. For information about other
characters that you must escape, see “Escaping
characters” on page 100.

--paramsFile or -pf

Required.
The name and location of the parameter file. For
example, C:\Files\parameters_file.xml.

--misName or -mn

Required.
The name of the metadata interchange server that you
want to use for the import.

--localFile or -l

Optional.
The path to an import file on the local computer.
The --localFile parameter name is case-sensitive, so
you must use a capital "F" when you specify this option.
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Table 12. Parameters that are used with the import option. (continued)
Parameter name

Description

--dcAuthFile or -dcaf

Optional.
For connector imports. The path to a file that contains
the encrypted or non-encrypted credentials to connect to
the data source that you are importing from. Do not
specify credentials in a file if you are specifying them in
the parameters file or if you are specifying the --dcUser
and --dcPassword options on the command line. The
credentials in the data connection credentials file
override any stored data connection credentials. This
parameter is ignored if the data connection credentials
are explicitly specified by using --dcUser and
--dcPassword. For more information, see the topic
Encrypt command and its subtopics (http://
www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/
SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.found.admin.common.doc/topics/
encrypt_ovw.html).

--dcUser or -dcu

Optional.
Note: This parameter is required if you want to import
by using a connector and you did not specify a password
in one of the following ways:
v In the parameters file
v By specifying --dcAuthFile
For connector imports. The user name that the data
connection uses to connect to the data source. The user
name that you enter overrides any stored user name that
was specified for connecting to the data source. If you
use --dcUser, you must also specify --dcPassword.
If you specified the data connection user name in the
parameters file, you must not specify it on the
command-line interface or you will receive an error
message.

--dcPassword or -dcw

Optional.
Note: This parameter is required if you want to import
by using a connector and you did not specify a password
in one of the following ways:
v In the parameters file
v By specifying --dcAuthFile
For connector imports. The password that is used by the
data connection to connect to the data source. The
password that you enter overrides any stored password
that was specified for connecting to the data source. If
you use --dcPassword, you must also specify --dcUser.
If you specified the data connection password in the
parameters file, you must not specify it on the
command-line interface or you will receive an error
message.
By default, passwords are saved. This default setting is
controlled on the Import Settings page of the
Administration tab of InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager.
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Table 12. Parameters that are used with the import option. (continued)
Parameter name

Description

--importDescription or -id

Optional.
A description of the import. The description is displayed
on the Staged Imports tab in InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager.

--areaDescription or -ad

Optional.
A description of the import area. The description is
displayed on the Import tab in InfoSphere Metadata
Asset Manager.

--authfile or -af

Optional.
Path to a file that contains the encrypted or
non-encrypted credentials for logging on to InfoSphere
Information Server. If you use the --authfile parameter,
you do not need to specify --username or --password on
the command line. If you specify both the --authfile
parameter and the explicit user name and password
parameters, the explicit parameters take precedence over
what is specified in the file.
For more information, see the topic Encrypt command
and its subtopics (http://www.ibm.com/support/
knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.found.admin.common.doc/topics/
encrypt_ovw.html).

--username or -u

Optional.
User name that is required for logging in to InfoSphere
Information Server. The user must have the role of
Common Metadata Administrator or Common Metadata
Importer. You can use the --authfile parameter instead
of specifying the --username and --password parameters.
If you enter a user name without entering a password,
you are prompted for a password when you run the
command.

--password or -w

Optional.
Password for the specified user name to log in to
InfoSphere Information Server. You can use the
--authfile parameter instead of specifying the
--username and --password parameters.
By default, passwords are saved. This default setting is
controlled on the Import Settings page of the
Administration tab of InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager.

--server or -s

Optional.
Name of the services tier computer. If you specify a
server, then you must specify a port.

--port or -p

Optional.
Port number to use on the services tier computer. The
default HTTPS port is 9443. If you specify a port, you
must specify a server.
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Table 12. Parameters that are used with the import option. (continued)
Parameter name

Description

--force or -f

Optional.
By default, the command-line interface checks the
version of InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager and the
bridge version. If it finds a mismatch, the import is
cancelled.
When you use a parameters file that was created in an
earlier version, you can use the --force option to skip
this check if the bridge parameters in the parameters file
have not changed since the previous release.
If the bridge parameters have changed since the previous
release, do not skip the version check. Instead, generate a
new parameters file by using InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager. Then, import the metadata from the command
line. When you enter the import command, specify the
new parameters file.
Optional.

--silent or -sl

Suppresses prompts for credentials and SSL certificates.
Use this parameter when you run scheduled or
unattended sessions. When a prompt is suppressed, the
action fails.
To prevent such failures, provide credentials on the
command line or in a credentials file, and, if
necessary,Run the UpdateSignerCerts command
(http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/
SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.found.admin.common.doc/topics/
wsisinst_run_updatesignercerts.html) to retrieve the
certificate before you schedule a command-line session..
Optional.

--help or -h

If you use --help with other options, the other options
are ignored. Prints the list of actions and parameters. The
help command is automatically issued when you issue a
command that contains a syntax error, such as a
typographical error, an improperly cased parameter or
argument, or when the command is missing a required
parameter.
Optional.

--log or -lg

Prints runtime log messages to the console while you run
the command line. You can use the log to debug issues
that arise when you use InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager. The log includes the details of the HTTPS call
that is made to the server, and stack trace information for
any exceptions that are thrown.

Import examples
The following import command creates the import area area57 and uses the
parameters file ErwinData1_parameters.xml to import metadata into InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager.
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imam -i area57 --paramsFile C:\Files\ErwinData1_parameters.xml --action import
--areaDescription Erwin files --importDescription initial import --misName
Default --username isadmin --password mypassword

The following import command creates the import area "Department" and uses the
parameters file MyData.xml to import metadata into InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager. The name of the import area contains quotation marks, so backslash
characters (\) are included before each of the quotation marks.
imam -i \"Department\" --paramsFile C:\Files\MyData.xml
--action import --areaDescription
Department names --importDescription initial import --misName Default
--username isadmin

Related concepts:
“Data connections in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 46
You use data connections when you import common metadata assets by using a
connector or bridge. A data connection is a reusable connection between a data
source, such as a database, data file folder, or data file, and InfoSphere Information
Server. After you create a data connection in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
and use it to share data to the metadata repository, it is stored and available for
other users to use.
Related tasks:
“Importing metadata by using InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 41
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

Importing assets by using the command line
When you run a import on the InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager command line,
you create a parameters file to contain the import parameters for the bridge or
connector that you use.

Before you begin
Before you can save a parameters file for use on the command line, you must
create or have access to an import area in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager. To
save the parameters file, you must have the role of Common Metadata
Administrator or you must be the Common Metadata Importer who created the
import area.

About this task
When you run an import in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager the parameter
values that you specify in the import wizard are saved internally.
To run an import on the command line, you create a parameters file that contains
the saved parameter values of the staged import. You specify the parameters file
on the command line and import the metadata into a new import area by using
the command line. The parameter information is specific to the bridge or connector
that you used for the original import.
You can edit the parameters file to change or add values.
For security reasons, password values that you entered in the import wizard are
not saved. You must enter them manually in the import parameters file.You can
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encrypt any value by using the Encrypt command (http://
publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/iisinfsv/v8r7/topic/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.found.admin.common.doc/topics/encrypt_ovw.html).

Procedure
1. Open an import area and select the Staged Imports tab.
2. Select the staged import whose parameters you want to save and click More
Actions > Save Parameters File.
3. Download the parameters file and open it in a text editor.
4. Password values are not automatically saved to the parameters file. Add any
necessary password values between the <value> and </value> tags for
password parameters.
5. For connector imports, you can specify data connection credentials either in the
parameters file or on the command line, but not in both places. If you specify
data connection credentials on the command line, delete the automatically
generated value of the data connection user name from the parameters file.
6. Optional: As necessary, change any other parameter values that are within the
value tags.
Note: The parameter names in the file not always the same as the parameter
menu choices that are displayed in the user interface. If you are not sure of the
value to specify in the file, run the import again as a managed import. Choose
the correct value in the interface, and save the parameters file.
7. If you want to import a file on your local computer, take one of the following
actions:
Option

Description

If the original import specified a local file

Specify the local file path as a command-line
option. Do not specify the path in the
parameters file.

If the original import specified a file on
the metadata interchange server

1. Delete the value for the File parameter
in the parameters file, by deleting the
content between the <value> and
</value> tags.
2. Specify the local file path as a
command-line option. Do not specify the
path in the parameters file.

8. When you are ready to run a command-line import, specify the parameters file
on the command line and use the import option with the action parameter of
the imam command. For information about command-line syntax for the import
option, see “import option for the imam command” on page 76.

Results
When the import runs, a new import area is created. The imported metadata is
displayed in the import area.
Command-line imports are run as express imports. Depending on your
Administration tab settings, the import might be directly shared to the metadata
repository or you might be required to preview the import.
Related concepts:
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“Command-line interface for InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 74
You can use the command-line interface to import metadata, delete import areas,
and perform other actions. You run the imam command from a Windows batch
(.bat) script or a Linux or UNIX shell (.sh) script.

reimport option of the imam command
You can use the reimport option to reimport the most recent staged import in an
import area. You can use the reimport option when you use the imam command
with the --action parameter.

Purpose
You can use the reimport option to quickly reimport import areas without using
the InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager user interface.
The express import is automatically shared to the metadata repository unless there
are errors. If there are errors, the reimported metadata appears as a new staged
import in the staging area, but is not shared with the metadata repository.
Depending on your import settings, you might be required to preview the import
before it is shared.
You must have the Common Metadata Administrator role, or you must be the
Common Metadata Importer who created the import area.

Reconciling imports
When you first import into an import area and share the import to the metadata
repository, the metadata is reconciled with existing metadata in the repository. If an
imported asset has the same identity as another asset that already exists in the
metadata repository, the two assets are merged. Merge rules are used to determine
the specific behavior, depending on the object type. When you reimport into the
same import area, the reimport logic assumes that you are importing the same
basic source metadata. Any assets that were imported in the previous import but
are not present in the reimport are assumed to have been deleted in the source.
The missing assets are deleted from the metadata repository when the reimport is
shared.

Syntax
imam --action reimport --importArea import_area_name
[--localFile local_file_path][--dcAuthFile data_connection_credentials_file_path]
[--dcUser data_connection_user][--dcPassword data_connection_password]
[--username username] [--password password][--authfile credentials_file_path]
[--server server_name] [--port port_number] [--help] [--silent] [--log]

Parameters
When you specify the long name of a parameter, you must type two dashes (--)
before the parameter. For example, --action. When you specify the short name of
a parameter, type only one dash (-). For example, -a.
Commands that use the reimport option can use the following parameters.
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Table 13. Parameters that can be used with the reimport option
Parameter name (short name)

Description

--action or -a

Required.
Use the reimport option.

--importArea or -i

Required.
Name of the import area in which the reimport runs. The
reimport uses the parameters from the most recent
import in the import area. If the import area name
contains blank spaces, you must put quotation marks
around the blank spaces. If the name contains quotation
marks, you must enter a backslash character (\) before
each of the quotation marks. For information about other
characters that you must escape, see “Escaping
characters” on page 100.

--localFile or -l

Optional.
The path to a local file to import. If you are reimporting
a file that was previously imported on the local
computer instead of the metadata interchange server, you
must specify the –localFile. If the previous import was
imported on the metadata interchange server, you can
choose to use –localFile to reimport from the local
computer. The --localFile option is case-sensitive, so
you must use a capital "F" when you specify this option.

--dcAuthFile or -dcaf

Optional.
For connector imports. The path to a file that contains
the encrypted or non-encrypted credentials to connect to
the data source that you are importing from. Do not
specify credentials in a file if you are specifying the
--dcUser and --dcPassword options on the command
line. The credentials in the data connection credentials
file override any stored data connection credentials. This
parameter is ignored if the data connection credentials
are explicitly specified by using --dcUser and
--dcPassword. For more information, see the topic
Encrypt command and its subtopics (http://
www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/
SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.found.admin.common.doc/topics/
encrypt_ovw.html).

--dcUser or -dcu

Optional.
Note: This parameter is required if you want to import
by using a connector and you did not specify a password
in one of the following ways:
v In the parameters file
v By specifying --dcAuthFile
For connector imports. The user name that the data
connection uses to connect to the data source. The user
name that you enter overrides any stored user name that
was specified for connecting to the data source. If you
use --dcUser, you must also specify --dcPassword.
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Table 13. Parameters that can be used with the reimport option (continued)
Parameter name (short name)

Description

--dcPassword or -dcw

Optional.
Note: This parameter is required if you want to import
by using a connector and you did not specify a password
in one of the following ways:
v In the parameters file
v By specifying --dcAuthFile
For connector imports. The password that is used by the
data connection to connect to the data source. The
password that you enter overrides any stored password
that was specified for connecting to the data source. If
you use --dcPassword, you must also specify --dcUser.
By default, passwords are saved. This default setting is
controlled on the Import Settings page of the
Administration tab of InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager.

--authfile or -af

Optional.
Path to a file that contains the encrypted or
non-encrypted credentials for logging on to InfoSphere
Information Server. If you use the --authfile parameter,
you do not need to specify --username or --password on
the command line. If you specify both the --authfile
parameter and the explicit user name and password
parameters, the explicit parameters take precedence over
what is specified in the file.
For more information, see the topic Encrypt command
and its subtopics (http://www.ibm.com/support/
knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.found.admin.common.doc/topics/
encrypt_ovw.html).

--username or -u

Optional.
User name that is required for logging in to InfoSphere
Information Server. The user must have the role of
Common Metadata Administrator or Common Metadata
Importer. You can use the --authfile parameter instead
of specifying the --username and --password parameters.
If you enter a user name without entering a password,
you are prompted for a password when you run the
command.

--password or -w

Optional.
Password for the specified user name to log in to
InfoSphere Information Server. You can use the
--authfile parameter instead of specifying the
--username and --password parameters.
By default, passwords are saved. This default setting is
controlled on the Import Settings page of the
Administration tab of InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager.
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Table 13. Parameters that can be used with the reimport option (continued)
Parameter name (short name)

Description

--server or -s

Optional.
Name of the services tier computer. If you specify a
server, then you must specify a port.
Optional.

--port or -p

Port number to use on the services tier computer. The
default HTTPS port is 9443. If you specify a port, you
must specify a server.
Optional.

--silent or -sl

Suppresses prompts for credentials and SSL certificates.
Use this parameter when you run scheduled or
unattended sessions. When a prompt is suppressed, the
action fails.
To prevent such failures, provide credentials on the
command line or in a credentials file, and, if
necessary,Run the UpdateSignerCerts command
(http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/
SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.found.admin.common.doc/topics/
wsisinst_run_updatesignercerts.html) to retrieve the
certificate before you schedule a command-line session..
Optional.

--help or -h

If you use --help with other options, the other options
are ignored. Prints the list of actions and parameters. The
help command is automatically issued when you issue a
command that contains a syntax error, such as a
typographical error, an improperly cased parameter or
argument, or when the command is missing a required
parameter.
Optional.

--log or -lg

Prints runtime log messages to the console while you run
the command line. You can use the log to debug issues
that arise when you use InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager. The log includes the details of the HTTPS call
that is made to the server, and stack trace information for
any exceptions that are thrown.

reimport examples
The following command reimports the most recent staged import in the import
area area51 from the local computer.
imam –-action reimport --importArea area51 --server 9.184.184.153 --port 9080
--localFile C:\data.xml --authfile C:\authfile.txt

The following command reimports the most recent staged import in the import
area "Customer". The short name commands for all parameters are used. The name
of the import area contains quotation marks, so a backslash character (\) is
included before each of the quotation marks.
imam -u isadmin -w password100 -s mds-qa1 -p 9443 -a reimport
-i \"Customer\"
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The following command reimports the most recent staged import in the import
area 'salary'. The short name commands for all parameters are used. Server and
port parameters are omitted because the command is being run on the local
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager server on the services tier.
imam -a reimport -i ’salary’ -u admin1 -w password1

The following command reimports the most recent staged import in the import
area "Department heads. The short name commands for all of the parameters are
used. The import area name "Department heads has a space in it, so the whole name
needs to be surrounded by quotation marks. There is a quotation mark in the
name that needs to be escaped with a backslash character (\).
imam -a reimport -i "\"Department heads" -u admin1
-w password1 -s mds-qa1 -p 9443

The following command reimports the most recent staged import in the import
area "test" model".
imam -a reimport -i "\"test\" model" -u admin1
-w password -s mds-qa1 -p 9443

The following command reimports the most recent staged import in the import
area db2import1, by using the specified data connection credentials.
imam --action reimport -dcu db2admin -dcw db2admin100 --importArea db2import1
--server 9.184.184.153 --port 9080 -u isadmin -w isadmin

The following command reimports the most recent staged import in the import
area db2import2, by using the authorization file dcauthfile.txt. The authorization
file specifies the data connection credentials.
imam --action reimport --dcAuthFile C:\dcauthfile.txt --importArea db2import2
--server 9.184.184.153 --port 9080 -u isadmin -w isadmin

The following command reimports the most recent staged import in the import
area area001, by using the authorization file authfile.txt. There are quotation
marks around the directory where the localFile is stored and the directory where
the authorization file is stored, because both directories contain folders that have
names with spaces in them, such as My Stuff.
imam –-action reimport --importArea area001 --server 9.184.184.153 --port 9080
--localFile "C:\My Stuff\data.xml" --authfile "C:\My Files\ authfile.txt"

Related concepts:
“Data connections in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 46
You use data connections when you import common metadata assets by using a
connector or bridge. A data connection is a reusable connection between a data
source, such as a database, data file folder, or data file, and InfoSphere Information
Server. After you create a data connection in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
and use it to share data to the metadata repository, it is stored and available for
other users to use.
Related tasks:
“Importing metadata by using InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 41
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.
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list option for the imam command
Use the list option to generate a list of all import areas or a list of all import areas
that are marked for deletion. You can use the list option when you use the imam
command with the --action parameter.

Purpose
The list option generates a list of the specified list type. You might want to view
a list of all import areas if you want a holistic view of your import areas. You
might want a list of import areas that are marked as deleted when you have a
system failure while an import area is being deleted. If you view of import areas
that are marked as deleted, you can see the status of the import area that you were
trying to delete.
If you have the Common Metadata Administrator role, the list includes import
areas that are created by all users. If you have the Common Metadata Importer
role, the list includes only those import areas that you created.

Syntax
imam --action list --type type
[--username username] [--password password][--authfile authfile_path]
[--server server_name] [--port port_number] [--help] [--silent] [--log]

Parameters
When you specify the long name of a parameter, you must type two dashes (--)
before the parameter. For example, --action. When you specify the short name of
a parameter, type only one dash (-). For example, -a.
Commands that use the list option can use the following parameters.
Table 14. Parameters that can be used with the list option.
Parameter name

Description

--action or -a

Required.
Use the list option.

--type or -t

Required.
Specifies the type of list:
area
Lists all import areas.
deletedArea
Lists import areas for which the deletion process did
not finish. This might happen when a system failure
occurs while an import area is being deleted. The
staged imports for such import areas remain in the
staging area schema of the metadata repository
database. Such partially deleted import areas are not
displayed in the user interface.
It is good practice to periodically check for such
partially deleted import areas. If they appear on the
list you can delete them by using the delete option.
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Table 14. Parameters that can be used with the list option. (continued)
Parameter name

Description

--authfile or -af

Optional.
Path to a file that contains the encrypted or
non-encrypted credentials for logging on to InfoSphere
Information Server. If you use the --authfile parameter,
you do not need to specify --username or --password on
the command line. If you specify both the --authfile
parameter and the explicit user name and password
parameters, the explicit parameters take precedence over
what is specified in the file.
For more information see the topic Encrypt command
(http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/
SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.found.admin.common.doc/topics/
encrypt_ovw.html).

--username or -u

Optional.
User name that is required for logging into InfoSphere
Information Server. The user must have the role of
Common Metadata Administrator or Common Metadata
Importer. You can use the --authfile parameter instead
of specifying the --username and --password parameters.
If you enter a user name without entering a password
you are prompted for a password when you run the
command.

--password or -w

Optional.
Password for the specified user name to log into
InfoSphere Information Server. You can use the
--authfile parameter instead of specifying the
--username and --password parameters.
By default, passwords are saved. This default setting is
controlled on the Import Settings page of the
Administration tab of InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager.

--server or -s

Optional.
Name of the services tier computer. If you specify a
server, then you must specify a port.

--port or -p

Optional.
Port number to use on the services tier computer. The
default HTTPS port is 9443. If you specify a port, you
must specify a server.
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Table 14. Parameters that can be used with the list option. (continued)
Parameter name

Description

--silent or -sl

Optional.
Suppresses prompts for credentials and SSL certificates.
Use this parameter when you run scheduled or
unattended sessions. When a prompt is suppressed, the
action fails.
To prevent such failures, provide credentials on the
command line or in a credentials file, and, if
necessary,Run the UpdateSignerCerts command
(http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/
SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.found.admin.common.doc/topics/
wsisinst_run_updatesignercerts.html) to retrieve the
certificate before you schedule a command-line session..
Optional.

--help or -h

If you use --help with other options, the other options
are ignored. Prints the list of actions and parameters. The
help command is automatically issued when you issue a
command that contains a syntax error, such as a
typographical error, an improperly cased parameter or
argument, or when the command is missing a required
parameter.
Optional.

--log or -lg

Prints runtime log messages to the console while you run
the command line. You can use the log to debug issues
that arise when you use InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager. The log includes the details of the HTTPS call
that is made to the server, and stack trace information for
any exceptions that are thrown.

list examples
The following command generates a list of all import areas.
imam --username isadmin --password isadmin –-action list –-type area

The following command generates a list of all the import areas for which the
deletion process did not finish.
imam --u isadmin --w isadmin –-a list –-t deletedArea

Related reference:
“Escaping characters” on page 100
In cases where asset names contain characters or blank spaces that conflict with the
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager command-line interface syntax, you must
escape those characters in the command line.

purge option for the imam command
Use the purge option to delete staged imports from an import area. You can use
the purge option when you use the imam command with the --action parameter.
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Purpose
You might want to use the purge option if you perform frequent reimports in a
particular import area. The purge option helps you control the size of the metadata
repository.
You must have the Common Metadata Administrator role to delete staged imports.
In all cases, at least one staged import remains in the import area after the rest are
deleted. If there are shared imports in the area, the most recent shared import is
always kept.

Syntax
imam --action purge --importArea import_area_name
[--keepStagedImports number_to_keep]
[--username user_name] [--password password][--authfile credentials_file_path]
[--server server_name] [--port port_number] [--help] [--silent] [--log]

Parameters
When you specify the long name of a parameter, you must type two dashes (--)
before the parameter. For example, --action. When you specify the short name of
a parameter, type only one dash (-). For example, -a.
Commands that use the purge option can use the following parameters.
Table 15. Parameters that are used with the purge option
Parameter name

Description

--action or -a

Required.
Use purge option.

--importArea or -i

Required.
Name of the import area from which you are deleting
staged imports. If the name of the import area contains
blank spaces, you must put quotation marks around the
blank spaces. If the name of the import area contains
quotation marks, you must enter a backslash character
(\) before each of the quotation marks. For information
about other characters that you must escape,
see “Escaping characters” on page 100.
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Table 15. Parameters that are used with the purge option (continued)
Parameter name

Description

--keepStagedImports or -ksi

Optional.
The number of staged imports that you want to keep in
the import area.
Staged imports are kept in the following order: the most
recent shared import, the most recent staged import
(shared or unshared), the next most recent staged import,
and so on.
If you use purge without using --keepStagedImports, all
but three of the staged imports are deleted from the
import area. If there are three or fewer staged imports in
the import area when you run the command, no action is
taken.
If you use --keepStagedImports, you must specify a
number greater than zero. If the number of staged
imports in the import area is equal to or less than the
number specified, no action is taken.

--authfile or -af

Optional.
Path to a file that contains the encrypted or
non-encrypted credentials for logging on to InfoSphere
Information Server. If you use the --authfile parameter,
you do not need to specify --username or --password on
the command line. If you specify both the --authfile
parameter and the explicit user name and password
parameters, the explicit parameters take precedence over
what is specified in the file.
For more information, see the topic Encrypt command
and its subtopics (http://www.ibm.com/support/
knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.found.admin.common.doc/topics/
encrypt_ovw.html).

--username or -u

Optional.
User name that is required for logging into InfoSphere
Information Server. The user must have the role of
Common Metadata Administrator or Common Metadata
Importer. You can use the --authfile parameter instead
of specifying the --username and --password parameters.
If you enter a user name without entering a password
you are prompted for a password when you run the
command.

--password or -w

Optional.
Password for the specified user name to log into
InfoSphere Information Server. You can use the
--authfile parameter instead of specifying the
--username and --password parameters.
By default, passwords are saved. This default setting is
controlled on the Import Settings page of the
Administration tab of InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager.
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Table 15. Parameters that are used with the purge option (continued)
Parameter name

Description

--server or -s

Optional.
Name of the services tier computer. If you specify a
server, then you must specify a port.
Optional.

--port or -p

Port number to use on the services tier computer. The
default HTTPS port is 9443. If you specify a port, you
must specify a server.
Optional.

--silent or -sl

Suppresses prompts for credentials and SSL certificates.
Use this parameter when you run scheduled or
unattended sessions. When a prompt is suppressed, the
action fails.
To prevent such failures, provide credentials on the
command line or in a credentials file, and, if
necessary,Run the UpdateSignerCerts command
(http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/
SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.found.admin.common.doc/topics/
wsisinst_run_updatesignercerts.html) to retrieve the
certificate before you schedule a command-line session..
Optional.

--help or -h

If you use --help with other options, the other options
are ignored. Prints the list of actions and parameters. The
help command is automatically issued when you issue a
command that contains a syntax error, such as a
typographical error, an improperly cased parameter or
argument, or when the command is missing a required
parameter.
Optional.

--log or -lg

Prints runtime log messages to the console while you run
the command line. You can use the log to debug issues
that arise when you use InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager. The log includes the details of the HTTPS call
that is made to the server, and stack trace information for
any exceptions that are thrown.

purge examples
The import area MyImports contains the following staged imports, listed in the
order in which they were imported.
v Import 1 (not shared), the oldest import
v
v
v
v
v
v

Import
Import
Import
Import
Import
Import

2
3
4
5
6
7

(shared)
(not shared)
(shared)
(not shared)
(not shared)
(not shared), the most recent import
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The following command does not specify –-keepStagedImports. By default, it
keeps three staged imports, always including the most recent shared import.
imam --action purge --importArea MyImports

In this example, imports 7, 6, and 4 are kept. Import 4 is kept because it is the
most recent shared import. Imports 6 and 7 are kept because they are the most
recent remaining staged imports.
The following command deletes all but two staged imports from the import area
MyImports.
imam --action purge --importArea MyImports --keepStagedImports 2

In this example, imports 7 and 4 are kept, because import 4 is the most recent
staged import and import 7 is the most recent import.
The following command deletes all but six staged imports from the import area
MyImports.
imam --action purge --importArea MyImports --keepStagedImports 6

Only import 1 is deleted.
The following command attempts to delete all seven staged imports.
imam -a purge -i MyImports -ksi 0

The command fails because you must enter a number greater than zero. You
cannot delete all staged imports by using the command line. To delete all staged
imports for an import area, see “Deleting import areas and staged imports” on
page 69.
For the following command, the import area MyImports2 has seven staged imports,
none of which has been shared.
imam --action purge --importArea MyImports2 --keepStagedImports 2

The command deletes all but two staged imports from the import area, leaving the
two most recent unshared staged imports.

delete option for the imam command
Use the delete option to delete import areas. You can use the delete option when
you use the imam command with the --action parameter.

Purpose
You can use the delete option to delete import areas and remove their contents
from the staging area of InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager. Assets that were
shared to the metadata repository from the import area are not deleted. You can
delete one import area per command.
If you have the Common Metadata Administrator role, you can delete import areas
that are created by all users. If you have the Common Metadata Importer role, you
can delete only import areas that you created. If an import areas has an import
that is shared to the repository, then Common Metadata Importers and Common
Metadata Administrators can delete the import areas only if the setting Allow
users to delete import areas in which imports were shared to the repository is
selected on the Administration tab in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
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Syntax
imam --action delete --type area --name asset_name
[--username username] [--password password][--authfile authfile_path]
[--server server_name] [--port port_number] [--help] [--silent] [--log]

Parameters
When you specify the long name of a parameter, you must type two dashes (--)
before the parameter. For example, --action. When you specify the short name of
a parameter, type only one dash (-). For example, -a.
Commands that use the delete option can use the following parameters.
Table 16. Parameters that can be used with the delete option
Parameter name

Description

--action or -a

Required.
Use the delete option.

--type or -t

Required.
Specify area as the value.

--name or -n

Required.
Name of the import area to delete. If the name contains
blank spaces, you must put quotation marks around the
blank spaces. If the name contains quotation marks, you
must enter a backslash character (\) before each of the
quotation marks. For more information, see “Escaping
characters” on page 100.

--authfile or -af

Optional.
Path to a file that contains the encrypted or
non-encrypted credentials for logging on to InfoSphere
Information Server. If you use the --authfile parameter,
you do not need to specify --username or --password on
the command line. If you specify both the --authfile
parameter and the explicit user name and password
parameters, the explicit parameters take precedence over
what is specified in the file.
For more information, see the topic Encrypt command
and its subtopics (http://www.ibm.com/support/
knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.found.admin.common.doc/topics/
encrypt_ovw.html).

--username or -u

Optional.
User name that is required for logging into InfoSphere
Information Server. The user must have the role of
Common Metadata Administrator or Common Metadata
Importer. You can use the --authfile parameter instead
of specifying the --username and --password parameters.
If you enter a user name without entering a password
you are prompted for a password when you run the
command.
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Table 16. Parameters that can be used with the delete option (continued)
Parameter name

Description

--password or -w

Optional.
Password for the specified user name to log into
InfoSphere Information Server. You can use the
--authfile parameter instead of specifying the
--username and --password parameters.
By default, passwords are saved. This default setting is
controlled on the Import Settings page of the
Administration tab of InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager.

--server or -s

Optional.
Name of the services tier computer. If you specify a
server, then you must specify a port.

--port or -p

Optional.
Port number to use on the services tier computer. The
default HTTPS port is 9443. If you specify a port, you
must specify a server.

--silent or -sl

Optional.
Suppresses prompts for credentials and SSL certificates.
Use this parameter when you run scheduled or
unattended sessions. When a prompt is suppressed, the
action fails.
To prevent such failures, provide credentials on the
command line or in a credentials file, and, if
necessary,Run the UpdateSignerCerts command
(http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/
SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.found.admin.common.doc/topics/
wsisinst_run_updatesignercerts.html) to retrieve the
certificate before you schedule a command-line session..

--help or -h

Optional.
If you use --help with other options, the other options
are ignored. Prints the list of actions and parameters. The
help command is automatically issued when you issue a
command that contains a syntax error, such as a
typographical error, an improperly cased parameter or
argument, or when the command is missing a required
parameter.

--log or -lg

Optional.
Prints runtime log messages to the console while you run
the command line. You can use the log to debug issues
that arise when you use InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager. The log includes the details of the HTTPS call
that is made to the server, and stack trace information for
any exceptions that are thrown.
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delete example
The following command deletes the import area area51.
imam --username isadmin --password isadmin –-action delete –-type area –-name area51

Related reference:
“Escaping characters” on page 100
In cases where asset names contain characters or blank spaces that conflict with the
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager command-line interface syntax, you must
escape those characters in the command line.

createMis option to designate a metadata interchange server
You can use the createMis option to designate a computer as a metadata
interchange server. You use the createMis option with the action parameter of the
imam command.

Purpose
Metadata interchange servers are computers that are used by InfoSphere Metadata
Asset Manager to run imports with bridges and connectors. Metadata interchange
servers are designated automatically during installation of InfoSphere Information
Server, but for some client-only installations you can designate the metadata
interchange server on the command line after installation. You designate a
computer where one or both of the following components are installed:
v Metadata interchange agent and bridges, installed on the client tier
v Connectors, installed on the engine tier with InfoSphere DataStage and
QualityStage or InfoSphere Information Analyzer
You must have the Common Metadata Administrator role to designate a metadata
interchange server.
After you designate a metadata interchange server, you must enable it on the
Administration tab of InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager before you can use the
bridges or connectors to import metadata.

Syntax
imam --action createMis
--misName metadata_interchange_server_name
--misDescription metadata_interchange_server_description
--misHost metadata_interchange_server_host
--misPort metadata_interchange_server_port
[--username username] [--password password]
[--authfile credentials_file_path] [--server server_name]
[--port port_number] [--help] [--silent] {--log]

Parameters
When you specify the long name of a parameter, you must type two dashes (--)
before the parameter. For example, --action. When you specify the short name of
a parameter, type only one dash (-). For example, -a.
Commands that use the createMis option can use the following parameters.
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Table 17. The following parameters can be used with the createMis
Parameter name (short name)

Description

--action or -a

Required.
Use the createMis option.

--misName or -mn

Required.
The name of the metadata interchange server to be
designated.

--misDescription or -md

Required.
The description of the metadata interchange server.

--misHost or -mh

Required.
The host computer of the metadata interchange server.

--misPort or -mp

Required.
The port of the host computer.

--authfile or -af

Optional.
Path to a file that contains the encrypted or
non-encrypted credentials for logging on to InfoSphere
Information Server. If you use the --authfile parameter,
you do not need to specify --username or --password on
the command line. If you specify both the --authfile
parameter and the explicit user name and password
parameters, the explicit parameters take precedence over
what is specified in the file.
For more information, see the topic Encrypt command
and its subtopics (http://www.ibm.com/support/
knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.found.admin.common.doc/topics/
encrypt_ovw.html).

--username or -u

Optional.
User name that is required for logging into InfoSphere
Information Server. The user must have the role of
Common Metadata Administrator or Common Metadata
Importer. You can use the --authfile parameter instead
of specifying the --username and --password parameters.
If you enter a user name without entering a password
you are prompted for a password when you run the
command.

--password or -w

Optional.
Password for the specified user name to log into
InfoSphere Information Server. You can use the
--authfile parameter instead of specifying the
--username and --password parameters.
By default, passwords are saved. This default setting is
controlled on the Import Settings page of the
Administration tab of InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager.
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Table 17. The following parameters can be used with the createMis (continued)
Parameter name (short name)

Description

--server or -s

Optional.
Name of the services tier computer. If you specify a
server, then you must specify a port.
Optional.

--port or -p

Port number to use on the services tier computer. The
default HTTPS port is 9443. If you specify a port, you
must specify a server.
Optional.

--silent or -sl

Suppresses prompts for credentials and SSL certificates.
Use this parameter when you run scheduled or
unattended sessions. When a prompt is suppressed, the
action fails.
To prevent such failures, provide credentials on the
command line or in a credentials file, and, if
necessary,Run the UpdateSignerCerts command
(http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/
SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.found.admin.common.doc/topics/
wsisinst_run_updatesignercerts.html) to retrieve the
certificate before you schedule a command-line session..
Optional.

--help or -h

If you use --help with other options, the other options
are ignored. Prints the list of actions and parameters. The
help command is automatically issued when you issue a
command that contains a syntax error, such as a
typographical error, an improperly cased parameter or
argument, or when the command is missing a required
parameter.
Optional.

--log or -lg

Prints runtime log messages to the console while you run
the command line. You can use the log to debug issues
that arise when you use InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager. The log includes the details of the HTTPS call
that is made to the server, and stack trace information for
any exceptions that are thrown.

createMis example
The following command designates the metadata interchange server named
is-computer2 on port 19443 of the computer is-xmeta-sys4.
imam --username isadmin --password isadmin –-action createMis --misName
is-computer2 -md server1 --misHost is-xmeta-sys4 -mp 19443

Related reference:
“Escaping characters” on page 100
In cases where asset names contain characters or blank spaces that conflict with the
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager command-line interface syntax, you must
escape those characters in the command line.
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“Metadata interchange servers” on page 37
Metadata interchange servers are computers that are used by InfoSphere Metadata
Asset Manager to run imports with bridges and connectors. When you import
metadata, you choose a metadata interchange server where bridges or connectors
are installed, and you select a bridge or connector.

Escaping characters
In cases where asset names contain characters or blank spaces that conflict with the
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager command-line interface syntax, you must
escape those characters in the command line.
The InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager command-line interface requires that you
escape certain characters.
To escape the following characters, you must insert double quotation marks (“)
around the asset names that contain the characters that must be escaped:
v ^ (hat, circumflex)
v & (ampersand)
v < (less than)
v > (greater than)
v | (logical or)
v Blank spaces
For example, an ampersand character (&) that is part of an asset name is not
accurately read by the command-line unless it is surrounded by double quotation
marks. Therefore, the asset name A&C must be written as "A&C" on the command
line.
When an asset name contains double quotation marks, use a backslash before the
double quotation marks (\) to escape them. For example, the asset name
Customer"Fixes" must be written as Customer\"Fixes\".

Managing common metadata assets
You can use the Repository Management tab in InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager to view, compare, merge, and delete assets that are stored in the metadata
repository. You can also set implementation relationships between logical and
physical data models and implemented data resources.
Related concepts:
“Overview of InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 31
You use InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager to import, export, and manage
common metadata assets, which are vital to all components of the InfoSphere
Information Server suite. You can import assets to a staging area before you share
them to the metadata repository. In the metadata repository, you can export assets,
browse and search for common metadata assets, set implementation relationships
between them, and merge duplicates.

Finding metadata assets in the repository
You can find assets in the metadata repository by browsing the repository or by
searching for asset names that match a specific character string.
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Browsing the metadata repository to find assets
You can find assets in the metadata repository by browsing implemented data
resources, business intelligence (BI) assets, physical data model assets, data item
definitions, or logical data model assets.

Before you begin
To browse the metadata repository you must have the Common Metadata User
role, the Common Metadata Importer role, or the Common Metadata
Administrator role.

Procedure
1. Click the Repository Management tab in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
2. In the Navigation pane, expand Browse Assets, and then click Logical Data
Models, Physical Data Models, Implemented Data Resources, Data Item
Definitions, or Business Intelligence Assets. You can browse the hierarchical
tree views for the asset type that you select.
Related tasks:
“Viewing asset details” on page 102
You can view the details of an asset in the metadata repository. Asset details
include the asset’s name, type, and description. Asset details also include the
properties of the asset, such as its identity, creation date and time, details about the
last time it was modified, the list of assets that it contains, and other information
such as stewards of the asset, the tool it was created with, and other assets that
implement the selected asset. You might want to view asset details before deleting
an asset from the metadata repository or before merging it with another asset.
Related information:
Common metadata asset types
Each type of common metadata asset has a unique definition and unique identity
components. Common metadata assets include implemented data resources, logical
data model assets, physical data model assets, business intelligence assets, and
some miscellaneous assets.

Searching the repository to find assets
You can find implemented data resources, business intelligence (BI) assets, data
item definitions, logical data model assets, and physical data model assets in the
metadata repository by searching for assets whose names contain a specific
character string. Searches do not return disconnected assets.

Before you begin
To search the metadata repository you must have the Common Metadata User role,
the Common Metadata Importer role, or the Common Metadata Administrator
role.

About this task
The search is case-sensitive and you must enter an exact value. Two wildcards are
supported when you enter a search string in the Search section of the Navigation
menu. An asterisk (*) finds one or more characters in the specified position. An
exclamation point (!) finds any single character at the current position. If you enter
a backslash (\) immediately before a wildcard character, the wildcard is treated as
a literal value.
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Procedure
Click the Repository Management tab in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager .
Expand the Search section in the Navigation pane.
Type a character string in the Asset Name box, and click Search.
Optional: To filter the search results by a specific asset type, select an asset type
from the Asset Type list.
5. Click Search. The search is case-sensitive.
6. Optional: To narrow the scope of the search results, click Search Options and
enter values in the following fields on the Search Options pane:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Option

Description

Asset type

Select the type of asset you want to search
for in the Asset type menu.

Asset name

Enter the name of an asset in the asset name
field. The search is case-sensitive and you
must enter an exact value.

Where

Select a Where option to modify search
filters in all of the fields displayed in the
search options area. Exact Match (Not Case
Sensitive) makes the search not
case-sensitive and only returns exact
matches. Exact Match only returns exact
matches. Contains returns search results for
any string that you specify. Begins With
returns matches that occur in the beginning
of a search string. Ends With returns
matches that occur at the end of a search
string.

Limit results by entering additional
information

Add additional information that identifies
the asset that you are searching for.

Related tasks:
“Viewing asset details”
You can view the details of an asset in the metadata repository. Asset details
include the asset’s name, type, and description. Asset details also include the
properties of the asset, such as its identity, creation date and time, details about the
last time it was modified, the list of assets that it contains, and other information
such as stewards of the asset, the tool it was created with, and other assets that
implement the selected asset. You might want to view asset details before deleting
an asset from the metadata repository or before merging it with another asset.
Related information:
Common metadata asset types
Each type of common metadata asset has a unique definition and unique identity
components. Common metadata assets include implemented data resources, logical
data model assets, physical data model assets, business intelligence assets, and
some miscellaneous assets.

Viewing asset details
You can view the details of an asset in the metadata repository. Asset details
include the asset’s name, type, and description. Asset details also include the
properties of the asset, such as its identity, creation date and time, details about the
last time it was modified, the list of assets that it contains, and other information
such as stewards of the asset, the tool it was created with, and other assets that
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implement the selected asset. You might want to view asset details before deleting
an asset from the metadata repository or before merging it with another asset.

Before you begin
Find the asset by browsing or searching the metadata repository.
To view asset details you must have the Common Metadata User role, the
Common Metadata Importer role, or the Common Metadata Administrator role.

Procedure
1. In the list of assets, select an asset. The details that are displayed vary
depending on the type of asset that is selected.
2. Optional: To retrieve the latest usage information for all assets, click More
Actions > Retrieve Usage for All Assets. You can view general usage
information for top-level assets, such as databases or database schemes, and
detailed usage information for children assets, such as database tables.
3. Optional: To view the selected asset in InfoSphere Information Governance
Catalog, click More Actions > Show Asset In Information Governance
Catalog. By viewing an asset in InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog,
you can see more information about how the asset is used in other InfoSphere
Information Server products. In addition, you can run queries on the asset and
other related assets.
4. Optional: To hide the details of a selected asset, click More Actions > Hide
Details Pane.
Related tasks:
“Searching the repository to find assets” on page 101
You can find implemented data resources, business intelligence (BI) assets, data
item definitions, logical data model assets, and physical data model assets in the
metadata repository by searching for assets whose names contain a specific
character string. Searches do not return disconnected assets.
“Browsing the metadata repository to find assets” on page 101
You can find assets in the metadata repository by browsing implemented data
resources, business intelligence (BI) assets, physical data model assets, data item
definitions, or logical data model assets.
Related information:
Common metadata asset types
Each type of common metadata asset has a unique definition and unique identity
components. Common metadata assets include implemented data resources, logical
data model assets, physical data model assets, business intelligence assets, and
some miscellaneous assets.

Editing asset details
Users with the common metadata administrator role can edit the short description,
long description, and stewards of an asset.

Before you begin
Find the asset by browsing the metadata repository or search for an asset and click
View Asset in Browse Tree.
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Procedure
1. In the list of assets, select an asset. Details about the asset are displayed on the
right side of the screen.
2. Optional: Click Edit in the Short description field and update the text. There is
a character limit of 255 characters.
3. Optional: Click Edit in the Long description field and update the text. There is
no character limit for the Long description field.
4. Optional: Click Edit in the Stewards field and update the steward.
5. Click Save.

Assigning and removing stewards
Assign an InfoSphere Information Server steward to a common metadata asset.
You can also remove a steward that is currently assigned to a common metadata
asset. The stewards are responsible for the definition, maintenance, and use of
assets in the metadata repository.

Before you begin
You must have the Common Metadata Administrator role to assign or remove a
steward.
Find the asset by browsing for assets in the metadata repository or by searching
for an asset and selecting View Asset in Browse Tree.
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager displays stewards or contacts that are
assigned in InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog, IBM Glossary Anywhere,
IBM InfoSphere FastTrack, and IBM InfoSphere Information Analyzer. You can
remove any of the stewards or contacts that were assigned using other products.

Procedure
1. Click the Repository Management tab in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
2. Select the asset for which you want to assign or remove a steward. Details
about the asset are displayed on the right side of the screen.
3. Click Edit in the Stewards field, which is located in the Properties section.
4. Assign or remove a steward in the following ways:
Option

Description

To assign a steward

1. Type the name of the steward you want
to assign or click the text box and use
the down arrow key to scroll through the
list of stewards and select a steward.
2. Click Add.

To remove a steward

Click the Remove link next to the steward
that you want to remove.

5. Click Save.

Adding notes to assets
You can add a note to provide information about an asset. Users with the Common
Metadata Administrator role can create, edit, or delete any note.
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Before you begin
The note that you create is also displayed in InfoSphere Information Governance
Catalog, IBM Glossary Anywhere, and IBM InfoSphere Information Analyzer.
Notes might also show up as annotations in other IBM InfoSphere Information
Server products.
No notification is given to the steward of the asset if the status or type changes.

Procedure
1. Click the Repository Management tab in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
2. Select the asset for which you want to create a note. Details about the asset are
displayed on the right side of the screen.
3. Click New Note in the Notes section on the right side of the screen.
4. Type the title that you want displayed for the note in the Subject field. The
subject field has a character limit of 64 characters.
5. Optional: Select one of the following types:
Option

Description

Informational

A note that provides information only and
does not require action. For example, an
informational note might be a note that
states, in the Note field, that the asset was
created to comply with a requirement from a
regulatory agency.

Action

A note that indicates that action is required.
For example, if the action is to request a
review of the asset, select type Action and
type the text “Review this asset before the
next meeting.” into the Note field.

Other

A note that involves anything other than
information or action.

6. Optional: Select of the following statuses:
Option

Description

Open

A new note of any type for the asset.

Pending

An action or a response is required.

Closed

An action or a response is no longer
required.

7. Enter the text for your note in the Note field. There is no limit to the number of
characters in the note.
8. Click OK to save the note.

Deleting metadata assets
You can delete assets from the metadata repository of InfoSphere Information
Server. When you delete an asset, all assets that are contained by that asset are also
deleted. You might want to delete assets if the metadata repository contains
duplicate assets, disconnected assets, or assets that are no longer required.
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Before you begin
You must have the Common Metadata Administrator role to delete assets from the
metadata repository.
Find the asset by browsing or searching for assets in the metadata repository. You
can also find the asset by comparing duplicates or identifying disconnected assets.
The following delete restrictions apply:
Hosts You cannot delete hosts that contain other assets. You must delete all of the
contained assets before you can delete the host.
Physical domains
You cannot delete physical domains that are used by one or more design
columns. You can delete the physical domain in the source tool and
reimport the physical data model.
Logical domains
You cannot delete logical domains that are used by entity attributes. You
can delete the logical domain in the source tool and reimport the logical
data model.
Database domains
You cannot delete database domains that are used by one or more database
columns. You can delete the database domain in the source tool and
reimport the database schema.
Database table
You cannot delete database tables if they have foreign key constraints that
point to a primary key in another table. You must delete the foreign key
constraints before you can delete the database table.

Procedure
1. To make sure that you want to delete the asset, complete these steps:
a. View the details of the asset.
b. View the usage information to see the tools that use the asset.
2. Select one or more assets that you want to delete, and then click Delete. In the
Delete Confirmation window that is displayed, click Yes.

Results
When you delete an asset, it is removed from the metadata repository.
Related information:
Delete rules for assets
Before deleting an asset from the metadata repository, make sure that you
understand these delete rules for the asset.

Managing disconnected assets
You can view the details of a disconnected implemented data resource, logical data
model asset, or business intelligence (BI) asset or delete disconnected assets from
the metadata repository. Disconnected assets do not have a complete identity
because one or more assets in the identity hierarchy do not exist.
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Before you begin
You must have the Common Metadata Administrator role to delete assets from the
metadata repository. Before deleting an asset, make sure that you understand the
delete rules for assets.

About this task
If an asset is used by InfoSphere Information Server tools, review the usage details
before deleting the asset. Disconnected assets that are being analyzed by other
tools should probably be deleted, because they might skew analysis results. You
might want to reimport the original asset for use with the same suite tools before
you delete the disconnected asset.
Some disconnected assets cannot be identified precisely by asset type when their
containing assets are missing. For this reason, database tables, design tables, and
data file structures are identified as data collections in the list of disconnected assets.

Procedure
1. Click the Repository Management tab in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
2. Expand the Manage Disconnected Assets section of the Navigation menu and
select the type of asset that you want to view disconnected assets for. A list of
disconnected assets is displayed on the Search Results page.
3. Optional: View the details of the asset to verify that you want to delete it.
4. Delete the disconnected asset. You can delete the asset in the following ways:
v After finding a disconnected asset, in the list of disconnected assets, select
assets that you want to delete, and click Delete.
v While viewing the details of the disconnected asset, click Delete to delete the
asset that you are viewing.
Related concepts:
Asset identity
Each asset in the metadata repository needs to have a unique identity. You can
merge or delete assets that do not have unique identities, such as duplicates and
disconnected assets.
Related tasks:
“Deleting disconnected link points” on page 113
You can delete disconnected link points from the metadata repository. Deleting
disconnected link points improves performance and frees disk space on your
system.
Related information:
Disconnected assets
Assets that become disconnected from their immediate parent asset in the identity
string are called disconnected assets.

Managing duplicate metadata assets
You can compare, merge, or delete duplicate assets in the metadata repository.
Deleting duplicate assets helps ensure that suite tool users can choose the correct
assets to use.
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Before you begin
You must have the Common Metadata Administrator role to delete or merge
assets. Before deleting an asset, make sure that you understand the delete rules for
assets.

About this task
You can compare and merge only the following types of assets:
v Databases that are contained by the same host
v Database schemas that are contained by the same database
Assets are considered duplicate candidates based on their names and their
hierarchical identities. For example, if two databases are named, "Customer" they
would be considered potential duplicates based on the fact that they have the same
name. You can determine whether potential duplicates are true duplicates on the
side-by-side comparison screen where the properties of each potential duplicate
asset are displayed.

Procedure
1. Click the Repository Management tab in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
2. Find duplicate assets in one of the following ways:
Option

Description

Use the manage duplicates workspace to
compare potential duplicates that have the
same name.

1. In the Manage Duplicates Navigation
pane click Logical Data Models,
Physical Data Models, or Implemented
Data Resources.
2. In the right pane click View Potential
Duplicates for a particular asset type.
3. Select up to five assets of the same name
and click Compare.

Search or browse the repository to find an
asset and compare it to other assets.
Note: You can compare only databases that
are on the same host and database schemas
that are in the same database.

1. Select an asset and click Compare with
Other Assets.
2. Select up to four assets to compare to the
original asset:
v Click Potential Duplicate Candidates
to compare assets that have the same
name.
v Browse or search to compare assets
whose names are different from the
originally selected asset.
3. Click Add to Selected and click OK.

3. Carefully compare the properties of the assets, the relationships the assets have
to other assets, and the usage information to make sure that the assets are
duplicates.
4. When you are satisfied that the asset is a duplicate, you can delete it or merge
it with another asset.
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Option

Description

To delete the duplicate asset

Select the asset that you want to delete and
click Delete. You can select up to five assets
to delete.

To merge the duplicate asset with another
asset

Select the assets that you want to merge and
click Merge. You must select two assets to
merge. You can merge only databases that
are contained by the same host and database
schemas that are contained by the same
database.

Click Close to close the workspace.
Related information:
Merging assets
After browsing for assets or managing duplicate assets, you can merge two assets
into one asset. Merging duplicate metadata assets makes it easier for suite tool
users to choose the correct metadata to use in jobs. You can merge databases or
database schemas.
Duplicate assets
Duplicate assets are assets that have the same identity or assets that have different
identities but can be considered identical. You can manage duplicate assets by
merging or deleting them.
Asset identity
Each asset in the metadata repository needs to have a unique identity. You can
merge or delete assets that do not have unique identities, such as duplicates and
disconnected assets.

Setting or removing an implementation relationship
Logical data models and physical data models can be implemented by
implemented data resources. You can set or remove an implementation relationship
between either logical data model assets or physical data model assets and
implemented data resources. You can also set or remove an implementation
relationship between logical data model assets and physical data model assets.

Before you begin
You must have the Common Metadata Administrator role to set or remove
implementation relationships between two assets.

About this task
When you set an implementation relationship between two assets, the contained
assets are automatically matched based on their names and type, and
implementation relationships are set for both the top-level assets, and all the assets
that the top-level assets contain.
You can set top-level implementation relationships between:
v Logical data models and physical data models or database schemas
v Physical data models and database schemas or data files
When you set an implementation relationship for an asset, corresponding
implementation relationships are set between contained assets of like types that
have the same name. Assets that are not successfully matched appear as
unmatched assets. To manually match unmatched assets, go to the View Contained
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Relationships workspace. Implementation relationships between the following
contained objects are automatically set or can be manually set when you set
implementation relationships between the top-level assets that contain them:
v
v
v
v
v

Logical domains and physical domains or database domains
Physical domains and database domains
Logical entities and design tables or database tables
Design tables and database tables or data file structures
Design procedures and stored procedures

Procedure
1. Click the Repository Management tab.
2. In the Navigation pane search for an asset or browse for a logical data model
or physical data model.
3. Select the logical data model or physical data model that you want to set an
implementation relationship for.
Option

Description

From the Implemented by section on the
right side of the screen

Select New Implementation Relationship.

From the right-click menu

Select New Implementation Relationship....

From the More Actions menu

Select New Implementation Relationship....

4. Select the asset that implements the original asset that you selected.
Option

Description

Browse for assets

Click the Browse for Asset tab, select the
asset you want to set the relationship for,
and click OK.

Search for assets

Click the Search for Asset tab, select the
asset type that you want to search for from
the drop-down menu, and click Search.

5. Review the status of the implementation relationship for the contained assets.
Select View contained relationships before clicking OK to review the
implementation relationships for matched contained assets or to set
implementation relationships for unmatched assets.
6. In the View Contained Relationships workspace, click an asset in the
implementation candidates column and drag it onto a target asset that you
want to create an implementation relationship with. You can filter the source
and target assets by type in the drop-down menus. You can automatically
match assets by names, abbreviations, prefixes, or suffixes by selecting a
matching criteria in the Auto-Set menu.
7. Optional: Click Enable one to many matching to allow one source asset to be
matched with multiple target assets.
8. Review the implementation relationships in the Implementation Relationships
workspace. Click Remove to remove an implementation relationship.
Related information:
Implementation relationships
You can set and explore relationships between logical data models, physical data
models, and implemented data resources.
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Logical data model assets
Logical data models capture the business definition of information assets by using
the entity-relationship modeling approach. The logical data model consists of a set
of related entities and their business associations.
Physical data model assets
A physical data model is a design schema for information assets that defines the
physical structures and relationships of data within a subject domain or
application. Physical data models are independent of implementation or platform
details.
Implemented data resources
Implemented data resources include databases and their contents, data files and
their contents, and host computers that contain databases and data files. Data item
definitions, which represent complex data structures, are also implemented data
resources.

Merging assets
After browsing for assets or managing duplicate assets, you can merge two assets
into one asset. Merging duplicate metadata assets makes it easier for suite tool
users to choose the correct metadata to use in jobs. You can merge databases or
database schemas.

Before you begin
You must have the Common Metadata Administrator role to merge assets. Review
merge rules before merging assets.

About this task
The purpose of merging assets is to eliminate duplicates in the metadata
repository. This eliminates confusion when you choose an asset to use in a job, to
assign to a term, to assign a steward to, and so on.
You can merge only the following types of assets:
v Databases that are contained by the same host
v Database schemas that are contained by the same database
It is not required that the two assets you choose to merge be exact duplicates. The
merge candidates can have different names, different properties, and different
contained assets.

Procedure
1. In the Navigation pane on the Repository Management tab, click Browse
Assets or Manage Potential Duplicates.
Option

Description

To merge to assets from the Search Results
section

1. Select an asset type or enter the name of
an asset in the Asset Name field in the
Search section and click Search.
2. In the Search Results section, select two
databases or database schemas that you
want to merge and click Merge.
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Option

Description

To merge two assets from the Browse
Assets section

1. Select Implemented Data Resources in
the Browse Assets section, and browse
to select the database or database schema
that you want to merge with another
asset.
2. Click Merge with Another Asset.
3. In the Select an Asset to Merge Into
window, click Potential Duplicate
Candidates, Browse for Asset, or Search
for Asset to locate the asset that you
want to merge the asset with.
4. Select the asset that you want to merge
the starting asset with, and click OK.

To merge two assets from the Compare
workspace when you are browsing assets
or managing duplicates

Select two assets on the Compare workspace
and click Merge.

The Merge workspace opens.
2. Optional: To swap the Starting Asset asset and the Merge Into asset, at the top
of the Merge workspace, click Swap Order.
3. Review the usage for the starting asset, and then specify a usage option. Usage
information indicates which tools have relationships with the starting asset. If
you choose Transfer specific usage information to merged asset, you must
then select the type of information to transfer.
4. Optional: Unselect Delete Asset After Merge if you do not want to delete the
starting asset after the merge is complete.
5. Review the resulting asset details in the Resulting Asset column, and then click
Merge. You see the following message when the merge completes successfully:
asset name successfully merged into asset name

Related information:
Duplicate assets
Duplicate assets are assets that have the same identity or assets that have different
identities but can be considered identical. You can manage duplicate assets by
merging or deleting them.
Common metadata asset types
Each type of common metadata asset has a unique definition and unique identity
components. Common metadata assets include implemented data resources, logical
data model assets, physical data model assets, business intelligence assets, and
some miscellaneous assets.

Merge rules
You use the merge functionality to combine two assets that you select into a single,
merged asset. You can merge only databases or database schemas.
You can merge only the following types of assets:
v Databases that are contained by the same host
v Database schemas that are contained by the same database
It is not required that the assets you choose to merge be exact duplicates. The
assets might, for example, have different names, different properties, and different
contained assets.
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When you merge two assets, the following properties and relationships of the
starting asset are overwritten by the properties of the asset that the starting asset is
being merged into:
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

Name
Long description
Creation tool
Created by
Created on
Modified by
Modified on
Identity

v Host
v DBMS
For example, if the starting asset was created on Thursday January 13, 2010 at 9:00
AM and was created by admin100, and the asset you are merging the starting asset
into was created on Friday January 14, 2010 at 10:22 AM and was created by
admin202, the resulting asset would have a creation date of Friday January 14,
2010 at 10:22 AM and the created by field would list admin202.
Stewards from both assets are carried over to the resulting asset.
All assets contained by the databases and database schemas that you are merging
are carried over to the resulting asset.
You can control the usage relationships that get transferred to the resulting asset.
Review the usage relationships to determine whether an asset is used in
InfoSphere Information Server products, such as InfoSphere Information Analyzer
or InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog. You can transfer usage
relationships from both assets to the resulting asset, transfer only specific usage
relationships to the resulting asset, or you can choose to not transfer any usage
relationships.

Deleting disconnected link points
You can delete disconnected link points from the metadata repository. Deleting
disconnected link points improves performance and frees disk space on your
system.

Before you begin
You must have the Common Metadata Administrator role to delete assets from the
metadata repository. Before deleting an asset, make sure that you understand the
delete rules for assets.

About this task
Disconnected link points occur when assets are exported from the metadata
repository. When they are exported, they are exported with links to related assets
that exist in the target system. When the exported assets are imported into a target
system, the links are stored in the metadata repository, so that if the target asset is
ever imported, the links are still active and working. The only way to clean up
these links is to delete all links that are disconnected.
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Procedure
1. Click the Repository Management tab in the InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager.
2. Expand the Manage Disconnected Assets workspace in the Navigation menu.
3. Click Delete Disconnected Link Points.
4. Click Yes in the Delete Confirmation window.
Related tasks:
“Managing disconnected assets” on page 106
You can view the details of a disconnected implemented data resource, logical data
model asset, or business intelligence (BI) asset or delete disconnected assets from
the metadata repository. Disconnected assets do not have a complete identity
because one or more assets in the identity hierarchy do not exist.
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Chapter 3. Exchanging metadata by using IBM InfoSphere
Metadata Integration Bridges
You can import metadata from tools, files, and databases into the metadata
repository of InfoSphere Information Server by using bridges with InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager.
Note: Import Export Manager is discontinued as of InfoSphere Information Server,
Version 11.3, and is replaced by InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager Metadata
import from the Designer client is discontinued as of InfoSphere Information
Server, Version 11.3. To use physical data models that are imported from design
tools in InfoSphere DataStage and QualityStage jobs, import the models by using
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager and select Create database schema from
physical model on the Identity Parameters page of the import wizard. Then create
table definitions from the imported database tables in the database schema..
Related concepts:
“Overview of InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 31
You use InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager to import, export, and manage
common metadata assets, which are vital to all components of the InfoSphere
Information Server suite. You can import assets to a staging area before you share
them to the metadata repository. In the metadata repository, you can export assets,
browse and search for common metadata assets, set implementation relationships
between them, and merge duplicates.
Related tasks:
“Importing metadata by using InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 41
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.
Chapter 2, “Importing and managing assets by using IBM InfoSphere Metadata
Asset Manager,” on page 31
You can review and preview imports of metadata assets, and you can manage
assets that are in the metadata repository.

How bridges work
You can use bridges to import or export metadata. Some bridges use IBM
MetaBroker technology.
Metadata is data about data. Metadata can describe the design, development, and
implementation of information systems, and the movement of data. For example,
the description of a database table is metadata. The relationships between database
objects are metadata. The definitions of the columns in the table, the data types of
the columns, and the derivations that transform the columns are metadata.
Operational metadata is collected when you run InfoSphere DataStage and
QualityStage jobs.
You can use bridges to import metadata from a particular tool, file, or database
into the metadata repository, and to export metadata from the metadata repository.
The bridge converts the information by translating the semantics of the source tool
into the semantics of the target tool.
© Copyright IBM Corp. 2006, 2014
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After you import into the metadata repository, users of suite tools such as
InfoSphere Information Analyzer, InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog, and
InfoSphere DataStage and QualityStage Designer can manipulate these metadata
objects as required. When you use the Designer client, for example, you can use
the imported tables in table definitions to create jobs. When you use InfoSphere
Information Governance Catalog, you can apply business terms to database
columns and other objects. You can also view the properties and relationships of
individual metadata objects and create reports that show the flow of data through
assets such as database columns, stages, jobs, and business intelligence (BI) reports.
Metadata objects that are stored in the metadata repository of InfoSphere
Information Server are referred to as information assets, or simply assets.
When suite tools create metadata, such as table definitions, database schemas,
categories and terms, information governance rules, or physical data models, that
metadata is automatically stored in the metadata repository.
Because bridges support Unicode, you can process data in a wide variety of
languages and display data in any character set.
You can use bridges with InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager to import the
following types of assets:
v Implemented data resources, such as databases, data file folders, and data files
and their structure
v Logical data models and physical data models from design tools such as CA
ERwin and InfoSphere Data Architect
v Analysis results from profiling tools such as InfoSphere Discovery
v Business intelligence (BI) models and reports from tools such as IBM Cognos
and SAP BusinessObjects
v Endpoints from InfoSphere Streams.
v Physical and virtual definitions from InfoSphere Master Data Management
You can use the OMG CWM 1 XMI 1 bridge with InfoSphere Metadata Asset
Manager to export implemented data resources, such as database schemas, to a
standard CWM XMI file.
For a complete list of supported bridges and the types of assets they can import
and export, see Supported bridges and connectors (http://www.ibm.com/
support/docview.wss?&uid=swg27025125).
Related tasks:
Chapter 2, “Importing and managing assets by using IBM InfoSphere Metadata
Asset Manager,” on page 31
You can review and preview imports of metadata assets, and you can manage
assets that are in the metadata repository.
Related information:
Common metadata assets
Common metadata assets are stored in the metadata repository and shared
between tools in the IBM InfoSphere Information Server suite. Common metadata
assets include logical and physical data model assets, implemented data resources,
and business intelligence (BI) assets.
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Requirements for using bridges
Before you can import or export metadata, you must install required software
programs. Some bridges have additional requirements that are detailed in the
bridge reference topic for each bridge.
Requirements for using bridges apply to the client tier computer where the
metadata interchange agent and the bridges are installed. For information on
installing the metadata interchange agent and InfoSphere Metadata Integration
Bridges, see the IBM InfoSphere Information Server Planning, Installation, and
Configuration Guide.
For a list of supported bridges and connectors, see the techdoc List of supported
bridges and connectors for InfoSphere Information Server Version 11.3:
http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?&uid=swg27042029.
For a list of installation prerequisites for bridges, see the techdoc System
requirements for InfoSphere Metadata Integration Bridges: http://www.ibm.com/
support/docview.wss?&uid=swg27037866.
Related tasks:
Chapter 2, “Importing and managing assets by using IBM InfoSphere Metadata
Asset Manager,” on page 31
You can review and preview imports of metadata assets, and you can manage
assets that are in the metadata repository.

Import bridges that are supported at Version 11.3 of InfoSphere
Information Server
You can find the prerequisites, frequently asked questions and parameter values
for the import bridges that connect to your metadata sources.

About supported bridges and connectors
The supported bridges and connectors can change between releases. For the most
up-to-date information on which bridges and connectors are supported, see List of
supported bridges and connectors for metadata import and export at Information
Server Version 11.3 (http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?
&uid=swg27042029).
For a list of bridges that are no longer supported at version 11.3, or whose names
have changed, see “Import bridges that are no longer supported” on page 187.

Supported import bridges for version 11.3
The following table lists supported import bridges by source tool vendor or
organization.
Table 18. Supported import bridges for Version 11.3 of InfoSphere Information Server
Tool vendor or
organization

Import bridge

Imported metadata

CA Technologies CA ERwin 7 Data Modeler (File)

Logical data models and physical
data models

CA Technologies CA ERwin 8 Data Modeler (File)

Logical data models and physical
data models
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Table 18. Supported import bridges for Version 11.3 of InfoSphere Information
Server (continued)
Tool vendor or
organization
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Import bridge

Imported metadata

CA Technologies CA Erwin 9 Data modeler (File)

Logical data models and physical
data models

Embarcadero
Technologies

Embarcadero ER/Studio Business
Architect (via DM1)

Logical data models and physical
data models

Embarcadero
Technologies

Embarcadero ER/Studio Data
Architect

Logical data models and physical
data models

IBM

HDFS

Data file folders

IBM

IBM Cognos TM1

Cubes, dimensions, business
intelligence (BI) models, BI
collections, and views, which are
reported as BI report assets

IBM

IBM Cognos BI Reporting - Content BI models, BI reports, and related
Manager
implemented data resources, such
as database schemas and database
tables

IBM

IBM DB2 Cube Views

BI models and related implemented
data resources

IBM

IBM DB2 Warehouse Manager (via
CWM XMI)

BI models and related implemented
data resources

IBM

IBM InfoSphere Data Architect
MetaBroker

Logical data models and physical
data models

IBM

IBM InfoSphere Discovery
MetaBroker

Implemented data resources and
analysis information

IBM

IBM InfoSphere Master Data
Management

Virtual and physical definitions
and related implemented data
resources

IBM

IBM InfoSphere Streams

Endpoints

Microsoft

Microsoft SQL Server Analysis and
Reporting Services (Repository)

BI models, BI reports, and related
implemented data resources

MicroStrategy

MicroStrategy

BI models, BI reports, and related
implemented data resources

Object
Management
Group

OMG CWM 1 XMI 1

BI models and related implemented
data resources

Oracle

Oracle Business Intelligence
Enterprise Edition

BI models, BI reports, and related
implemented data resources

Oracle

Oracle Hyperion Application
Builder (via CWM XMI)

BI models and related implemented
data resources

Oracle

Oracle Warehouse Builder (via
CWM XMI)

BI models and related implemented
data resources

SAP

SAP BusinessObjects Repository

BI models, BI reports, and related
implemented data resources

SAS

SAS Data Integration Studio (via
CWM XMI)

BI models and related implemented
data resources

Sybase

Sybase PowerDesigner CDM

Logical data models

Sybase

Sybase PowerDesigner LDM

Logical data models
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Table 18. Supported import bridges for Version 11.3 of InfoSphere Information
Server (continued)
Tool vendor or
organization

Import bridge

Imported metadata

Sybase

Sybase PowerDesigner PDM

Physical data models

Related concepts:
“Overview of InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 31
You use InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager to import, export, and manage
common metadata assets, which are vital to all components of the InfoSphere
Information Server suite. You can import assets to a staging area before you share
them to the metadata repository. In the metadata repository, you can export assets,
browse and search for common metadata assets, set implementation relationships
between them, and merge duplicates.
“Business intelligence metadata” on page 189
When you import BI metadata into the metadata repository, you can study the
components of BI reports and BI models and how they are related. You can track
database tables and columns that the BI reports reference, and the jobs that use the
columns.
Related tasks:
“Importing metadata by using InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager” on page 41
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

CA ERwin 7 Data Modeler (File) bridge reference
Prerequisites, frequently asked questions, troubleshooting, and parameter
information for the CA ERwin 7 Data Modeler import bridge.

About this bridge
The CA ERwin 7 Data Modeler bridge imports logical data models and physical
data models from files that are produced by CA AllFusion ERwin Data Modeler 7.
This bridge imports files in either ERWIN or XML format. The bridge parses the
XML files natively, but requires the CA AllFusion ERwin Data Modeler COM/OLE
API to parse ERWIN files.
When you import a physical data model, you have the option on the Identity
Parameters screen to create a database schema that implements the physical data
model. Both the schema and the physical data model are stored in the metadata
repository.

Prerequisites
To import ERWIN files, you must install CA AllFusion ERwin Data Modeler 7 on
the same computer that the bridge is installed on. The file that you want to import
must exist on the same computer.
To import XML files, ensure that CA AllFusion ERwin Data Modeler was installed
with the option to save XML files in the AllFusion Repository Format. To create an
XML file for import, open the ERWIN file in ERwin 7 and save it as XML in the
AllFusion Repository Format.
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Frequently asked questions
Which ERwin version does this bridge support?
The bridge supports the XML file version that is generated by ERwin 7.0
build 1679 and later versions.
How does the bridge import the order of entity attributes?
The bridge imports the physical column order if the information is present
in the XML file. Otherwise, the bridge maintains the order of entity
attributes.
The order of attributes might not be the same after you use the bridge to
import the file. To view the order of attributes in CA Erwin 7, take the
following steps:
v Switch to the model Physical View.
v From the Format menu, select Stored Display Settings.
v On the Physical tab, and select Physical Order.
To import the logical order, derive a logical-only model in ERwin and
import it.

Troubleshooting
The following section describes troubleshooting procedures.
Missing physical names in XML files
When you save a logical and physical model, the physical names of tables,
columns, and keys might not always be saved into the XML file. When you
use ERwin to manage the automatic generation of physical names from
logical names, only the generation rules are saved. Missing physical names
are not an issue for physical-only ERwin models or when you import
ERWIN files
There are several ways to work around this issue:
v Save the XML file in AllFusion Repository format.
v Explicitly set all physical names so that you do not rely on generation
rules to create them from the logical names.
v Derive a new physical model from your existing logical and physical
model. Use the Derive New Model option on the Tools menu in ERwin
7. The generation rules are invoked to produce all the physical names.
Save the new physical model as XML. The logical names of tables are
also available in this new XML file, but the logical names of attributes
might still be missing.
,

Import parameters
The CA ERwin 7 Data Modeler bridge uses the following import configuration
parameters.
File location
Select whether the file that you specify for the File parameter is on the
metadata interchange server or on the local computer.
File
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Required. Specify the XML file or ERWIN file to import. To import ERWIN
files you must install CA AllFusion ERwin Data Modeler 7 on the same
computer that the bridge is installed on.
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Import user-defined properties (UDPs)
A UDP is usually defined with a property definition object that has a
default value. Objects that the property applies to might also specify an
explicit value for this property. Or the objects might specify no value at all,
in which case the default value of the property definition applies.
InfoSphere Information Server supports importing UDPs only by
appending the property name and value to the description property of the
object. To append the property name and value, even if implicit, to the
description property of an object, select In description, migrate default
values. If you select any other value for this parameter, the UDP
information is not imported.
Import relationship names
InfoSphere Information Server handles the import of relationship names in
the following way:
v For imports from physical models, relationship names are imported from
the constraint name of the foreign key.
v For imports from logical/physical models there are the following
options:
– If Use relationship name is selected, relationship names are imported
from the name property. This is the default behavior.
– If Use derived name is selected, relationship names are imported
from the relationship properties.
– If Use relationship description is selected, the option is ignored and
the default behavior is used.
To use relationship names in InfoSphere DataStage and QualityStage jobs,
ensure that the names do not contain spaces.
Select column order
Specify how to import the position of columns in tables. If you select the
default Physical order, the columns are imported in the order in the
database, as generated in SQL DDL. If you select Column order, the
columns use the order of the ERwin physical view. You can view the
physical order in ERwin when you edit the stored display settings of the
subject area.
Import parent schemas
Specifies if parent schemas for tables and views are imported. Accept the
default value, True. InfoSphere Information Server relies on the identity of
the parent schemas to create the identity of tables and other assets.
Import diagrams
Select None. InfoSphere Information Server does not support import of
diagrams.
Move logical entities to subject areas
Do not select. Accept the default value, which is to not move logical
entities to subject areas.
Qualify table names
For imports of physical data models, select this option to add the owner
name to the table name, in the form owner_name.table_name. The owner
name is added only for those tables where an owner name is specified in
the source file.
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Select this option if the design tool allows you to create tables with the
same name in the same model. Otherwise, the tables with the same name
are created as duplicate design tables when they are imported into the
metadata repository.
Metadata consistency check
Perform a consistency check on the selected metadata before it is imported
into the metadata repository. It is possible to save metadata in source tools
in ways that cause problems when the assets are imported into the
metadata repository or used in other tools. For example, a foreign key
might have no connection to a primary key or to an alternate key. In some
cases, the metadata might be so semantically inconsistent that the bridge
cannot import it.
The metadata consistency check returns warnings and errors in the log file.
Basic check
The default. Performs the minimum consistency checks necessary
to validate the metadata, including checking for missing
relationships and foreign keys that are not connected to primary or
alternate keys.
In some cases, the basic check might be more rigorous than
necessary and you can ignore certain errors or warnings.
Detailed check
Performs the basic check plus more advanced semantic checks
specific to the type of metadata that is imported. This level can be
used when the source tool does not have the ability to validate the
metadata.
No check
Use with extreme caution. Selecting this option could result in the
import of duplicates or invalid identities and might cause serious
problems with your use of suite tools and the metadata repository.
Related information:
Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

CA ERwin 8 Data Modeler (File) bridge reference
Prerequisites, frequently asked questions, troubleshooting, and parameter
information for the CA ERwin 8 Data Modeler import bridge.

About this bridge
The CA ERwin 8 Data Modeler bridge imports logical data models and physical
data models from files that are produced by CA AllFusion ERwin Data Modeler,
version 8.
This bridge imports files in either ERWIN or XML format. The bridge parses the
XML files natively, but requires the CA AllFusion ERwin Data Modeler COM/OLE
API to parse ERWIN files.
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When you import a physical data model, you have the option on the Identity
Parameters screen to create a database schema that implements the physical data
model. Both the schema and the physical data model are stored in the metadata
repository.

Prerequisites
To import ERWIN files, you must install CA AllFusion ERwin Data Modeler 8 on
the same computer that the bridge is installed on. The file that you want to import
must exist on the same computer.
To import XML files, ensure that CA AllFusion ERwin Data Modeler was installed
with the option to save XML files in the AllFusion Repository Format. To create an
XML file for import, open the ERWIN file in ERwin 8 and save it as an XML
Repository file.

Frequently asked questions
Which ERwin version does this bridge support?
The bridge supports the XML file version that is generated by ERwin 8.0
build 2178 and later versions.
How does the bridge import the order of entity attributes?
The bridge imports the physical column order if the information is present
in the XML file. Otherwise, the bridge maintains the order of entity
attributes.
The order of attributes might not be the same after you use the bridge to
import the file. To view the order of attributes in CA Erwin 8, take the
following steps:
1. Switch to the model Physical View.
2. From the Diagram menu, select Diagrams.
3. Select the Table tab.
4. From the Physical Display Level pull-down, select Physical Order.
To import the logical order, derive a logical-only model in ERwin and
import it.

Troubleshooting
The following section describes troubleshooting procedures.
Missing physical names in XML files
When you save a logical and physical model, the physical names of tables,
columns, and keys might not always be saved into the XML file. When you
use ERwin to manage the automatic generation of physical names from
logical names, only the generation rules are saved. Missing physical names
are not an issue for physical-only ERwin models or when you import
ERWIN files
There are several ways to work around this issue:
v Save the XML file in AllFusion Repository format.
v Explicitly set all physical names so that you do not rely on generation
rules to create them from the logical names.
v Derive a new physical model from your existing logical and physical
model. Use the Derive New Model option on the Tools menu in ERwin
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8. The generation rules are invoked to produce all the physical names.
Save the new physical model as XML. The logical names of tables are
also available in this new XML file, but the logical names of attributes
might still be missing.
Alert windows cause import to hang
When you import ERWIN files, ERwin might display a window that is
unavailable for the bridge to respond to. Such windows cause the bridge to
hang during import. The workaround is to modify the registry to prevent
such windows from being displayed:
1. Use Regedit.exe to edit the registry on the computer where the bridge
is running.
2. Find the registry key HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\CA\ERwin Data
Modeler\8.2\Messages.
3. Add GDM-46=1; to the value of Message Status.

Import parameters
The CA ERwin 8 Data Modeler bridge uses the following import configuration
parameters.
File location
Select whether the file that you specify for the File parameter is on the
metadata interchange server or on the local computer.
File

Required. Specify the XML file or ERWIN file to import. To import ERWIN
files you must install CA AllFusion ERwin Data Modeler 8 on the same
computer that the bridge is installed on.

Import user-defined properties (UDPs)
A UDP is usually defined with a property definition object that has a
default value. Objects that the property applies to might also specify an
explicit value for this property. The objects might specify no value at all, in
which case the default value of the property definition applies. InfoSphere
Information Server supports importing UDPs only by appending the
property name and value to the description property of the object. To
append the property name and value, even if implicit, to the description
property of an object, select In description, migrate default values. If you
select any other value for this parameter, the UDP information is not
imported.
Import relationship names
InfoSphere Information Server handles the import of relationship names in
the following way:
v For imports from physical models, relationship names are imported from
the constraint name of the foreign key.
v For imports from logical/physical models there are the following
options:
– If Use relationship name is selected, relationship names are imported
from the name property. This is the default behavior.
– If Use derived name is selected, relationship names are imported
from the relationship properties.
To use relationship names in InfoSphere DataStage and QualityStage jobs,
ensure that the names do not contain spaces.
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Select column order
Specify how to import the position of columns in tables. If you select the
default Physical order, the columns are imported in the order in the
database, as generated in SQL DDL. If you select Column order, the
columns use the order of the ERwin physical view. You can view the
physical order in ERwin when you edit the stored display settings of the
subject area.
Import parent schemas
Specifies if parent schemas for tables and views are imported. Accept the
default value, True. InfoSphere Information Server relies on the identity of
the parent schemas to create the identity of tables and other assets.
Import diagrams
Select None. InfoSphere Information Server does not support import of
diagrams.
Move logical entities to subject areas
Do not select. Accept the default value, which is to not move logical
entities to subject areas.
Qualify table names
For imports of physical data models, select this option to add the owner
name to the table name, in the form owner_name.table_name. The owner
name is added only for those tables where an owner name is specified in
the source file.
Select this option if the design tool allows you to create tables with the
same name in the same model. Otherwise, the tables with the same name
are created as duplicate design tables when they are imported into the
metadata repository.
Metadata consistency check
Perform a consistency check on the selected metadata before it is imported
into the metadata repository. It is possible to save metadata in source tools
in ways that cause problems when the assets are imported into the
metadata repository or used in other tools. For example, a foreign key
might have no connection to a primary key or to an alternate key. In some
cases, the metadata might be so semantically inconsistent that the bridge
cannot import it.
The metadata consistency check returns warnings and errors in the log file.
Basic check
The default. Performs the minimum consistency checks necessary
to validate the metadata, including checking for missing
relationships and foreign keys that are not connected to primary or
alternate keys.
In some cases, the basic check might be more rigorous than
necessary and you can ignore certain errors or warnings.
Detailed check
Performs the basic check plus more advanced semantic checks
specific to the type of metadata that is imported. This level can be
used when the source tool does not have the ability to validate the
metadata.
No check
Use with extreme caution. Selecting this option could result in the
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import of duplicates or invalid identities and might cause serious
problems with your use of suite tools and the metadata repository.
Related information:
Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

CA ERwin 9 Data Modeler (File) bridge reference
Prerequisites, frequently asked questions, troubleshooting, and parameter
information for the CA ERwin 9 Data Modeler import bridge.

About this bridge
The CA ERwin 9 Data Modeler bridge imports logical data models and physical
data models from files that are produced by CA AllFusion ERwin Data Modeler,
version 9.
This bridge imports files in either ERWIN or XML format. The bridge parses the
XML files natively, but requires the CA AllFusion ERwin Data Modeler COM/OLE
API to parse ERWIN files.
When you import a physical data model, you have the option on the Identity
Parameters screen to create a database schema that implements the physical data
model. Both the schema and the physical data model are stored in the metadata
repository.

Prerequisites
To import XML files, save the XML files in the XML Repository format. You might
need a valid ERwin license to save XML files in the XML Repository format.
To import ERWIN files, you must install CA AllFusion ERwin Data Modeler 9 on
the same computer that the bridge is installed on. The file that you want to import
must exist on the same computer.

Frequently asked questions
Which ERwin version does this bridge support?
The bridge supports the XML file version that is generated by ERwin 9.0 to
9.2.
How does the bridge import the order of entity attributes?
The bridge imports the physical column order if the information is present
in the XML file. Otherwise, the bridge maintains the order of entity
attributes.
The order of attributes might not be the same after you use the bridge to
import the file. To view the order of attributes in CA Erwin 9, take the
following steps:
1. Switch to the model Physical View.
2. From the Diagram menu, select Diagrams.
3. Select the Table tab.
4. From the Physical Display Level pull-down, select Physical Order.
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To import the logical order, derive a logical-only model in ERwin and
import it.

Troubleshooting
The following section describes troubleshooting procedures.
Missing physical names in XML files
When you save a logical and physical model, the physical names of tables,
columns, and keys might not always be saved into the XML file. When you
use ERwin to manage the automatic generation of physical names from
logical names, only the generation rules are saved. Missing physical names
are not an issue for physical-only ERwin models or when you import
ERWIN files
There are several ways to work around this issue:
v Save the XML file in AllFusion Repository format.
v Explicitly set all physical names so that you do not rely on generation
rules to create them from the logical names.
v Derive a new physical model from your existing logical and physical
model. Use the Derive New Model option on the Tools menu in ERwin
9. The generation rules are invoked to produce all the physical names.
Save the new physical model as XML. The logical names of tables are
also available in this new XML file, but the logical names of attributes
might still be missing.
Alert windows cause import to hang
When you import ERWIN files, ERwin might display a window that is
unavailable for the bridge to respond to. Such windows cause the bridge to
hang during import. The workaround is to modify the registry to prevent
such windows from being displayed:
1. Use Regedit.exe to edit the registry on the computer where the bridge
is running.
2. Find the registry key HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\CA\ERwin Data
Modeler\9.0\Messages.
3. Add GDM-46=1; to the value of Message Status.

Import parameters
The CA ERwin 9 Data Modeler bridge uses the following import configuration
parameters.
File location
Select whether the file that you specify for the File parameter is on the
metadata interchange server or on the local computer.
File

Required. Specify the XML file or ERWIN file to import. To import ERWIN
files you must install CA AllFusion ERwin Data Modeler 9 on the same
computer that the bridge is installed on.

Import user-defined properties (UDPs)
A UDP is usually defined with a property definition object that has a
default value. Objects that the property applies to might also specify an
explicit value for this property. The objects might specify no value at all, in
which case the default value of the property definition applies. InfoSphere
Information Server supports importing UDPs only by appending the
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property name and value to the description property of the object. To
append the property name and value, even if implicit, to the description
property of an object, select In description, migrate default values. If you
select any other value for this parameter, the UDP information is not
imported.
Import relationship names
InfoSphere Information Server handles the import of relationship names in
the following way:
v For imports from physical models, relationship names are imported from
the constraint name of the foreign key.
v For imports from logical/physical models there are the following
options:
– If Use relationship name is selected, relationship names are imported
from the name property. This is the default behavior.
– If Use derived name is selected, relationship names are imported
from the relationship properties.
To use relationship names in InfoSphere DataStage and QualityStage jobs,
ensure that the names do not contain spaces.
Select column order
Specify how to import the position of columns in tables. If you select the
default Physical order, the columns are imported in the order in the
database, as generated in SQL DDL. If you select Column order, the
columns use the order of the ERwin physical view. You can view the
physical order in ERwin when you edit the stored display settings of the
subject area.
Import parent schemas
Specifies if parent schemas for tables and views are imported. Accept the
default value, True. InfoSphere Information Server relies on the identity of
the parent schemas to create the identity of tables and other assets.
Import diagrams
Select None. InfoSphere Information Server does not support import of
diagrams.
Move logical entities to subject areas
Do not select. Accept the default value, which is to not move logical
entities to subject areas.
Qualify table names
For imports of physical data models, select this option to add the owner
name to the table name, in the form owner_name.table_name. The owner
name is added only for those tables where an owner name is specified in
the source file.
Select this option if the design tool allows you to create tables with the
same name in the same model. Otherwise, the tables with the same name
are created as duplicate design tables when they are imported into the
metadata repository.
Metadata consistency check
Perform a consistency check on the selected metadata before it is imported
into the metadata repository. It is possible to save metadata in source tools
in ways that cause problems when the assets are imported into the
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metadata repository or used in other tools. For example, a foreign key
might have no connection to a primary key or to an alternate key. In some
cases, the metadata might be so semantically inconsistent that the bridge
cannot import it.
The metadata consistency check returns warnings and errors in the log file.
Basic check
The default. Performs the minimum consistency checks necessary
to validate the metadata, including checking for missing
relationships and foreign keys that are not connected to primary or
alternate keys.
In some cases, the basic check might be more rigorous than
necessary and you can ignore certain errors or warnings.
Detailed check
Performs the basic check plus more advanced semantic checks
specific to the type of metadata that is imported. This level can be
used when the source tool does not have the ability to validate the
metadata.
No check
Use with extreme caution. Selecting this option could result in the
import of duplicates or invalid identities and might cause serious
problems with your use of suite tools and the metadata repository.
Related information:
Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

Embarcadero ER/Studio import bridges reference
Import parameter information for the Embarcadero ER/Studio Business Architect
(via DM1) bridge and the Embarcadero ER/Studio Data Architect bridge.

About the ER/Studio bridges
The Embarcadero ER/Studio Data Architect bridge imports metadata from
Embarcadero ER/Studio Data Architect, versions 5.1 to 9.6.
The Embarcadero ER/Studio Business Architect bridge imports metadata from
Embarcadero ER/Studio Business Architect, Version 1.5.
Both bridges import logical data models and physical data models in DM1 files
that are produced by their respective ER/Studio tools.

Naming ER/Studio models
By default, ER/Studio applies the name Logical to logical models that you create.
You can change the name by changing the diagram name for the model in
ER/Studio. To change the name, in ER/Studio, select File > Diagram Properties.
When you import logical models into InfoSphere Information Server, the models
are named according to the diagram name that you specify for each.
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When you generate DBMS-specific physical models from a logical model in
ER/Studio, specify a name for each physical model.

Preserving traceability information
ER/Studio provides where-used traceability information for logical and physical
objects within the tool. The generated physical objects store the name of the logical
objects that they were derived from. ER/Studio uses logical name-matching to
implement traceability. The bridge attempts to use similar name-matching to create
implementation relationships between logical model assets and physical model
assets that are imported together. Once you generate a physical model within
ER/Studio, you should not alter the names of the logical assets. If you change the
names of logical objects within ER/Studio, the name-matching will no longer work
and implementations relationships will not be established.

Import parameters
The Embarcadero ER/Studio bridges use the following import configuration
parameters.
File location
Required. Choose whether to browse for the import file on the local
computer or on the metadata interchange server.
File
Required. Browse to select the DM1 file to import.
Model selection
DM1 files are composed of one logical model and one or more physical
models. You can generate multiple physical models that are DBMS-specific.
If you select Logical model the logical model is imported.
If you select Physical model, use the parameter Physical model name to
specify the name of a generated physical model to import. If you do not
specify a name, the first physical model that is found in the file is
imported.
If you select All models, the bridge imports the logical model and all of
the physical models. The bridge attempts to create implementation
relationships between logical assets and the physical assets that were
generated from them.
Physical model name
If you specify Physical model for the Model selection parameter, type the
name of the physical model to import.
IMPORTANT: To determine the correct physical model name to specify,
open the DM1 file in ER/Studio and use the physical name that is
displayed there. If you specify an incorrect name, or if you specify the file
name, the import fails. If you do not specify a name, the first physical
model that is found in the DM1 file is imported.
During the import, the bridge logs the list of physical models that are
found within the DM1 file.
Import user-defined properties (UDPs)
An attachment in ER/Studio is a user-defined property (UDP) that is
usually defined with a property definition object that has a default value.
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Objects that the property applies to might also specify an explicit value for
this property. The objects might specify no value at all, in which case the
default value of the property definition applies. InfoSphere Information
Server supports importing UDPs only by appending the property name
and value to the description property of the object. To append the property
name and value, even if implicit, to the description property of an object,
select In description, migrate default values. If you select any other value
for this parameter, the UDP information is not imported.
Import parent schemas
Specifies if parent schemas for tables and views are imported. Accept the
default value, True. InfoSphere Information Server relies on the identity of
the parent schemas to create the identity of tables and other assets.
Qualify table names
For imports of physical data models, select this option to add the owner
name to the table name, in the form owner_name.table_name. The owner
name is added only for those tables where an owner name is specified in
the source file.
Select this option if the design tool allows you to create tables with the
same name in the same model. Otherwise, the tables with the same name
are created as duplicate design tables when they are imported into the
metadata repository.
Metadata consistency check
Perform a consistency check on the selected metadata before it is imported
into the metadata repository. It is possible to save metadata in source tools
in ways that cause problems when the assets are imported into the
metadata repository or used in other tools. For example, a foreign key
might have no connection to a primary key or to an alternate key. In some
cases, the metadata might be so semantically inconsistent that the bridge
cannot import it.
The metadata consistency check returns warnings and errors in the log file.
Basic check
The default. Performs the minimum consistency checks necessary
to validate the metadata, including checking for missing
relationships and foreign keys that are not connected to primary or
alternate keys.
In some cases, the basic check might be more rigorous than
necessary and you can ignore certain errors or warnings.
Detailed check
Performs the basic check plus more advanced semantic checks
specific to the type of metadata that is imported. This level can be
used when the source tool does not have the ability to validate the
metadata.
No check
Use with extreme caution. Selecting this option could result in the
import of duplicates or invalid identities and might cause serious
problems with your use of suite tools and the metadata repository.
Related information:
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Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

HDFS bridge reference
Prerequisites and parameter information for the HDFS bridge.

About this bridge
The HDFS bridge imports metadata about directories in the Hadoop Distributed
File System (HDFS) that is installed with InfoSphere BigInsights.
The bridge stores the directory metadata, including the full name and path of each
directory, as a data file folder asset in the metadata repository. You can use this
information to create InfoSphere Data Click activities that move data files and their
contents to the HDFS directory.
To import, you select or create a data connection to the HDFS that contains the
directory. For each import you specify one ore more HDFS directories.

Prerequisites
The HDFS bridge is installed on the engine tier when connectors are installed. The
engine tier must be on a Linux or AIX computer.
The HDFS bridge uses a data connection to access the InfoSphere BigInsights REST
API and communicate with InfoSphere BigInsights. The REST communication is
done over the HTTP or HTTPS protocol. Security and configuration procedures are
described in the InfoSphere BigInsights web console security document
(http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSPT3X_2.1.2/
com.ibm.swg.im.infosphere.biginsights.admin.doc/doc/c0057888.htmll).
Before you set up the HDFS connection, ensure that you have met the
configuration prerequisites:
v Setting up connections to HDFS (AIX only)
v The syncbi command (Linux only)
If SSL is required for the connection, you must set up the truststore options.

HDFS bridge import parameters
HDFS bridge has the following import configuration parameters.
HDFS directory
Browse to select one or more HDFS directories.
When you share the import to the metadata repository, the full directory
name and path for each directory is stored in the metadata repository as a
data file folder.
Related information:
HDFS data connection parameters
Configure these parameters when you create or edit an HDFS bridge data
connection in InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
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Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

IBM Cognos BI Reporting - Content Manager bridge reference
Prerequisites, frequently asked questions, troubleshooting, and parameter
information for the Cognos Content Manager bridge.

About this bridge
The IBM Cognos BI Reporting - Content Manager bridge supports Cognos BI
Reporting Content Manager functionality in Cognos ReportNet and Cognos
versions 8 to 8.4 and 10, including 10.2. The bridge imports a complete package of
business intelligence (BI) models, BI reports, and related implemented data
resources.
Note: The following known limitations are applicable when you use the bridge
with Cognos 10.2.
v Metadata that is imported with the updated bridge might not fully reconcile
with the metadata that was imported by using the earlier version of the same
bridge.
v When you run metadata imports with the updated bridge from multi-server
Cognos environments, the connection to the repository might be reset and the
import might fail.
.
Prerequisites
Frequently asked questions
Troubleshooting
“Import parameters” on page 135

Prerequisites
Ensure that the following prerequisites are met before you run the bridge:
Connectivity
Before you can access Cognos Content Manager, its web services must be
operational. Setting up these web services might require working with the
networking proxy and firewall.
To test the connection, connect to Cognos Content Manager by using a web
browser to make sure that it is accessible from the client computer. An
example URL is http://localhost:9300/p2pd/servlet. If Cognos Content
Manager is running and accessible, you can see a status page. The state of
the server must be running.
To test if your authentication parameters work, use the web client tool
from Cognos to verify the availability of the connection and authentication.
An example URL is: http://localhost/c8/cm_tester.htm, where localhost
is replaced with the appropriate IP name and port that is provided by
Cognos. The bridge does not work if the connection and authentication are
not available.
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Cognos must be able to locate a gateway or dispatcher that is running on a
web server that supports chunking and attachments to handle large
volumes of data. If there is no firewall between users and Cognos,
components use the default setting. If there is a firewall, you must have
access to at least one web server that supports chunking outside of the
firewall.
The http or https protocol prefix indicates whether SSL is required. You
can find the value in the Cognos installation directory in the file
configuration\cogstartup.xml file. For example:
<crn:parameter name="cdk"
<crn:value xsi-Type="xsd:anyURI">
http://localhost:9300/p2pd/servlet/dispatch</crn:value>
</crn:parameter>

Contact your Cognos administrator or Cognos support if necessary.
For more information on connecting to Cognos by using SSL, see the
following technote http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?
&uid=swg27038545.
Permissions for users
IBM Cognos has five types of permissions: Read, Execute, Traverse, Write,
and Set Policy. These permissions can be assigned or restricted for a user,
group, or role.
Ensure that the user has the Read, Execute, and Traverse permissions
assigned for all entries that are included in the import, (not just Execute
and Traverse, as often recommended by the IBM Cognos documentation).
Such entries include folders, reports, queries, analysis, packages, and
connections. These permissions are read-only and do not change the
Cognos contents. Many entries depend upon others. For example, packages
use connections, reports use packages, and so on.
Data sources in IBM Cognos can be secured against multiple namespaces.
In some environments, the namespace that is used to secure the data
source is not the primary namespace that is used for access to IBM Cognos
Connection. The bridge might need to access a report or other entry that is
associated with a data source that secured against multiple namespaces. In
such cases you must specify a user that has permissions for the required
primary namespace. See the IBM Cognos documentation on permissions
and security for more details.

Frequently asked questions
Why are multiple versions of a package extracted from Content Manager?
You can edit or update any design model in Cognos Framework Manager
and publish it as a new version of a Framework Manager package in
Content Manager. The Cognos development lifecycle requires that you then
migrate any related reports to use this new version of the package in
Content Manager. If you do not complete that migration for all such
reports, some reports might still use an old version of a package. Remove
old versions of a package that are longer be used. Some new versions of a
package might not be used yet by any version. In such cases, multiple
versions of a package might be used by different reports and thus
imported.
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How can I extract only the latest version of a package from Content Manager?
Select a single package to import, and set the Add dependent objects
parameter to False. Only the latest version of the package is extracted.
What should I do about import log warnings such as Could not get model
reference for Report XXX?
The report metadata might not have a valid reference to the model that is
based on the report or query. Open the report or query in Report Studio or
Query Studio and save it without making changes, then reimport the
report or query. Saving the report or query updates the references in the
repository.
It is also possible that the model the report or query is based upon is no
longer accessible, perhaps because it was deleted or renamed. In this case,
fix the report or the query to refer to the correct model.

Troubleshooting
To provide metadata for support cases, export your metadata from the Cognos 8.4
or Cognos 10 server into an archive file, such as a ZIP file:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Connect to IBM Cognos Connection by using the web browser.
Click Launch > IBM Cognos Administration.
Click Configuration.
Click Content Administration.
Click New Export.

6. Follow the instructions in the export wizard to export the metadata.
v Avoid exporting the whole content store. To export specific folders and
directory content, click Select public folders and directory content and
follow the wizard pages to choose only the packages and folders that you
want.
v Do not include access permissions and references to namespaces other than
IBM Cognos.
v Set entry ownership to the user who performs the import in the target
environment.
v If you create a deployment archive, do not use spaces in the name.
7. After you run the export, send the archive file to the support team. The export
can result in a single compressed file or a multi-volume archive file. The
exported archive is usually located on the server in the folder C:\Program
Files\cognos\c8\deployment.
For more information, see the IBM Cognos documentation for details about
exporting metadata from your version Cognos.

Import parameters
The Cognos BI Reporting - Content Manager bridge uses the following import
configuration parameters.
Version
Required. Select the version of Cognos server that you want to import
from. Select Cognos 10 to import from Cognos 10.1 or 10.2.
Options
v Cognos 10
v Cognos 8.4
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v Cognos 8.3
v Cognos 8.1 and 8.2
v Cognos ReportNet 1
Dispatcher URL
Required. Type the URI that is used by the Framework Manager, Metrics
Designer, or SDK to send requests to Cognos.
The value typically corresponds to the External dispatcher URI of one of
the dispatchers in your installation, for example http://Server:9300/p2pd/
server/dispatch. You must use the specific network host name or IP
address instead of localhost. If the Framework Manager, Metrics Designer,
or SDK clients connect to Cognos through an intermediary such as a load
balancer or proxy, specify the host and port of the intermediary. For more
information, see the bridge prerequisites.
Namespace
Leave blank if Cognos authentication is not configured.
A namespace defines a collection of user accounts from an authentication
provider. See Authentication Providers in the Cognos ReportNet Installation and
Configuration Guide.
User name
Type the user name to use if Cognos authentication is configured. Leave
blank if Cognos authentication is not configured.
This import bridge is read-only and never affects the IBM Cognos contents.
It is safe to attempt the initial metadata import as Administrator in order
to ensure that the entire content is extracted without access permission
issues. Eventually, the administrator can set up a read-only user or group.
For more information, see the bridge prerequisites.
Password
Type the password if Cognos authentication is configured. Leave blank if
Cognos authentication is not configured.
Content browsing mode
Specify what types of objects are retrieved when you browse the Cognos
repository. To see all available content, select the default, All, which
retrieves the tree of packages, folders, queries, and reports.
This parameter is used only if you browse for assets in the Assets to
import field. It is not used if you type a content string that specifies search
paths.
Assets to import
Required. Browse to select the assets that you want to import, or type a
content string that specifies one or more search paths. Always select a
smaller set of objects than the whole server content, which is the default.
Once you specify a selection, you can return to the previous page of the
import wizard and test the data connection again, if desired, to make sure
that you have permission to import all the assets that you selected.
A content string is a semicolon-separated list of individual Cognos search
paths that are used to retrieve objects from Cognos. The following object
types are supported: package, folder, model, report, query, and shortcut.
See the Cognos documentation for the full search path syntax.
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Search paths that attempt to retrieve everything under a certain folder or
content root are inefficient. The import might run for a long time or cause
errors on the Cognos server. Instead of using //*, use more specific search
paths, such as these search paths:
v //*[@objectClass=’query’
v @objectClass=’report’
v @objectClass=’model’]
Use a backslash character (\) to escape each semicolon (;) and or backslash
character in the content string. You can retrieve models by package name,
for example /content/package[@name=’GO Sales and Retailers’]/model. If
there are multiple published versions, the latest is imported.
You can retrieve reports by using the complete search path. To find the
complete search path in Cognos, click View the search path on the
properties page for the report. An example is /content/
package[@name=’GO Sales and Retailers’]/folder[
@name=’Documentation Report Samples’]/report[@name=’Create a
Prompt’].
If a query returns multiple models or reports, only the last model or report
is imported. The following queries return multiple reports:
v //report returns all reports
v /content/package[@name=’GO Sales and Retailers’]//report returns all
reports in a package
Add dependent objects
You can add dependent objects to the initial selection of Cognos objects
that you selected with the parameter Cognos assets to import. By default,
this option is selected. Only the first level of dependent objects is added.
That is, when a report search path is specified, its source model is
imported, but other reports that depend on the model are not imported.
Incremental import
Keep this parameter selected. When you reimport from the same source,
the bridge uses cached information to determine which objects did not
change since the previous import. Only changed objects are retrieved from
Cognos. Using the cached information can increase performance for large
imports.
For new imports, or when the cache is deleted or corrupted, the bridge
imports all objects from the source regardless of the selection that is
specified.
Folder representation
Accept the default value, Ignore, which ignores folders from Cognos
Framework Manager. The default automatically captures the Cognos server
and the package or folder location of the report.
Transformer import configuration
You can import an XML file that describes mappings between Cognos
Content Manager data sources and PowerPlay Transformer models. Choose
whether to import the file from the metadata interchange server or the
local computer.
Multiple Content Manager data sources can refer to a PowerCube that is
generated from a single Transformer model. The bridge assumes a
one-to-one mapping between a PowerCube and the Transformer model.
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Each <Model> element corresponds to a single Transformer model file with
either .mdl or .pyj file extension. The <Model> element lists all Content
Manager data sources that refer to the PowerCube for that model.
Optionally, you can list Impromptu Query Definition data sources, which
are <iqd> child elements that require a specific database type other than
the default. The configuration file can have multiple <Model> elements.
XML format example:
<ImportConfiguration database="Teradata" dbVersion="1.0.0">
<!-- database attribute specifies default database -->
<!-- Impromptu Query Definition (IQD) SQL statements -->
<!-- dbVersion attribute format: major version.minor version.release-->
<Model path="directory_name\model_name.mdl">
<!--Transformer model (.mdl or .pyj) -->
<cmDataSource name="A_Cognos_datasource_name" />
<!-- List IQD data sources for databases other than default -->
<iqd name="Customers" database="Oracle" dbVersion="11.1.0"/>
<iqd name="Products" database="MS SQL Server" dbVersion="8.0.0"/>
</Model>
</ImportConfiguration>

Worker threads
Specify the number of worker threads to retrieve metadata asynchronously
from the source. For the most reliable performance, leave the parameter
blank to have the bridge compute the default value based on JVM
architecture and the number of available CPU cores.
If you need to experiment with increasing retrieval speed, specify a
number from 1 to 6 to provide the actual number of threads. If the value
specified is invalid, a warning is issued and the number 1 is used instead.
If you experience out-of-memory conditions when importing metadata
asynchronously, experiment with smaller numbers. If your computer has a
large amount of available memory, for example, 10 GB or more, you can
try larger numbers when retrieving many documents. However, setting the
number too high can decrease performance due to resource contention.
Import joins
You can import joins that are defined in the BI model. By default, joins are
not imported.
Import levels
You can import levels and hierarchies. When the option is selected, levels
and hierarchies that are defined in the BI model are imported. By default,
they are not imported.
Metadata consistency check
Perform a consistency check on the selected metadata before it is imported
into the metadata repository. It is possible to save metadata in source tools
in ways that cause problems when the assets are imported into the
metadata repository or used in other tools. For example, a foreign key
might have no connection to a primary key or to an alternate key. In some
cases, the metadata might be so semantically inconsistent that the bridge
cannot import it.
The metadata consistency check returns warnings and errors in the log file.
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Basic check
The default. Performs the minimum consistency checks necessary
to validate the metadata, including checking for missing
relationships and foreign keys that are not connected to primary or
alternate keys.
In some cases, the basic check might be more rigorous than
necessary and you can ignore certain errors or warnings.
Detailed check
Performs the basic check plus more advanced semantic checks
specific to the type of metadata that is imported. This level can be
used when the source tool does not have the ability to validate the
metadata.
No check
Use with extreme caution. Selecting this option could result in the
import of duplicates or invalid identities and might cause serious
problems with your use of suite tools and the metadata repository.
Related concepts:
“Business intelligence metadata” on page 189
When you import BI metadata into the metadata repository, you can study the
components of BI reports and BI models and how they are related. You can track
database tables and columns that the BI reports reference, and the jobs that use the
columns.
Related information:
Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

IBM Cognos TM1 bridge reference
Prerequisites, reference and parameter information about the IBM Cognos TM1
bridge.

About this bridge
The IBM Cognos TM1 bridge imports an XMI file that contains metadata about
cubes, dimensions, views, and other objects from Cognos TM1, version 10.2.2.
Views are imported as BI reports. You can view data lineage for the assets in
InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog.
The following types of metadata are imported and stored in the metadata
repository of InfoSphere Information Server:
BI server
The name of the computer that hosts or will host the Cognos TM1 admin
server is stored as a BI server asset. BI servers contain BI folders, which
contain BI models.
BI models
BI models contain cubes and BI collections and cubes.
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Cubes
Cubes contain BI reports and cube dimensions.
BI collections
BI collections contain BI collection members.
For detailed information on the metadata assets that are imported and other assets
that they contain, see Business intelligence assets.

Prerequisites
You must export definitions from Cognos TM1, version 10.2.2, to an XMI file.

Import parameters for the IBM Cognos TM1 bridge
XMI file
Browse to select an XMI file that contains definitions that were exported
from Cognos TM1, version 10.2.2.
Related concepts:
“Business intelligence metadata” on page 189
When you import BI metadata into the metadata repository, you can study the
components of BI reports and BI models and how they are related. You can track
database tables and columns that the BI reports reference, and the jobs that use the
columns.
Related information:
Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

IBM DB2 Cube Views bridge reference
Prerequisites and import parameters for the IBM DB2 Cube Views bridge.

About this bridge
The bridge imports metadata from IBM DB2 Cube Views, Version 8. The imported
metadata includes business intelligence (BI) models and related implemented data
resources such as database schemas and tables.

Prerequisites
Create an import file:
1. Load a CubeModel in IBM DB2 OLAP Center.
2. Choose OLAP Center > Export.
3. In the Export file name text box, type the name of file to create.
4. Click OK.

Import parameters
You specify values for the following parameters during imports.
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File location
Select whether the import file that you specify is on the metadata
interchange server or on the local computer.
File

Required. Specify the name and path of an XML import file that was
exported from IBM DB2 OLAP Center.

Table design level
Specify whether you want the bridge to create logical entities from the
physical tables. If you select Logical and physical, logical entities and a
logical data model are created and imported with the physical tables that
implement them. If you accept the default Physical, no logical entities are
created.
Dimensional model object names mapping
Accept the default mapping to import both the name and the business
name of OLAP objects.
Import joins
You can import joins that are defined in the BI model. By default, joins are
not imported.
Import levels
You can import levels and hierarchies. When the option is selected, levels
and hierarchies that are defined in the BI model are imported. By default,
levels and hierarchies are not imported.
Metadata consistency check
Perform a consistency check on the selected metadata before it is imported
into the metadata repository. It is possible to save metadata in source tools
in ways that cause problems when the assets are imported into the
metadata repository or used in other tools. For example, a foreign key
might have no connection to a primary key or to an alternate key. In some
cases, the metadata might be so semantically inconsistent that the bridge
cannot import it.
The metadata consistency check returns warnings and errors in the log file.
Basic check
The default. Performs the minimum consistency checks necessary
to validate the metadata, including checking for missing
relationships and foreign keys that are not connected to primary or
alternate keys.
In some cases, the basic check might be more rigorous than
necessary and you can ignore certain errors or warnings.
Detailed check
Performs the basic check plus more advanced semantic checks
specific to the type of metadata that is imported. This level can be
used when the source tool does not have the ability to validate the
metadata.
No check
Use with extreme caution. Selecting this option could result in the
import of duplicates or invalid identities and might cause serious
problems with your use of suite tools and the metadata repository.
Related concepts:
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“Business intelligence metadata” on page 189
When you import BI metadata into the metadata repository, you can study the
components of BI reports and BI models and how they are related. You can track
database tables and columns that the BI reports reference, and the jobs that use the
columns.
Related information:
Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

IBM DB2 Warehouse Manager (via CWM XMI) bridge reference
Prerequisites and parameter information for the IBM DB2 Warehouse Manager (via
CWM XMI) bridge.

About this bridge
The IBM DB2 Warehouse Manager (via CWM XMI) bridge imports implemented
data resources and business intelligence models in XML files that are created by
IBM DB2 Warehouse Manager, Version 7.2 to 8. The XML files must be compliant
with the Object Management Group (OMG) Common Warehouse Metamodel
(CWM) XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) file format.

Prerequisites
You must create an XML file that is compliant with the OMG CWM XMI file
format.
Important: The bridge imports the CWMRDB:Schema elements of each CWMRDB:Catalog
element into a single database asset. For this reason, be sure to select only the
contents of a single database when you create the XML file. If you want to import
multiple source and/or targets, export each of them to a separate XMI file.
To generate the file from IBM DB2 Warehouse Manager, take the following steps:
1. Start the DB2 Warehouse Center tool and log on to it.
2. Select the warehouse schema to export.
3. Click Selected > Export Metadata > Common Warehouse Metamodel.
4. In the Export file field of the export wizard, specify the path name of the
CWM file to be created.
5. Select the warehouse targets or warehouse sources to be exported.
6. Complete the export wizard to generate the file.
7. Transfer the file to the metadata interchange server or the local computer that
you are importing the metadata from.

Specifying the correct database name
By default, the bridge uses the input file name as the name of the imported
database asset. To override the default value with the correct database name
during import, take the following steps in the import wizard in InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager:
1. On the Identity Parameters page, specify the database name in the Database
name parameter.
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2. Select Use database name to override bridge value from the drop-down list.

Import parameters
The IBM DB2 Warehouse Manager (via CWM XMI) bridge uses the following
import configuration parameters.
File location
Select whether the file that you specify for the File parameter is on the
metadata interchange server or on the local computer.
File
Required. Browse to select an XML file that is produced by your source
tool and is compliant with the OMG CWM XMI file format.
Source tool
Select the tool or method that was used to generate the model that you
want to import, or select Auto-detect if the tool is not listed.
Options
v Auto-detect. The bridge automatically detects which tool
generated the file.
v IBM DB2 Warehouse Manager. The file was generated by IBM
DB2 Warehouse Manager.
v OMG CWM. The file conforms to the OMG CWM standard
document type definitions (DTDs).
v Oracle Warehouse Builder. The file was generated by Oracle
Warehouse Builder.
v SAS ETL Studio. The file was generated by SAS ETLStudio.
Auto-correct
CWM files that are produced by some source tools might contain a slightly
incomplete or incorrect model. By default, the bridge attempts to fix the
model, which might require deleting some model elements. The bridge
logs warnings about the changes.
If you remove the check mark from Auto-correct, the bridge does not
modify the model. If the model is invalid, the import fails.
Top package
Type the name of the special package that stores objects that are not
explicitly associated to a package. The default is Logical view.
The repository metamodel requires that all model elements (for example,
classes, or associations) belong to a package. Whenever an object is not
explicitly associated to a package it is stored in a special package. If there
is a single top-level package by that name in the model, the bridge marks
the package as optional. Packages that are marked as optional do not
appear in the destination model if the destination tool does not require all
objects to be in a package.
Import UUIDs
The bridge ignores this option regardless of which selection you make.
InfoSphere Information Server does not support importing native IDs.
Table design level
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Specify whether you want the bridge to create logical entities from the
physical tables.
If you select Logical and physical, logical entities and a logical data model
are created and imported with the physical tables that implement them. If
you accept the default Physical, no logical entities are created.
If you are importing from IBM DB2 Warehouse Manager, accept the default
value of Physical, because no logical entities are created regardless of
which choice you select.
Dimensional model reverse engineering
Accept the default setting, Disabled.
Import joins
You can import joins that are defined in the BI model. By default, joins are
not imported.
Import levels
You can import levels and hierarchies. When the option is selected, levels
and hierarchies that are defined in the BI model are imported. By default,
levels and hierarchies are not imported.
Metadata consistency check
Perform a consistency check on the selected metadata before it is imported
into the metadata repository. It is possible to save metadata in source tools
in ways that cause problems when the assets are imported into the
metadata repository or used in other tools. For example, a foreign key
might have no connection to a primary key or to an alternate key. In some
cases, the metadata might be so semantically inconsistent that the bridge
cannot import it.
The metadata consistency check returns warnings and errors in the log file.
Basic check
The default. Performs the minimum consistency checks necessary
to validate the metadata, including checking for missing
relationships and foreign keys that are not connected to primary or
alternate keys.
In some cases, the basic check might be more rigorous than
necessary and you can ignore certain errors or warnings.
Detailed check
Performs the basic check plus more advanced semantic checks
specific to the type of metadata that is imported. This level can be
used when the source tool does not have the ability to validate the
metadata.
No check
Use with extreme caution. Selecting this option could result in the
import of duplicates or invalid identities and might cause serious
problems with your use of suite tools and the metadata repository.
Related concepts:
“Business intelligence metadata” on page 189
When you import BI metadata into the metadata repository, you can study the
components of BI reports and BI models and how they are related. You can track
database tables and columns that the BI reports reference, and the jobs that use the
columns.
Related information:
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Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

IBM InfoSphere Data Architect MetaBroker - imports
You can use IBM InfoSphere Data Architect MetaBroker in InfoSphere Metadata
Asset Manager to import metadata from InfoSphere Data Architect to the metadata
repository of InfoSphere Information Server.
You can import and export metadata by using IBM InfoSphere Data Architect
MetaBroker. This topic describes the import functionality.
The bridge supports the following versions of InfoSphere Data Architect:
v 7.5.1 through 7.5.3
v 7.6
v 8.1
v 8.5
v 9.1 (including 9.1.1)
The bridge can import the following types of metadata:
v Physical data model assets (DBM files)
v Logical data model assets (LDM files)
When you import a physical data model, you have the option on the Identity
Parameters screen to create a database schema that implements the physical data
model. Both the schema and the physical data model are stored in the metadata
repository.
The IBM InfoSphere Data Architect MetaBroker does not support transferring
naming models and glossary metadata between the metadata repository and
InfoSphere Data Architect. For that purpose, use the import and export
functionality in InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog.

Importing referenced files
Models in InfoSphere Data Architect can have relationships to multiple other
models. When you use the IBM InfoSphere Data Architect MetaBroker, you select a
single DBM or LDM file to import, but it is possible to import multiple referenced
LDM and DBM files with the same import.
To also import files that are referenced by that file, you must place the files on the
metadata interchange server in the correct relative path to each other. For the File
location parameter, select Metadata interchange server. Do not select Local
computer.
Referenced files are imported in the following manner. In all cases, for a referenced
file to be imported, it must be on the metadata interchange server, in the correct
relative path from the file that references it.
v If you import an LDM file that has references to one or more LDM files, then all
the referenced LDM files are imported, along with any other LDM files that they
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reference, and so on. For a referenced file to be imported it must be in the
correct relative path from the file that references it.
v If you import a DBM file that has references to other LDM and DBM files, and
you select Import LDM assets with DBM, then all the referenced LDM and
DBM files and all the LDM or DBM files that they reference, and so on, are
imported. Implementation relationships are established between all DBM files
that are imported and all the LDM files that are imported that they implement.
v If you import a DBM file that has references to other LDM and DBM files, and
you do not select Import LDM assets with DBM, then only the referenced DBM
files and the DBM files that they reference are imported. However, linkpoints are
created to the referenced LDM files. If you import any of the referenced LDM
files in the future, the implementation references are instantiated.
Importing multiple files in this manner can make the import take much longer
than importing a single LDM file or a single DBM file and one related LDM file.

Import parameters
The IBM InfoSphere Data Architect MetaBroker supports the following import
configuration parameters.
DBM or LDM file
Select the physical data model (DBM) file or logical data model (LDM) file
to import. Ensure that you have also selected Metadata interchange server
for the File location parameter.
For information on importing referenced models at the same time, see the
section Importing referenced files.
IDA version
Select the version of InfoSphere Data Architect that was used to create the
import file:
v 7.5. InfoSphere Data Architect Version 7.5.1, 7.5.2, or 7.5.3. Imports are
not supported from IBM Rational Data Architect, Version 7.5.
v 7.6. InfoSphere Data Architect Version 7.6.
v 8.1. InfoSphere Data Architect Version 8.1.
v 8.5. InfoSphere Data Architect Version 8.5.
v 9.1. InfoSphere Data Architect Version 9.1.
Import LDM assets with DBM
Select if you are importing a DBM file and you want to also import related
LDM assets. The files that the specified DBM file references must be on the
metadata interchange server, in the correct path that matches the references
in the DBM file. The import preserves the relationships between the assets.
Related reference:
“Requirements for using bridges” on page 117
Before you can import or export metadata, you must install required software
programs. Some bridges have additional requirements that are detailed in the
bridge reference topic for each bridge.
Related information:
Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
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import or a managed import.

IBM InfoSphere Discovery MetaBroker
You can use IBM InfoSphere Discovery MetaBroker to import DBM (database
model) files from InfoSphere Discovery into the metadata repository of InfoSphere
Information Server. The files can contain implemented data resources and analysis
results.
The bridge imports DBM files that are created by InfoSphere Discovery, Version
4.1.1.6 or later.
Use IBM InfoSphere Data Architect MetaBroker to import DBM files from
InfoSphere Data Architect.
It is not necessary to install InfoSphere Discovery to import a DBM file by using
IBM InfoSphere Discovery MetaBroker.
Important: Use IBM InfoSphere Discovery MetaBroker to import files that contain
tables from a single database, not tables from multiple databases. You must enter
the host computer name, database name, database management system (DBMS),
and DBMS instance name as parameters for the import.
IBM InfoSphere Discovery MetaBroker supports the three model types that are
produced by InfoSphere Discovery : generic SQL, IBM DB2, and Oracle.
IBM InfoSphere Discovery MetaBroker does not import categories and terms or
references to categories and terms.
You can import the following types of assets into the metadata repository when
you use IBM InfoSphere Discovery MetaBroker:
v Implemented data resources:
– host computers
– databases
– database schemas
– stored procedures
– database tables
– database columns
– foreign keys
– candidate keys
– indexes
v Analysis assets:
– table analysis properties
– column analysis properties
– data classification codes
– inferred candidate keys
– inferred foreign keys
The following table lists the product modules that can view and work with the
implemented data resources and analysis assets that are stored in the metadata
repository:
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Table 19. Product modules that work with metadata that is imported by using IBM
InfoSphere Discovery MetaBroker
Product module

Types of metadata that you can work with

InfoSphere Information Analyzer

Implemented data resources and analysis
assets

InfoSphere DataStage and QualityStage

Implemented data resources with
annotations that include analysis
information

v InfoSphere Information Governance
Catalog

v Implemented data resources

v InfoSphere FastTrack

v Table analysis summaries and column
analysis summaries
v Inferred keys displayed as attributes of
analysis summaries

Scenario for importing and using DBM files
A user of InfoSphere Discovery highlights relationships between database tables
that comprise a data set in a project. By choosing the Export to Optim™ option, the
user creates a DBM file that contains the data set.
A data analyst uses IBM InfoSphere Discovery MetaBroker to import the file into
InfoSphere Information Server.
Working in InfoSphere Information Analyzer, the data analyst assesses the data
quality and provides reports and annotations to subject matter experts and
developers. The analyst also establishes data rules for ongoing validation.
Related reference:
“Requirements for using bridges” on page 117
Before you can import or export metadata, you must install required software
programs. Some bridges have additional requirements that are detailed in the
bridge reference topic for each bridge.
Related information:
Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

IBM InfoSphere Master Data Management bridge reference
The IBM InfoSphere Master Data Management bridge imports virtual and physical
definitions and related database objects from XMI files that were exported from
InfoSphere MDM. You can use the imported database tables and columns in
InfoSphere DataStage and QualityStage jobs by creating table definitions from the
shared tables.

About this bridge
The following types of objects are imported:
v MDM assets:
– MDM model
– Member type
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–
–
–
–
–

Attribute
Attribute type
Attribute type field
Entity type
Composite view

– Physical object
– Physical object attribute
v Implemented data resources
– Host
– Database
– Database schema
– Database table
– Database column

Prerequisites
In InfoSphere MDM, export virtual definitions or physical definitions to an XMI
file.

Import parameters
XMI file
Browse to select an XMI file that contains definitions that were exported
from InfoSphere MDM.
Related information:
Virtual, physical, and hybrid MDM
MDM entity concepts
Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

Assets imported from InfoSphere Master Data Management
Assets that you import from InfoSphere MDM are stored in the metadata
repository. Knowing how MDM assets are stored makes it easier to manage them
in suite tools.
The following table describes the assets that are imported into the metadata
repository when you use the IBM InfoSphere Master Data Management bridge.
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Table 20. Assets that are imported from MDM
Asset
MDM model

Member type

Member attribute

Attribute type

Attribute type field
Entity

Entity type

Attribute

Composite view
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Description
A representation of physical master data
assets or virtual master data assets from
InfoSphere Master Data Management. For
physical master data assets, master data is
created in, stored in, and accessed from a
central system. For virtual master data
assets, master data is maintained in a
distributed fashion and remains fragmented
across systems but with a central indexing
service.
Defines the kind of member data that is
stored and managed in InfoSphere MDM.
Defining member types enables products for
use in multiple business environments.
A predefined type that is packaged with
the InfoSphere MDM software. For example
MemName, MemAddr, and MemIdent are
all predefined attribute types. To allow for
flexibility at customer sites, implementers
can add member attribute implementationdefined attribute types.
An attribute type. Coincides with
the InfoSphere MDM data schema to define
operational server behavior
and member information. Two types
of attribute types are available in
InfoSphere MDM: member attribute types
and relationship attributes type. Only
member attribute types are imported into
InfoSphere Information Server.
A field of a member attribute type.
A single unique object in the real world that
is being mastered. Examples of an entity are
a single person, single product, or single
organization.
A person, organization, object type, or
concept about which information is stored.
An entity type describes the type of the
information that is being mastered. An entity
type typically corresponds to one or several
related tables in a database.
A characteristic or trait of an entity type that
describes the entity. For example, the Person
entity type has the Date of Birth attribute.
A defined way of displaying attribute
information. For example the views might
be either enterprise most current attribute or
source-specific attribute values for a person.

Table 20. Assets that are imported from MDM (continued)
Asset

Description

Physical object

Physical object attribute
Host
Database

Database schema

A master data asset for the physical MDM
model. Address, Party, or Claim are sample
objects with a defined set of attributes.
InfoSphere MDM creates instances of
physical objects and allows consumers to
retrieve or manipulate these instances
through services.
A single property of a physical object.
A computer where a database or data file
exists.
A relational storage collection that is
organized by schemas and procedures. A
database stores data that is represented by
tables.
A named collection of related database
tables and integrity constraints. A schema
defines all or a subset of the data that is in a
database. A database schema can implement
a logical data model or a physical data
model.

Database table

A structure for representing and storing data
objects in a database. A database table can
implement a logical entity or a design table.

Database column

A column in a database table. A database
column can implement an entity attribute or
a design column.

IBM InfoSphere Streams bridge reference
Prerequisites and parameter information for the IBM InfoSphere Streams bridge.

About this bridge
The IBM InfoSphere Streams bridge imports endpoints from endpoint description
files that are exported from InfoSphere Streams. After you import the endpoints
into the metadata repository, you can use the endpoints in InfoSphere DataStage
and QualityStage jobs.
Each endpoint contains one top-level tuple. Tuples can contain other tuples and
tuple attributes. Tuple attributes are the equivalent of column definitions.
To use the imported endpoints in a job, on the Input or Output tab of a Streams
Connector stage in the job, click Configure. You can select from a list of source or
target endpoints that are stored in the metadata repository.
You can move endpoints between different installations by using the istool
command line. For example, you could move endpoints from a development
environment to a production environment.
The IBM InfoSphere Streams bridge is installed on the services tier. It is
automatically available on any metadata interchange server that you create in
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager.
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Prerequisites
In InfoSphere Streams, use the command-line tool generate-ds-endpoint-defs to
export an endpoint description file that contains the endpoints that you want to
import. FTP the file to the local computer from which you run the import.

IBM InfoSphere Streams bridge import parameters
The IBM InfoSphere Streams bridge has the following import configuration
parameters.
File
Browse the local computer to select the endpoint description file to import.
All endpoints in the file are imported.
Related information:
Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

Microsoft SQL Server Analysis and Reporting Services
(Repository) bridge reference
Prerequisites, troubleshooting, and parameter information for the Microsoft SQL
Server Analysis and Reporting Services (Repository) bridge.

About this bridge
The Microsoft SQL Server Analysis and Reporting Services (Repository) bridge
imports metadata from versions 9.0 (2005) and 10.5 (2008 r2) of Microsoft SQL
Server Analysis Services (SSAS) and Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services
(SSRS). The imported metadata includes BI models, BI reports, and the
implemented data resources that the reports source data from, such as database
tables.
The bridge uses the SQL Server SDK APIs, including the Reporting Services Web
Service and Analysis Management Objects (AMO) to import the metadata from the
repository. The bridge preserves the relationships between the reports and the
database metadata in the metadata repository. Preserving the relationships enables
data lineage in InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog.

Prerequisites
Meet the following prerequisites before you run the bridge:
v To connect to the SQL Server repositories and to import, SQL Server must be
installed properly and the services must be running.
v Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) version 5.0 or later must be
installed.
v Ensure that you are able to connect to the Reporting Service through Microsoft
Internet Explorer 6.0 SP1 or later.
v Metadata Integration Bridges must be installed on the same computer on which
the SQL Server services are installed.
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v The bridge uses Windows authentication to connect to the report and analysis
services. Ensure that the log-on account for the IBM InfoSphere Metadata
Interchange Server service has the appropriate rights to the objects that you
want to import. Use the same credentials that you would normally use to
connect to the services.

Troubleshooting
To provide support with complete source metadata to reproduce an issue, export
and attach the files from the report database (.rdl) and analysis database (.xmla).
Also attach the import log file.

Import parameters
You specify values for the following parameters during imports.
SQL Server version
Specify the version of Microsoft SQL Server Report and Analysis services
to connect to, either SQL Server 2005 or SQL Server 2008.
Report server URL
Type a well-formed URL to the report server, starting with http:// or
https://.
For a report server that is running in native mode, type the path to the
report server where the reports are located, for example,
http://servername/reportserver or http://servername:portnumber/
reportserver.
For a report server that is running in SharePoint integrated mode, type the
URL of the SharePoint site where the reports are deployed, for example,
http://SharePoint_site.
Assets to import
Browse to select the reports, data sources, or folders to import.
Alternately, you can type the paths in the report repository that identify
reports, data sources, or folders to import. Use semicolon (;) to separate
paths.
Examples:
v Single path: /Testing/Sales Order Detail
v Multiple paths: /Testing/Sales Order Detail;/Testing/Private
Sources/Multi Source Reports
v Entire repository: /
Note: For performance reasons, do not import the entire repository.
To select all reports in a folder and its subfolders, specify the folder path.
To select all reports that use a shared data source, specify the data source
path. If the data source type is Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services,
specify its address in the Analysis server instance parameter.
Analysis server instance
Specify the analysis server instance to connect to. For example, specify the
host name or specify host_name\instance.
Leave this field empty if the reports do not source from an analysis server
database or if you do not want to import content from the analysis server.
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Incremental import
Keep this parameter selected. When you reimport from the same source,
the bridge uses cached information to determine which objects did not
change since the previous import. Only changed objects are reimported.
Using the cached information can increase performance for large imports.
For new imports, or when the cache is deleted or corrupted, the bridge
imports all objects from the source regardless of the selection that is
specified.
Import joins
You can import joins that are defined in the BI model. By default, joins are
not imported.
Import levels
You can import levels and hierarchies. When the option is selected, levels
and hierarchies that are defined in the BI model are imported. By default,
they are not imported.
Metadata consistency check
Perform a consistency check on the selected metadata before it is imported
into the metadata repository. It is possible to save metadata in source tools
in ways that cause problems when the assets are imported into the
metadata repository or used in other tools. For example, a foreign key
might have no connection to a primary key or to an alternate key. In some
cases, the metadata might be so semantically inconsistent that the bridge
cannot import it.
The metadata consistency check returns warnings and errors in the log file.
Basic check
The default. Performs the minimum consistency checks necessary
to validate the metadata, including checking for missing
relationships and foreign keys that are not connected to primary or
alternate keys.
In some cases, the basic check might be more rigorous than
necessary and you can ignore certain errors or warnings.
Detailed check
Performs the basic check plus more advanced semantic checks
specific to the type of metadata that is imported. This level can be
used when the source tool does not have the ability to validate the
metadata.
No check
Use with extreme caution. Selecting this option could result in the
import of duplicates or invalid identities and might cause serious
problems with your use of suite tools and the metadata repository.
Related concepts:
“Business intelligence metadata” on page 189
When you import BI metadata into the metadata repository, you can study the
components of BI reports and BI models and how they are related. You can track
database tables and columns that the BI reports reference, and the jobs that use the
columns.
Related information:
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Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

MicroStrategy bridge reference
Prerequisites, troubleshooting, and parameter information for the MicroStrategy
import bridge.

About this bridge
The MicroStrategy bridge imports business intelligence (BI) models, BI reports, and
related implemented data resources such as database tables from MicroStrategy
Intelligence Server, versions 7 to 9.
The bridge imports the contents of a single project. The bridge does not import
information about database connections or users. The bridge imports MicroStrategy
logical tables as BI collections. Derived elements are not supported.
The bridge does not capture the following relationships:
v Between HTML documents and the reports they embed
v Between reports and the intelligent cube they use
v Between reports and direct SQL sources, such as freeform SQL reports
“Prerequisites”
“Troubleshooting”
“Import parameters” on page 156

Prerequisites
Ensure that you meet the following prerequisites before you run the bridge:
v You must install a supported version of MicroStrategy on the same computer
that the bridge is installed on. This version of MicroStrategy must be able to
open the metadata to be imported.
v MicroStrategy database corruption can prevent the bridge from working
correctly. Such corruption is reported in the MicroStrategy log file: C:\Program
Files\Common Files\MicroStrategy\Log\DSSErrors.log. MicroStrategy support
is aware of this issue and provides a ScanMD program that you can use to clean
up these errors. Always run the ScanMD program before using this bridge.
v MicroStrategy automatically creates reports whenever you create a project. The
bridge does not differentiate between these reports and the reports that users
create. To import only the reports that users create, delete the automatically
generated reports from the MicroStrategy project before you run the bridge.

Troubleshooting
To provide information to help the support team reproduce an issue, create a
backup of the relational database that MicroStrategy uses to store project metadata:
1. Run the Microsoft ScanMD program.
2. Use the relational database management system utilities to create a database
backup.
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3. Give the support team the database backup file and the MicroStrategy user
name and password for logging in.

Import parameters
The MicroStrategy bridge uses the following import configuration parameters.
Version
Required. Select the version of MicroStrategy that you want to connect to.
The default selection, Auto-detect, the version that is installed.
Options
v
v
v
v
v
v

Auto-detect
9
8.0.0 to 8.1.2
7.5.2
7.5.0
7.0

Project source
Required. Browse to select the name of the MicroStrategy project source to
connect to, or type the name.
A project source is a connection to a repository that is located on a local or
remote Intelligence Server. The server holds connectivity to a data
warehouse and contains a number of metadata projects that operate on this
data warehouse. The list of project sources that are accessible from this
computer is stored in the Windows registry.
To connect to a remote Intelligence Server that is not registered on the local
computer, create a project source in MicroStrategy that points to the
Intelligence Server.
Projects
Required. Browse to select the names of one or more projects that you
want to connect to in the selected project source, or type the names.
Login user
Required. Type the user name to connect to the project source. This import
bridge is read-only and never affects the contents of the MicroStrategy
repository. It is therefore safe to attempt the initial metadata import as
Administrator to ensure that the entire repository content is imported
without access permission issues. Eventually, the administrator can set up
a read-only user. For more details, see the MicroStrategy documentation on
permissions and security.
Login password
Type the password to connect to the project source.
Default Language
If you use MicroStrategy version 9, specify the language that you would
like to use. Only MicroStrategy version 9 supports multiple languages.
English is the default.
Import schema only
Leave this option unselected to import both database and BI report
metadata. Both types of metadata are necessary for data lineage.
Table design level
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Specify whether you want the bridge to create logical entities from the
physical tables.
If you select Logical and physical, logical entities and a logical data model
are created and imported with the physical tables that implement them. If
you accept the default Physical, no logical entities are created.
Incremental import
Keep this parameter selected. When you reimport from the same source,
the bridge uses cached information to determine which objects did not
change since the previous import. Only changed objects are reimported.
Using the cached information can increase performance for large imports.
For new imports, or when the cache is deleted or corrupted, the bridge
imports all objects from the source regardless of the selection that is
specified.
Import joins
You can import joins that are defined in the BI model. By default, joins are
not imported.
Import levels
You can import levels and hierarchies. When the option is selected, levels
and hierarchies that are defined in the BI model are imported. By default,
they are not imported.
Metadata consistency check
Perform a consistency check on the selected metadata before it is imported
into the metadata repository. It is possible to save metadata in source tools
in ways that cause problems when the assets are imported into the
metadata repository or used in other tools. For example, a foreign key
might have no connection to a primary key or to an alternate key. In some
cases, the metadata might be so semantically inconsistent that the bridge
cannot import it.
The metadata consistency check returns warnings and errors in the log file.
Basic check
The default. Performs the minimum consistency checks necessary
to validate the metadata, including checking for missing
relationships and foreign keys that are not connected to primary or
alternate keys.
In some cases, the basic check might be more rigorous than
necessary and you can ignore certain errors or warnings.
Detailed check
Performs the basic check plus more advanced semantic checks
specific to the type of metadata that is imported. This level can be
used when the source tool does not have the ability to validate the
metadata.
No check
Use with extreme caution. Selecting this option could result in the
import of duplicates or invalid identities and might cause serious
problems with your use of suite tools and the metadata repository.
Related concepts:
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“Business intelligence metadata” on page 189
When you import BI metadata into the metadata repository, you can study the
components of BI reports and BI models and how they are related. You can track
database tables and columns that the BI reports reference, and the jobs that use the
columns.
Related information:
Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

OMG CWM 1 XMI 1 import bridge reference
Prerequisites and parameter information for the OMG CWM 1 XMI import bridge.

About this bridge
The OMG CWM 1 XMI 1 bridge imports implemented data resources and business
intelligence models from XML files that are compliant with the Object Management
Group (OMG) Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM) XML Metadata Interchange
(XMI) file format.

Prerequisites
You must create an XML file that is compliant with the OMG CWM XMI file
format. There are multiple versions of the CWM metamodel and XMI format.
Identify the OMG CWM XMI version that is produced by your source tool and
specify values for the import parameters accordingly.
Important: The bridge imports the CWMRDB:Schema elements of each CWMRDB:Catalog
element into a single database asset. For this reason, be sure to select only a single
warehouse source or target when you create the XML file. If you want to import
multiple source and/or targets, export each of them to a separate XMI file.
Contact the vendor to obtain the exact version of the supported CWM metamodel
and XMI format. More details on the valid combinations of metamodels and XMI
formats are available at http://www.omg.org.

Specifying the correct database name
By default, the bridge uses the input file name as the name of the imported
database asset. To override the default value with the correct database name
during import, take the following steps in the import wizard in InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager:
1. On the Identity Parameters page, specify the database name in the Database
name parameter.
2. Select Use database name to override bridge value from the drop-down list.

Specifying the correct database name
By default, the bridge uses the input file name as the name of the imported
database asset. To override the default value with the correct database name
during import, take the following steps in the import wizard in InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager:
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1. On the Identity Parameters page, specify the database name in the Database
name parameter.
2. Select Use database name to override bridge value from the drop-down list.

Specifying the correct database name
By default, the bridge uses the input file name as the name of the imported
database asset. To override the default value with the correct database name
during import, take the following steps in the import wizard in InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager:
1. On the Identity Parameters page, specify the database name in the Database
name parameter.
2. Select Use database name to override bridge value from the drop-down list.

Specifying the correct database name
By default, the bridge uses the input file name as the name of the imported
database asset. To override the default value with the correct database name
during import, take the following steps in the import wizard in InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager:
1. On the Identity Parameters page, specify the database name in the Database
name parameter.
2. Select Use database name to override bridge value from the drop-down list.

Specifying the correct database name
By default, the bridge uses the input file name as the name of the imported
database asset. To override the default value with the correct database name
during import, take the following steps in the import wizard in InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager:
1. On the Identity Parameters page, specify the database name in the Database
name parameter.
2. Select Use database name to override bridge value from the drop-down list.

Import parameters
The OMG CWM 1 XMI 1 bridge uses the following import configuration
parameters.
File location
Select whether the file that you specify for the File parameter is on the
metadata interchange server or on the local computer.
File
Required. Browse to select an XML file that is produced by your source
tool and is compliant with the OMG CWM XMI file format.
Source tool
Select the tool or method that was used to generate the model that you
want to import, or select Auto-detect if the tool is not listed.
Options
v Auto-detect. The bridge automatically detects which tool
generated the file.
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v IBM DB2 Warehouse Manager. The file was generated by IBM
DB2 Warehouse Manager.
v OMG CWM. The file conforms to the OMG CWM standard
document type definitions (DTDs).
v Oracle Warehouse Builder. The file was generated by Oracle
Warehouse Builder.
v SAS ETL Studio. The file was generated by SAS ETLStudio.
Auto-correct
CWM files that are produced by some source tools might contain a slightly
incomplete or incorrect model. By default, the bridge attempts to fix the
model, which might require deleting some model elements. The bridge
logs warnings about the changes.
If you remove the check mark from Auto-correct, the bridge does not
modify the model. If the model is invalid, the import fails.
Top package
Type the name of the special package that stores objects that are not
explicitly associated to a package. The default is Logical view.
The repository metamodel requires that all model elements (for example,
classes, or associations) belong to a package. Whenever an object is not
explicitly associated to a package it is stored in a special package. If there
is a single top-level package by that name in the model, the bridge marks
the package as optional. Packages that are marked as optional do not
appear in the destination model if the destination tool does not require all
objects to be in a package.
Import UUIDs
The bridge ignores this option regardless of which selection you make.
InfoSphere Information Server does not support importing native IDs.
Table design level
Specify whether you want the bridge to create logical entities from the
physical tables.
If you select Logical and physical, logical entities and a logical data model
are created and imported with the physical tables that implement them. If
you accept the default Physical, no logical entities are created.
If you are importing from IBM DB2 Warehouse Manager, accept the default
value of Physical, because no logical entities are created regardless of
which choice you select.
Import joins
You can import joins that are defined in the BI model. By default, joins are
not imported.
Import levels
You can import levels and hierarchies. When the option is selected, levels
and hierarchies that are defined in the BI model are imported. By default,
levels and hierarchies are not imported.
Metadata consistency check
Perform a consistency check on the selected metadata before it is imported
into the metadata repository. It is possible to save metadata in source tools
in ways that cause problems when the assets are imported into the
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metadata repository or used in other tools. For example, a foreign key
might have no connection to a primary key or to an alternate key. In some
cases, the metadata might be so semantically inconsistent that the bridge
cannot import it.
The metadata consistency check returns warnings and errors in the log file.
Basic check
The default. Performs the minimum consistency checks necessary
to validate the metadata, including checking for missing
relationships and foreign keys that are not connected to primary or
alternate keys.
In some cases, the basic check might be more rigorous than
necessary and you can ignore certain errors or warnings.
Detailed check
Performs the basic check plus more advanced semantic checks
specific to the type of metadata that is imported. This level can be
used when the source tool does not have the ability to validate the
metadata.
No check
Use with extreme caution. Selecting this option could result in the
import of duplicates or invalid identities and might cause serious
problems with your use of suite tools and the metadata repository.
Related concepts:
“Business intelligence metadata” on page 189
When you import BI metadata into the metadata repository, you can study the
components of BI reports and BI models and how they are related. You can track
database tables and columns that the BI reports reference, and the jobs that use the
columns.
Related information:
Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition bridge
reference
Prerequisites, troubleshooting, and parameter information for the Oracle Business
Intelligence Enterprise Edition import bridge.

About this bridge
The Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition bridge imports BI models, BI
reports, and related implemented data resources such as database tables from
Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition versions 10.1 to 11.g.
You import the BI model from a file and the BI reports directly from the
presentation server.
“Prerequisites” on page 162
“Troubleshooting” on page 162
“Import parameters” on page 163
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Prerequisites
Meet the following prerequisites before you use the bridge to import metadata.
v Ensure that the user name that you specify to connect to the presentation server
has the necessary permissions to access the objects that you want to import.
v The Oracle BI Administration tool stores metadata in a Repository RPD file that
you must convert to XML format for version 11 and to UDML format for version
10.
– For version 11 take these steps to prepare the XML file.
1. Run bi-init.cmd on Microsoft Windows or bi-init.sh on UNIX or Linux
to launch a command prompt or shell window that is initialized to your
Oracle instance. The files are located in the following directory:
ORACLE_INSTANCE\bifoundation\OracleBIApplication\coreapplication\
setup\bi-init.
2. Use the biserverxmlgen command line utility to generate XML:
biserverxmlgen -R file_path_and_name.rpd -P password -O
file_path_and_name.xml -8. The option -8 is required.
3. The bridge uses the generated XML file as input.
– For version 10, prepare the UDML file by running the following command
with nQUDMLGen command line utility: $OracleBIHome$\server\Bin\
nQUDMLGen.exe -U Administrator -P Administrator -R
file_path_and_name.rpd -O file_path_and_name.udml -N -Q -8. The options
-N, -Q, and -8 are required.
The bridge uses the generated XML file or UDML file as input. You must upload
the file to either the metadata interchange server or the local client computer
before you run the import.

Troubleshooting
To provide information to help the support team reproduce an issue, provide the
following information:
v Repository RPD file and the user ID and password that are necessary to open it.
By default this file is located in the \OracleBI\server\Repository directory.
Alternately, you can connect to a live online repository by using the Oracle BI
Administration tool and copy the local RPD file.
v Report metadata that is contained inside the OBIEE catalog. Reports are called
requests in version 10 and analyses in version 11. To collect the report metadata,
take the following steps:
1. In OBIEE Catalog Manager, click File > Open Catalog.
2. Take one of the following actions to specify the path to the catalog, selecting
Read Only in each case:
– In offline mode in version 10, specify OracleBIData/web/catalog/
MyCatalog as the path, where MyCatalog is the name of the catalog.
– In offline mode in version 11, point to Offline mode, v11.x: specify
instance/bifoundation/OracleBIPresentationServicesComponent/
coreapplication_obips1/catalog/MyCatalog as the path, where instance is
the name of the instance and MyCatalog is the name of the catalog.
– In online mode, type in the OBI server URL, for example
http://OBIServer:9704/analytics/saw.dll, where OBIServer is the name
of your OBI computer.
3. Click OK.
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4.

Select the root folder in the tree and click File > Archive to create the
archive file.

Send the RPD file, the XML file that you converted from the RPD file, and the
report archive file to the support team.

Import parameters
The Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition bridge uses the following
import configuration parameters.
Server URL
Required. Specify the URL for the presentation server that you are
importing metadata from.
User name
Required. Type the user name to connect to the presentation server. This
user must have the necessary permissions to access the objects that you
want to import.
Login password
Type the password to connect to the presentation server.
File location
Select whether the file that you specify in the File field is on the metadata
interchange server or on the local computer.
File
Required. Browse the computer that you specified in the File location
parameter to specify the name and path of the file to import:
v For imports from version 11, specify an XML file.
v For imports from version 10, specify a UDML file.
The Oracle BI Administration tool natively stores BI model metadata in a
Repository RPD file. You import the BI model from the file, and you
import the BI reports by using the Assets to import parameter, which
accesses the presentation server repository. The BI model in the file that
you specify must match the contents of the BI model in the repository. To
enable data lineage, the file should contain the models that are related to
the reports that you select by using the Assets to import parameter.
Follow the directions in the bridge prerequisites to generate the correct
import format from the RPD file. Upload it to the computer that you
specify in the File location parameter.
Variable values file
Do not specify a value. Uploading a variable values file is not supported.
Assets to import
Required. Browse the presentation server repository to select folders and BI
reports.
Alternately, you can specify list of folders and reports to import by path,
with each path separated by a semicolon (;).
v The path to the root folder is /.
v The path to a shared folder is /shared.
v The path to the administrator user folder is /users/administrator.
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To enable data lineage, the file that you specify in the File parameter must
contain the models that are related to the reports that you select by using
the Assets to import parameter.
Optimize for large models
By default, the option is selected to optimize the import for large Oracle
Business Intelligence repository models. When the option is selected, the
import ignores foreign keys, joins, relationships, and logical foreign keys.
To override the default behavior and import the entire repository model,
remove the check mark.
Incremental import
Keep this parameter selected. When you reimport from the same source,
the bridge uses cached information to determine which objects did not
change since the previous import. Only changed objects are reimported.
Using the cached information can increase performance for large imports.
For new imports, or when the cache is deleted or corrupted, the bridge
imports all objects from the source regardless of the selection that is
specified.
Worker threads
Specify the number of worker threads to retrieve metadata asynchronously
from the source. For the most reliable performance, leave the parameter
blank to have the bridge compute the default value, which is based on
JVM architecture and the number of available CPU cores.
If you must experiment with increasing retrieval speed, specify a number
from 1 to 6 to provide the actual number of threads. If the value specified
is invalid, a warning is issued and the number 1 is used instead. If you
experience out-of-memory conditions when you are importing metadata
asynchronously, experiment with smaller numbers. If your computer has a
large amount of available memory, for example, 10 GB or more, you can
try larger numbers when you are retrieving many documents. However,
setting the number too high can decrease performance due to resource
contention.
Import joins
You can import joins that are defined in the BI model. By default, joins are
not imported.
Import levels
You can import levels and hierarchies. When the option is selected, levels
and hierarchies that are defined in the BI model are imported. By default,
they are not imported.
Metadata consistency check
Perform a consistency check on the selected metadata before it is imported
into the metadata repository. It is possible to save metadata in source tools
in ways that cause problems when the assets are imported into the
metadata repository or used in other tools. For example, a foreign key
might have no connection to a primary key or to an alternate key. In some
cases, the metadata might be so semantically inconsistent that the bridge
cannot import it.
The metadata consistency check returns warnings and errors in the log file.
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Basic check
The default. Performs the minimum consistency checks necessary
to validate the metadata, including checking for missing
relationships and foreign keys that are not connected to primary or
alternate keys.
In some cases, the basic check might be more rigorous than
necessary and you can ignore certain errors or warnings.
Detailed check
Performs the basic check plus more advanced semantic checks
specific to the type of metadata that is imported. This level can be
used when the source tool does not have the ability to validate the
metadata.
No check
Use with extreme caution. Selecting this option could result in the
import of duplicates or invalid identities and might cause serious
problems with your use of suite tools and the metadata repository.
Related concepts:
“Business intelligence metadata” on page 189
When you import BI metadata into the metadata repository, you can study the
components of BI reports and BI models and how they are related. You can track
database tables and columns that the BI reports reference, and the jobs that use the
columns.
Related information:
Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

Oracle Hyperion Application Builder (via CWM XMI) bridge
reference
Prerequisites and parameter information for the Oracle Hyperion Application
Builder (via CWM XMI) bridge.

About this bridge
The Oracle Hyperion Application Builder bridge imports implemented data
resources and business intelligence models in XML files that are created by Oracle
Hyperion Application Builder. The XML files must be compliant with the Object
Management Group (OMG) Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM) XML
Metadata Interchange (XMI) file format.
Contact the vendor to obtain the exact version of the supported CWM metamodel
and XMI format. More details on the valid combinations of metamodels and XMI
formats are available at http://www.omg.org.

Prerequisites
You must export an XML file from Oracle Hyperion Application Builder that is
compliant with the OMG CWM XMI file format.
Important: The bridge imports the CWMRDB:Schema elements of each CWMRDB:Catalog
element into a single database asset. For this reason, be sure to select only the
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contents of a single database when you create the XML file. If you want to import
multiple source and/or targets, export each of them to a separate XMI file.
Transfer the file to the metadata interchange server or the local computer that you
are importing the metadata from.

Specifying the correct database name
By default, the bridge uses the input file name as the name of the imported
database asset. To override the default value with the correct database name
during import, take the following steps in the import wizard in InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager:
1. On the Identity Parameters page, specify the database name in the Database
name parameter.
2. Select Use database name to override bridge value from the drop-down list.

Import parameters
The Oracle Hyperion Application Builder (via CWM XMI) bridge uses the
following import configuration parameters.
File location
Select whether the file that you specify for the File parameter is on the
metadata interchange server or on the local computer.
File
Required. Browse to select an XML file that is produced by your source
tool and is compliant with the OMG CWM XMI file format.
Source tool
Select the tool or method that was used to generate the model that you
want to import, or select Auto-detect if the tool is not listed.
Options
v Auto-detect. The bridge automatically detects which tool
generated the file.
v IBM DB2 Warehouse Manager. The file was generated by IBM
DB2 Warehouse Manager.
v OMG CWM. The file conforms to the OMG CWM standard
document type definitions (DTDs).
v Oracle Warehouse Builder. The file was generated by Oracle
Warehouse Builder.
v SAS ETL Studio. The file was generated by SAS ETLStudio.
Auto-correct
CWM files that are produced by some source tools might contain a slightly
incomplete or incorrect model. By default, the bridge attempts to fix the
model, which might require deleting some model elements. The bridge
logs warnings about the changes.
If you remove the check mark from Auto-correct, the bridge does not
modify the model. If the model is invalid, the import fails.
Top package
Type the name of the special package that stores objects that are not
explicitly associated to a package. The default is Logical view.
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The repository metamodel requires that all model elements (for example,
classes, or associations) belong to a package. Whenever an object is not
explicitly associated to a package it is stored in a special package. If there
is a single top-level package by that name in the model, the bridge marks
the package as optional. Packages that are marked as optional do not
appear in the destination model if the destination tool does not require all
objects to be in a package.
Import UUIDs
The bridge ignores this option regardless of which selection you make.
InfoSphere Information Server does not support importing native IDs.
Table design level
Specify whether you want the bridge to create logical entities from the
physical tables.
If you select Logical and physical, logical entities and a logical data model
are created and imported with the physical tables that implement them. If
you accept the default Physical, no logical entities are created.
If you are importing from IBM DB2 Warehouse Manager, accept the default
value of Physical, because no logical entities are created regardless of
which choice you select.
Dimensional model reverse engineering
Accept the default setting, Disabled.
Import joins
You can import joins that are defined in the BI model. By default, joins are
not imported.
Import levels
You can import levels and hierarchies. When the option is selected, levels
and hierarchies that are defined in the BI model are imported. By default,
levels and hierarchies are not imported.
Metadata consistency check
Perform a consistency check on the selected metadata before it is imported
into the metadata repository. It is possible to save metadata in source tools
in ways that cause problems when the assets are imported into the
metadata repository or used in other tools. For example, a foreign key
might have no connection to a primary key or to an alternate key. In some
cases, the metadata might be so semantically inconsistent that the bridge
cannot import it.
The metadata consistency check returns warnings and errors in the log file.
Basic check
The default. Performs the minimum consistency checks necessary
to validate the metadata, including checking for missing
relationships and foreign keys that are not connected to primary or
alternate keys.
In some cases, the basic check might be more rigorous than
necessary and you can ignore certain errors or warnings.
Detailed check
Performs the basic check plus more advanced semantic checks
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specific to the type of metadata that is imported. This level can be
used when the source tool does not have the ability to validate the
metadata.
No check
Use with extreme caution. Selecting this option could result in the
import of duplicates or invalid identities and might cause serious
problems with your use of suite tools and the metadata repository.
Related concepts:
“Business intelligence metadata” on page 189
When you import BI metadata into the metadata repository, you can study the
components of BI reports and BI models and how they are related. You can track
database tables and columns that the BI reports reference, and the jobs that use the
columns.
Related information:
Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

Oracle Warehouse Builder (via CWM XMI) bridge reference
Prerequisites and parameter information for the Oracle Warehouse Builder (via
CWM XMI) bridge.

About this bridge
The Oracle Warehouse Builder (via CWM XMI) imports implemented data
resources and business intelligence models in XML files that are created by Oracle
Warehouse Builder, Version 9i. The XML files must be compliant with the Object
Management Group (OMG) Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM) XML
Metadata Interchange (XMI) file format.

Prerequisites
You must create an XML file that is compliant with the OMG CWM XMI file
format.
Important: The bridge imports the CWMRDB:Schema elements of each CWMRDB:Catalog
element into a single database asset. For this reason, be sure to select only the
contents of a single database when you create the XML file. If you want to import
multiple source and/or targets, export each of them to a separate XMI file.
To generate an XMI file from Oracle Warehouse Builder, Version 9.2, take the
following steps:
1. Start the Warehouse Builder design client application and log on to the design
repository.
2. Select the warehouse schema to export.
3. Click Project > Export Metadata > Bridge.
4. In the Source and Target Metadata page of the metadata export wizard, select
OMG CWM 1.0 for the To option.
5. Select the collection of objects to be exported.
6. Complete the export wizard to generate the file.
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7. Transfer the file to the metadata interchange server or the local computer that
you are importing the metadata from.

Specifying the correct database name
By default, the bridge uses the input file name as the name of the imported
database asset. To override the default value with the correct database name
during import, take the following steps in the import wizard in InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager:
1. On the Identity Parameters page, specify the database name in the Database
name parameter.
2. Select Use database name to override bridge value from the drop-down list.

Import parameters
The Oracle Warehouse Builder (via CWM XMI) bridge uses the following import
configuration parameters.
File location
Select whether the file that you specify for the File parameter is on the
metadata interchange server or on the local computer.
File
Required. Browse to select an XML file that is produced by your source
tool and is compliant with the OMG CWM XMI file format.
Source tool
Select the tool or method that was used to generate the model that you
want to import, or select Auto-detect if the tool is not listed.
Options
v Auto-detect. The bridge automatically detects which tool
generated the file.
v IBM DB2 Warehouse Manager. The file was generated by IBM
DB2 Warehouse Manager.
v OMG CWM. The file conforms to the OMG CWM standard
document type definitions (DTDs).
v Oracle Warehouse Builder. The file was generated by Oracle
Warehouse Builder.
v SAS ETL Studio. The file was generated by SAS ETLStudio.
Auto-correct
CWM files that are produced by some source tools might contain a slightly
incomplete or incorrect model. By default, the bridge attempts to fix the
model, which might require deleting some model elements. The bridge
logs warnings about the changes.
If you remove the check mark from Auto-correct, the bridge does not
modify the model. If the model is invalid, the import fails.
Top package
Type the name of the special package that stores objects that are not
explicitly associated to a package. The default is Logical view.
The repository metamodel requires that all model elements (for example,
classes, or associations) belong to a package. Whenever an object is not
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explicitly associated to a package it is stored in a special package. If there
is a single top-level package by that name in the model, the bridge marks
the package as optional. Packages that are marked as optional do not
appear in the destination model if the destination tool does not require all
objects to be in a package.
Import UUIDs
The bridge ignores this option regardless of which selection you make.
InfoSphere Information Server does not support importing native IDs.
Table design level
Specify whether you want the bridge to create logical entities from the
physical tables.
If you select Logical and physical, logical entities and a logical data model
are created and imported with the physical tables that implement them. If
you accept the default Physical, no logical entities are created.
If you are importing from IBM DB2 Warehouse Manager, accept the default
value of Physical, because no logical entities are created regardless of
which choice you select.
Dimensional model reverse engineering
Accept the default setting, Disabled.
Import joins
You can import joins that are defined in the BI model. By default, joins are
not imported.
Import levels
You can import levels and hierarchies. When the option is selected, levels
and hierarchies that are defined in the BI model are imported. By default,
levels and hierarchies are not imported.
Metadata consistency check
Perform a consistency check on the selected metadata before it is imported
into the metadata repository. It is possible to save metadata in source tools
in ways that cause problems when the assets are imported into the
metadata repository or used in other tools. For example, a foreign key
might have no connection to a primary key or to an alternate key. In some
cases, the metadata might be so semantically inconsistent that the bridge
cannot import it.
The metadata consistency check returns warnings and errors in the log file.
Basic check
The default. Performs the minimum consistency checks necessary
to validate the metadata, including checking for missing
relationships and foreign keys that are not connected to primary or
alternate keys.
In some cases, the basic check might be more rigorous than
necessary and you can ignore certain errors or warnings.
Detailed check
Performs the basic check plus more advanced semantic checks
specific to the type of metadata that is imported. This level can be
used when the source tool does not have the ability to validate the
metadata.
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No check
Use with extreme caution. Selecting this option could result in the
import of duplicates or invalid identities and might cause serious
problems with your use of suite tools and the metadata repository.
Related concepts:
“Business intelligence metadata” on page 189
When you import BI metadata into the metadata repository, you can study the
components of BI reports and BI models and how they are related. You can track
database tables and columns that the BI reports reference, and the jobs that use the
columns.
Related information:
Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

SAP BusinessObjects Repository bridge reference
Prerequisites, frequently asked questions, troubleshooting, and parameter
information for the SAP BusinessObjects Repository bridge.

About this bridge
The SAP BusinessObjects Repository bridge imports business intelligence reports,
business intelligence models, and related implemented data resources such as
database tables from versions 11 through 12.4 of SAP BusinessObjects Designer and
BusinessObjects Desktop Intelligence.
Note: This bridge contains beta support for BusinessObjects versions XI 4.0 and
4.1. The XI 4.0 and 4.1 versions do not support BusinessObjects Desktop
Intelligence and thus do not require BusinessObjects Desktop Intelligence as a
prerequisite.
For BusinessObjects versions up to XI 3.1, the bridge uses the following client tools
and APIs to import metadata:
v BusinessObjects Designer OLE/COM API to import universe metadata
v Business Objects Desktop Intelligence COM/OLE API to import Desktop
Intelligence report metadata
v Business Objects WebIntelligence Report Engine (Rebean) SDK to import Web
Intelligence report metadata
For BusinessObjects versions 4.0 SP6 and newer, the bridge uses the following
client tools and APIs to import metadata:
v BusinessObjects Designer OLE/COM API to import universe metadata.
v Business Objects Web Intelligence RESTful Web Service SDK to import Web
Intelligence report metadata.
v Semantic Layer Java SDK to import Information Design Tool universe metadata.
Note: The Semantic Layer Java SDK is supported for XI versions 4.1 and newer.
Therefore, import of Information Design Tool universe metadata is not supported
on version 4.0.
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“Prerequisites”
“Frequently asked questions” on page 173
“Troubleshooting” on page 174
“Import parameters” on page 174

Prerequisites
Meet the following prerequisites before you use the bridge to import metadata.
v A supported version of the BusinessObjects Designer client and Developer
Components (SDKs) must be installed on the same computer that the bridges are
installed on. For BusinessObjects versions up to XI 3.1, the Business Objects
Desktop Intelligence client must be installed on the same computer. For
BusinessObjects versions XI 4.0 and newer, you must also install the SAP
BusinessObjects Semantic Layer Java SDK and Crystal Reports Java SDK on the
same computer. Do not install the bridges on a computer where the
BusinessObjects server is installed.
v Ensure that there are no firewall restrictions for access to the BusinessObjects
API and server. If the bridge fails to connect properly, disable the firewall
temporarily to ensure that it is not the cause of the failure.
v Ensure that the latest BusinessObjects service packs are installed consistently on
the server and client computers. If you use BusinessObjects 4.0, install SP7 or
later.
v Clean up the temporary universe download directory because stale or locked
files can prevent you from importing universes. Delete all temporary files from
this directory. This directory path is configured in BusinessObjects Designer:
Tools > Options > Save > Default Universe Folder. This directory path can be
saved in the registry in: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Business Objects\Suite
XXXX\default\Shared\General\Directories\Universes.
v Exit client tools such as Designer or Desktop Intelligence before running the
bridge. If any designer.exe processes are running on the system before you start
the bridge, end the process by using the task manager. Such processes can
interfere with successful execution of the COM API.
v You must publish a universe and reports to the BusinessObjects central
management server (CMS).
v If you import Crystal reports, use the Crystal CORBA port import parameter to
specify the client port number on which the Crystal SDK communicates with the
report application server (RAS). Ensure that the local Windows firewall is
disabled or allows receiving communication on this port. If you use an
enterprise firewall, configure it to allow communication from the RAS server to
the client computer on this port.
v At runtime, the bridge requires the following servers to be started and enabled
in the BusinessObjects environment:
– WebIntelligenceProcessingServer for the WebIntelligence Report Engine
(Rebean) SDK
– WebApplicationContainerServer for the WebIntelligence RESTful Web Service
SDK, for Business Objects XI 4.1 and newer
– Crystal Report Application Server (RAS)
In the Central Management Console web application take the following actions:
– Select the Servers menu to check that both servers are available and running
correctly.
– Select the Applications menu to check that the RESTful Web Service is
available, because the web service might not be installed by default.
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Frequently asked questions
What report file formats does this bridge support?
For BusinessObjects versions up to XI 3.1, this bridge reads the following
report formats that are supported by BusinessObjects Desktop Intelligence:
v
v
v
v
v

BusinessObjects documents (*.rep)
BusinessObjects document templates (*.ret)
BusinessQuery files (*.bqy)
Web Intelligence Version 2 documents (*.wqy)
Crystal reports (*.rpt) starting with version 11

What report file formats are not supported?
BusinessObjects Desktop Intelligence and this bridge do not support the
following report formats:
v Web Intelligence Version 6 documents (*.wid)
v Crystal reports (*.rpt) before version 11
v Crystal OLAP Analysis reports (*.car)
What are the best firewall settings for running this bridge?
This bridge relies on the BusinessObjects client components to be able to
communicate reliably with the BusinessObjects server. BusinessObjects
Designer, Desktop Intelligence, Web Intelligence, and Crystal Reports must
be able to log on with the Central Management Server (CMS), download
and open universes and documents.
If your firewall is not properly configured, the bridge might hang
indefinitely, or fail with no clear explanation. For detailed firewall settings,
consult your system administrator and see the BusinessObjects
documentation. Alternately, you can disable the firewall and ensure that
the bridge runs correctly without it.
Why do some universe-dependent report documents seem to be missing?
The subsetting-by-universe feature relies on the BusinessObjects repository
metadata cache of the dependencies between universes and report
documents. It works well on production environments where all reports
are actively used.
However, in the context of BusinessObjects repositories in development
and test environments, some universes and report documents might be
redesigned or moved. These changes can leave inaccurate dependency
information in the repository cache. In such cases, some dependent report
documents for a particular universe might not be detected. You can refresh
the BusinessObjects repository cache by editing such documents, refreshing
the queries, and saving the documents back to the BusinessObjects server.
To verify that a particular document is correctly linked to its universes in
the BusinessObjects server cache, navigate through the public folders in the
CMC administration web console (not InfoView). Find the document and
view its properties. The Universe tab in version 11 and the Report
Universes tab in version 12 show the universe dependencies
Why are some universes imported that are not in the folders that were specified
for the import?
The bridge tries to harvest a self-contained set of objects. If the bridge
parameter Add dependent objects is selected, the bridge imports all
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reports that depend on the specified universes. If these reports depend on
any other universes, the bridge imports the other universes to be sure that
these reports are fully defined.
How do I provide information to help the support team reproduce an issue?
For BusinessObjects Designer 11 and 12, create a Business Intelligence
Archive file (*.BIAR) by using the Business Objects Import Wizard utility
(ImportWiz.exe). Include the universes and any other documents of
interest.
For Business Objects 14 (XI R4), use the Lifecycle Management Console to
create a promotion job that has the required InfoObjects in it. Export the
job as a BIAR file and send it to the support team. For more information,
see Lifecycle management console for SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence
platform 4.0 User Guide.

Troubleshooting
Testing connectivity issues
You can use the SAP BusinessObjects Diagnostic Tool to test for
connectivity issues. Log in with the same credentials that you use with the
bridge, and run all tests. If any test fails, contact the local SAP
BusinessObjects Administrator to resolve the issues. See Working with
Firewalls in the SAP BusinessObjects Administration Guide.
In addition, you can customize the configuration file that is used to control
which tests are run. The path to the configuration file is C:\Program Files
(x86)\Business Objects\common\4.0\java\lib\TestClasses.xml in the
default BusinessObjects client installation.
Metadata import
When you import metadata from SAP BusinessObjects, problems with
dependencies within the BusinessObjects Central Management Server
(CMS) can cause incomplete business lineage or data lineage in InfoSphere
Information Governance Catalog. This issue can have the following
symptoms:
v BI reports are imported with a stub of the BI model that has the same
name as the report.
v Linked universes are not imported.
v Implementation resource metadata is missing.
For details on resolving such problems, see the following technote:
http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?&uid=swg21620135.

Import parameters
The SAP BusinessObjects Repository bridge uses the following import
configuration parameters.
Version
Required. Select the version of BusinessObjects that you want to connect
to. The default selection, Auto-detect, identifies the version of
BusinessObjects client software that is installed locally.
Applying different BusinessObjects service packs can change the version
number. Make the following choices based on the service pack installed:
v For 14.1 (XI R4.1) service packs, select 14.1 (XI R4.1) - Beta bridge.
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v For 14.0 (XI R4.0) Service Pack 6 and above, select 14.0.6 (XI R4.0 SP6
and above).
v For 14.0 (XI R4.0) up to Service Pack 5, select 14.0 (XI R4.0 up to SP5).
v For 12.1 service packs, select 12.1 (XI R3.1) or Auto-detect.
v For 11.5 service packs, select 11.5 (XI R2) or Auto-detect.
v For 11.0 service packs, select 11.0 (XI) or Auto-detect.
System
Required. Type the name of the BusinessObjects repository to log in to.
Type the name of the CMS, for example, localhost. This server logs in by
default on port 6400.
If the CMS is configured in a cluster environment, you can specify the
cluster name with the following syntax: cms:port@cluster. For example:
localhost:6400@MYCLUSTER.
Authentication mode
Required. Select the login authentication mode. You can log in by using the
default BusinessObjects Enterprise login or by using an LDAP server.
User name
Required. Type the user name to log in to BusinessObjects. Specify the
BusinessObjects user Administrator when you using this bridge, because
many of the API calls that the bridge uses provide complete information
only if you connect as Administrator.
If you are not sure which user name and password to use, contact your
BusinessObjects system administrator. For versions 11 and 12, the user
must be a member of the Universe Designer Users group to open universes
and of the Administrators group to access favorite folders.
Password
Type the password to log in to BusinessObjects.
Repository browsing mode
Specify what types of objects are retrieved when you browse the
BusinessObjects repository. For complete data lineage, select the default,
All.
This parameter is used only if you browse for assets in the Assets to
import field. It is not used if you specify a list of IDs of objects to import.
Assets to import
Browse to select assets in a remote BusinessObjects repository, or type the
IDs of the objects that you want to import. You can specify multiple IDs of
universes, reports, and folders to be retrieved, separated by semicolons (;).
Incremental import
Keep this parameter selected. When you reimport from the same source,
the bridge uses cached information to determine which objects did not
change since the previous import. Only changed objects are retrieved from
BusinessObjects. Using the cached information can increase performance
for large imports.
For new imports, or when the cache is deleted or corrupted, the bridge
imports all objects from the source regardless of the selection that is
specified.
Add dependent objects
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By default, documents that are dependent on the selected universes are
imported. Clear the check mark if you do not want to import documents
that are dependent on the selected universes.
When you import from BusinessObjects repositories that are in
development and test environments, some universes and report documents
might have been redesigned or moved. Inaccurate dependency information
might remain in the BusinessObjects repository cache. Some report
documents for a particular universe might not be imported, and all
dependent report documents of a universe might not be detected. To avoid
this situation, before you import, refresh the cache by loading any
modified or moved report documents and refreshing the queries.
Add specific objects
Select whether to import additional objects that do not depend on a
particular universe. The default is None. If you select Universeindependent documents, documents that do not depend on any universe
are imported.
Crystal CORBA port
If you import Crystal reports, specify the client port number on which the
Crystal SDK communicates with the report application server (RAS). If no
port is specified, the RAS server randomly selects a port for each
execution. If a port is specified, the RAS server uses that port to send
metadata to the local client computer.
Ensure that the local Windows firewall is disabled or allows receiving
communication on this port. If you use an enterprise firewall, configure it
to allow communication from the RAS server to the client computer on this
port. If a firewall blocks communication, the client Crystal SDK waits for
metadata indefinitely.
Class representation
Specify how the tree structure of classes and subclasses is imported. By
default, the bridge imports each class that contains objects as a dimension,
as defined by the CWM OLAP standard. Only the default option, As a flat
structure, is supported.
Worker threads
Specify the number of worker threads to retrieve metadata asynchronously
from the source. For the most reliable performance, leave the parameter
blank to have the bridge compute the default value, which is based on
JVM architecture and the number of available CPU cores.
If you must experiment with increasing retrieval speed, specify a number
from 1 to 6 to provide the actual number of threads. If the value specified
is invalid, a warning is issued and the number 1 is used instead. If you
experience out-of-memory conditions when you are importing metadata
asynchronously, experiment with smaller numbers. If your computer has a
large amount of available memory, for example, 10 GB or more, you can
try larger numbers when you are retrieving many documents. However,
setting the number too high can decrease performance due to resource
contention.
Import joins
You can import joins that are defined in the BI model. By default, joins are
not imported.
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Import levels
You can import levels and hierarchies. When the option is selected, levels
and hierarchies that are defined in the BI model are imported. By default,
levels and hierarchies are not imported.
Metadata consistency check
Perform a consistency check on the selected metadata before it is imported
into the metadata repository. It is possible to save metadata in source tools
in ways that cause problems when the assets are imported into the
metadata repository or used in other tools. For example, a foreign key
might have no connection to a primary key or to an alternate key. In some
cases, the metadata might be so semantically inconsistent that the bridge
cannot import it.
The metadata consistency check returns warnings and errors in the log file.
Basic check
The default. Runs the minimum consistency checks necessary to
validate the metadata, including checking for missing relationships
and foreign keys that are not connected to primary or alternate
keys.
In some cases, the basic check might be more rigorous than
necessary and you can ignore certain errors or warnings.
Detailed check
Runs the basic check plus more advanced semantic checks specific
to the type of metadata that is imported. This level can be used
when the source tool cannot validate the metadata.
No check
Use with extreme caution. Selecting this option might result in the
import of duplicates or invalid identities and might cause serious
problems with your use of suite tools and the metadata repository.
Related concepts:
“Business intelligence metadata” on page 189
When you import BI metadata into the metadata repository, you can study the
components of BI reports and BI models and how they are related. You can track
database tables and columns that the BI reports reference, and the jobs that use the
columns.
Related information:
Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

SAS Data Integration Studio (via CWM XMI) bridge reference
Prerequisites and parameter information for the SAS Data Integration Studio (via
CWM XMI) bridge.

About this bridge
The SAS Data Integration Studio (via CWM XMI) bridge imports implemented
data resources and business intelligence models in XML files that are created by
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SAS Data Integration Studio, Version 9. The XML files must be compliant with the
Object Management Group (OMG) Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM) XML
Metadata Interchange (XMI) file format.
Contact the vendor to obtain the exact version of the supported CWM metamodel
and XMI format. More details on the valid combinations of metamodels and XMI
formats are available at http://www.omg.org.

Prerequisites
You must export an XML file from SAS Data Integration Studio that is compliant
with the OMG CWM XMI file format.
Important: The bridge imports the CWMRDB:Schema elements of each CWMRDB:Catalog
element into a single database asset. For this reason, be sure to select the contents
of only a single database when you create the XML file. If you want to import
multiple source and/or targets, export each of them to a separate XMI file.
Transfer the file to the metadata interchange server or the local computer that you
are importing the metadata from.

Specifying the correct database name
By default, the bridge uses the input file name as the name of the imported
database asset. To override the default value with the correct database name
during import, take the following steps in the import wizard in InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager:
1. On the Identity Parameters page, specify the database name in the Database
name parameter.
2. Select Use database name to override bridge value from the drop-down list.

Import parameters
The SAS Data Integration Studio (via CWM XMI) bridge uses the following import
configuration parameters.
File location
Select whether the file that you specify for the File parameter is on the
metadata interchange server or on the local computer.
File
Required. Browse to select an XML file that is produced by your source
tool and is compliant with the OMG CWM XMI file format.
Source tool
Select the tool or method that was used to generate the model that you
want to import, or select Auto-detect if the tool is not listed.
Options
v Auto-detect. The bridge automatically detects which tool
generated the file.
v IBM DB2 Warehouse Manager. The file was generated by IBM
DB2 Warehouse Manager.
v OMG CWM. The file conforms to the OMG CWM standard
document type definitions (DTDs).
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v Oracle Warehouse Builder. The file was generated by Oracle
Warehouse Builder.
v SAS ETL Studio. The file was generated by SAS ETLStudio.
Auto-correct
CWM files that are produced by some source tools might contain a slightly
incomplete or incorrect model. By default, the bridge attempts to fix the
model, which might require deleting some model elements. The bridge
logs warnings about the changes.
If you remove the check mark from Auto-correct, the bridge does not
modify the model. If the model is invalid, the import fails.
Top package
Type the name of the special package that stores objects that are not
explicitly associated to a package. The default is Logical view.
The repository metamodel requires that all model elements (for example,
classes, or associations) belong to a package. Whenever an object is not
explicitly associated to a package it is stored in a special package. If there
is a single top-level package by that name in the model, the bridge marks
the package as optional. Packages that are marked as optional do not
appear in the destination model if the destination tool does not require all
objects to be in a package.
Import UUIDs
The bridge ignores this option regardless of which selection you make.
InfoSphere Information Server does not support importing native IDs.
Table design level
Specify whether you want the bridge to create logical entities from the
physical tables.
If you select Logical and physical, logical entities and a logical data model
are created and imported with the physical tables that implement them. If
you accept the default Physical, no logical entities are created.
If you are importing from IBM DB2 Warehouse Manager, accept the default
value of Physical, because no logical entities are created regardless of
which choice you select.
Dimensional model reverse engineering
Accept the default setting, Disabled.
Import joins
You can import joins that are defined in the BI model. By default, joins are
not imported.
Import levels
You can import levels and hierarchies. When the option is selected, levels
and hierarchies that are defined in the BI model are imported. By default,
levels and hierarchies are not imported.
Metadata consistency check
Perform a consistency check on the selected metadata before it is imported
into the metadata repository. It is possible to save metadata in source tools
in ways that cause problems when the assets are imported into the
metadata repository or used in other tools. For example, a foreign key
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might have no connection to a primary key or to an alternate key. In some
cases, the metadata might be so semantically inconsistent that the bridge
cannot import it.
The metadata consistency check returns warnings and errors in the log file.
Basic check
The default. Performs the minimum consistency checks necessary
to validate the metadata, including checking for missing
relationships and foreign keys that are not connected to primary or
alternate keys.
In some cases, the basic check might be more rigorous than
necessary and you can ignore certain errors or warnings.
Detailed check
Performs the basic check plus more advanced semantic checks
specific to the type of metadata that is imported. This level can be
used when the source tool does not have the ability to validate the
metadata.
No check
Use with extreme caution. Selecting this option could result in the
import of duplicates or invalid identities and might cause serious
problems with your use of suite tools and the metadata repository.
Related concepts:
“Business intelligence metadata” on page 189
When you import BI metadata into the metadata repository, you can study the
components of BI reports and BI models and how they are related. You can track
database tables and columns that the BI reports reference, and the jobs that use the
columns.
Related information:
Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

Sybase PowerDesigner CDM bridge reference
Prerequisites, troubleshooting, and parameter information for the Sybase
PowerDesigner CDM bridge.

About this bridge
The Sybase PowerDesigner CDM imports logical data model assets from CDM
XML files that are created by Sybase PowerDesigner versions 7.5 to 16. CDM files
in binary format are not supported.

Prerequisites
You must create a CDM file to import. Transfer the import file to the local
computer or the metadata interchange server that you are using for the import.
To create a CDM file for import, open a conceptual data model in Sybase
PowerDesigner and save it as Conceptual Data Model (xml) (*.cdm).
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Frequently asked questions
How do I handle CDM XML files that contain shortcuts to external entities
CDM XML model files can contain relationships that refer to entities that
are defined as shortcuts, which are references to external entities. However,
a CDM XML file does not contain sufficient information for the bridge to
reconstruct the primary key and foreign key relationships. If a file that you
import contains such references, the import log file contains a message
such as: This model might have shortcut dependencies on an external
model: '[model_name]'.. The bridge does not reconstruct the relationships
to shortcuts.
You can merge the models in PowerDesigner to resolve the shortcuts:
1. Check the import log file to determine all models that have shortcuts.
2. In PowerDesigner, click Tools > Merge Models to create a merged
model.
3. Save the new model as CDM XML and reimport the file.

Import parameters
The Sybase PowerDesigner CDM bridge uses the following import configuration
parameters.
File location
Select whether the file that you specify for the File parameter is on the
metadata interchange server or on the local computer.
File
Required. Specify the CDM file to import.
Remove invalid binary characters
Specify if invalid binary characters are filtered from the file before the
CDM XML file is parsed.
This option is a workaround for a bug in PowerDesigner, which sometimes
generates a file with binary characters that does not conform to the XML
specification.
The filter might remove some Unicode national characters. If the filter
removes Unicode national characters, remove the check mark from the
selection.
The default behavior is to remove invalid binary characters.
Import UDPs
A UDP (user-defined property) is usually defined with a property
definition object that has a default value. The objects that the property
applies to might also specify an explicit value or no value at all for this
property, in which case the default value of the property definition applies.
InfoSphere Information Server supports importing UDPs only by
appending the property name and value to the description property of the
object. To append the property name and value, even if implicit, to the
description property of an object, select In description, migrate default
values. If you select any other value for this parameter, the UDP
information is not imported.
Import association classes
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An association class in the conceptual data model represents contained
attributes and connects multiple entities. If you select the option, the
association class and all contained attributes are imported. By default, the
association class and all contained attributes are not imported.
Append volumetric information
Select whether to import volumetric information (the number of
occurrences) and append it to the description property. By default, the
volumetric information is not imported.
Remove text formatting
Select this option if the model that you are importing was generated by
PowerDesigner 8 or later.
PowerDesigner versions 7.0 to 7.5 store annotations as plain text, while
versions 8 and later use rich text formatting (RTF). InfoSphere Information
Server does not support the display of RTF text in descriptions.
Reverse role names
Select this option if you want the bridge to swap (reverse) the role names
for each relationship in the model. By default, the role names are not
reversed.
Metadata consistency check
Perform a consistency check on the selected metadata before it is imported
into the metadata repository. It is possible to save metadata in source tools
in ways that cause problems when the assets are imported into the
metadata repository or used in other tools. For example, a foreign key
might have no connection to a primary key or to an alternate key. In some
cases, the metadata might be so semantically inconsistent that the bridge
cannot import it.
The metadata consistency check returns warnings and errors in the log file.
Basic check
The default. Performs the minimum consistency checks necessary
to validate the metadata, including checking for missing
relationships and foreign keys that are not connected to primary or
alternate keys.
In some cases, the basic check might be more rigorous than
necessary and you can ignore certain errors or warnings.
Detailed check
Performs the basic check plus more advanced semantic checks
specific to the type of metadata that is imported. This level can be
used when the source tool does not have the ability to validate the
metadata.
No check
Use with extreme caution. Selecting this option could result in the
import of duplicates or invalid identities and might cause serious
problems with your use of suite tools and the metadata repository.
Related information:
Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
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import or a managed import.

Sybase PowerDesigner LDM bridge reference
Prerequisites, frequently asked questions, and parameter information for the
Sybase PowerDesigner LDM bridge.

About this bridge
The Sybase PowerDesigner LDM bridge imports logical data models in LDM XML
files that are created by Sybase PowerDesigner versions 15 and 16. LDM files in
binary format are not supported.

Prerequisites
To use the latest version of this bridge, you must install the prerequisite software:
http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg27044408. You must then
enable the bridge: http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21692006.
You must create an LDM file to import. Transfer the import file to the local
computer or the metadata interchange server that you are using for the import.
To create an LDM file for import, open a logical data model in Sybase
PowerDesigner and save it as Logical Data Model (xml) (*.ldm).

Frequently asked questions
How do I handle LDM files that contain shortcuts to external entities?
LDM XML model files can contain relationships that refer to entities that
are defined as shortcuts, which are references to external entities. However,
the LDM XML file does not contain sufficient information for the bridge to
reconstruct the primary key and foreign key relationships. If a file that you
import contains such references, the import log file contains a message
such as: This model might have shortcut dependencies on an external
model: '[model_name]'.. The bridge does not reconstruct the relationships
to shortcuts.
You can merge the models in PowerDesigner to resolve the shortcuts:
1. Check the import log file to compile a list of all the model files that are
referenced by short cuts in the current model.
2. In PowerDesigner, click Tools > Merge Models, and merge the model
and its referenced models into a new model.
3. Save the new model as LDM XML and reimport the file.

Import parameters
The Sybase PowerDesigner LDM bridge uses the following import configuration
parameters.
File location
Select whether the file that you specify for the File parameter is on the
metadata interchange server or on the local computer.
File
Required. Specify the LDM file to import.
Remove invalid binary characters
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Specify whether to filter invalid binary characters from the file before the
LDM XML file is parsed.
This option is a workaround for a bug in PowerDesigner, which sometimes
generates a file with binary characters that does not conform to the XML
specification.
The filter might remove some Unicode national characters. If the filter
removes Unicode national characters, remove the check mark from the
selection.
The default behavior is to remove invalid binary characters.
Import UDPs
A UDP (user-defined property) is usually defined with a property
definition object that has a default value. The objects that the property
applies to might also specify an explicit value or no value at all for this
property, in which case the default value of the property definition applies.
InfoSphere Information Server supports importing UDPs only by
appending the property name and value to the description property of the
object. To append the property name and value, even if implicit, to the
description property of an object, select In description, migrate default
values. If you select any other value for this parameter, the UDP
information is not imported.
Append volumetric information
Select whether to import volumetric information (the number of
occurrences) and append it to the description property. By default, the
volumetric information is not imported.
Remove text formatting
Select this option. InfoSphere Information Server does not support the
display of RTF text in descriptions.
Reverse role names
Select this option if you want the bridge to swap (reverse) the role names
for each relationship in the model. By default, the role names are not
reversed.
Metadata consistency check
Perform a consistency check on the selected metadata before it is imported
into the metadata repository. It is possible to save metadata in source tools
in ways that cause problems when the assets are imported into the
metadata repository or used in other tools. For example, a foreign key
might have no connection to a primary key or to an alternate key. In some
cases, the metadata might be so semantically inconsistent that the bridge
cannot import it.
The metadata consistency check returns warnings and errors in the log file.
Basic check
The default. Performs the minimum consistency checks necessary
to validate the metadata, including checking for missing
relationships and foreign keys that are not connected to primary or
alternate keys.
In some cases, the basic check might be more rigorous than
necessary and you can ignore certain errors or warnings.
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Detailed check
Performs the basic check plus more advanced semantic checks
specific to the type of metadata that is imported. This level can be
used when the source tool does cannot validate the metadata.
No check
Use with extreme caution. Selecting this option might result in the
import of duplicates or invalid identities and might cause serious
problems with your use of suite tools and the metadata repository.

Sybase PowerDesigner PDM bridge reference
Prerequisites, frequently asked questions, and parameter information for the
Sybase PowerDesigner PDM bridge.

About this bridge
The Sybase PowerDesigner PDM bridge imports physical data models in PDM
XML files that are created by Sybase PowerDesigner versions 7.5 through 16. PDM
files in binary format are not supported.
When you import a physical data model, you have the option on the Identity
Parameters screen to create a database schema that implements the physical data
model. Both the schema and the physical data model are stored in the metadata
repository.

Prerequisites
You must create a PDM file to import. Transfer the import file to the local
computer or the metadata interchange server that you are using for the import.
To create a PDM file for import, open a physical data model in Sybase
PowerDesigner and save it as Physical Data Model (xml) (*.pdm).

Frequently asked questions
I imported my model but the SQL View definitions are incomplete. How can I
fix them?
PowerDesigner versions 7 and 8 have limited support for SQL Views. It is
not possible to retrieve a valid definition of the source tables and columns.
PowerDesigner versions 9 and later support the concept of view reference
to associate a view with its source tables and columns. If you upgrade to a
version that supports this concept, your models import correctly.
How do I handle PDM files that contain shortcuts to external tables
PDM XML model files can contain relationships that refer to tables that are
defined as shortcuts, which are references to external tables. However, the
PDM XML file does not contain sufficient information for the bridge to
reconstruct the primary key and foreign key relationships. If a file that you
import contains such references, the import log file contains a message
such as: This model might have shortcut dependencies on an external
model: '[model_name]'.. The bridge does not reconstruct the relationships
to shortcuts.
You can merge the models in PowerDesigner to resolve the shortcuts:
1. Check the import log file to determine all models that have shortcuts.
2. In PowerDesigner, click Tools > Merge Models to create a merged
model.
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3. Save the new model as PDM XML and reimport the file.

Import parameters
The Sybase PowerDesigner PDM bridge uses the following import configuration
parameters.
File location
Select whether the file that you specify for the File parameter is on the
metadata interchange server or on the local computer.
File
Required. Specify the PDM file to import.
Remove invalid binary characters
Specify if invalid binary characters are filtered from the file before the
PDM XML file is parsed.
This option is a workaround for a bug in PowerDesigner, which sometimes
generates a file with binary characters that does not conform to the XML
specification.
The filter might remove some Unicode national characters. If the filter
removes Unicode national characters, remove the check mark from the
selection.
The default behavior is to remove invalid binary characters.
Import UDPs
A UDP (user-defined property) is usually defined with a property
definition object that has a default value. The objects that the property
applies to might also specify an explicit value or no value at all for this
property, in which case the default value of the property definition applies.
InfoSphere Information Server supports importing UDPs only by
appending the property name and value to the description property of the
object. To append the property name and value, even if implicit, to the
description property of an object, select In description, migrate default
values. If you select any other value for this parameter, the UDP
information is not imported.
Append volumetric information
Select whether to import volumetric information (the number of
occurrences) and append it to the description property. By default, the
volumetric information is not imported.
Remove text formatting
Select this option if the model that you are importing was generated by
PowerDesigner 8 or later.
PowerDesigner versions 7.0 to 7.5 store annotations as plain text, while
versions 8 and later use rich text formatting (RTF). InfoSphere Information
Server does not support the display of RTF text in descriptions.
Reverse role names
Select this option if you want the bridge to swap (reverse) the role names
for each relationship in the model. By default, the role names are not
reversed.
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Qualify table names
For imports of physical data models, select this option to add the owner
name to the table name, in the form owner_name.table_name. The owner
name is added only for those tables where an owner name is specified in
the source file.
Select this option if the design tool allows you to create tables with the
same name in the same model. Otherwise, the tables with the same name
are created as duplicate design tables when they are imported into the
metadata repository.
Metadata consistency check
Perform a consistency check on the selected metadata before it is imported
into the metadata repository. It is possible to save metadata in source tools
in ways that cause problems when the assets are imported into the
metadata repository or used in other tools. For example, a foreign key
might have no connection to a primary key or to an alternate key. In some
cases, the metadata might be so semantically inconsistent that the bridge
cannot import it.
The metadata consistency check returns warnings and errors in the log file.
Basic check
The default. Performs the minimum consistency checks necessary
to validate the metadata, including checking for missing
relationships and foreign keys that are not connected to primary or
alternate keys.
In some cases, the basic check might be more rigorous than
necessary and you can ignore certain errors or warnings.
Detailed check
Performs the basic check plus more advanced semantic checks
specific to the type of metadata that is imported. This level can be
used when the source tool does not have the ability to validate the
metadata.
No check
Use with extreme caution. Selecting this option could result in the
import of duplicates or invalid identities and might cause serious
problems with your use of suite tools and the metadata repository.
Related information:
Importing metadata
You can import by using a bridge or connector that is on any computer that is
designated as a metadata interchange server. You specify connection information
and information about the source metadata, and choose to run either an express
import or a managed import.

Import bridges that are no longer supported
You can find replacement bridges for most bridges that are discontinued at version
9.1 or 11.3 of InfoSphere Information Server.
The following table lists bridges that are no longer supported, and the bridges or
methods that you can use to replace them.
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Table 21. Unsupported bridges
Bridge that is no longer supported
at V. 11.3

Last
supported
version

CA ERwin Data Modeler 4.0

9.1.2

No replacement. You can upgrade to ERwin versions 7, 8, or 9
and use the bridge for the upgraded version.

DBM File MetaBroker

8.7

The bridge is not discontinued. The bridge name is changed to
“IBM InfoSphere Discovery MetaBroker” on page 147.

Replacement

You can continue to use existing import areas in InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager.
v IBM Cognos BI Reporting Content Manager Packages

8.7

Replaced by IBM Cognos BI Reporting - Content Manager
bridge.

v IBM Cognos BI Reporting Content Manager ReportStudio

You can create a new import area by copying the settings of
the existing area, as described in “Creating an import area
from an existing staged import” on page 66.

IBM InfoSphere Warehouse - Cubing 8.7
Services for OLAP

The bridge is not discontinued. The bridge name is changed to
IBM DB2 Cube Views bridge.
You can continue to use existing import areas in InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager.

Microsoft SQL Server Analysis
Services (File)

9.1.2

Replaced by “Microsoft SQL Server Analysis and Reporting
Services (Repository) bridge reference” on page 152.
You can create a new import area by copying the settings of
the existing area, as described in “Creating an import area
from an existing staged import” on page 66.

Microsoft SQL Server Database

9.1.2

Replaced by the ODBC connector.

Microsoft SQL Server Data Source
View

8.7

No replacement

Microsoft SQL Server Reporting
Services (File)

9.1.2

Replaced by “Microsoft SQL Server Analysis and Reporting
Services (Repository) bridge reference” on page 152.
You can create a new import area by copying the settings of
the existing area, as described in “Creating an import area
from an existing staged import” on page 66.

ODBC 3.0 MetaBroker

9.1.2

SAP BusinessObjects Data Integrator 8.7
v SAP BusinessObjects Designer
(File)

8.7

v SAP BusinessObjects Designer
(Repository)
v SAP BusinessObjects Desktop
Intelligence (File)
v SAP BusinessObjects Desktop
Intelligence (Repository)
v SAP Business Objects Web
Intelligence
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Replaced by the ODBC connector.
No replacement
Replaced by SAP BusinessObjects Repository bridge.
You can create a new import area by copying the settings of
the existing area, as described in Creating an import area from
an existing staged import.
Important: The method of selecting assets as changed for SAP
BusinessObjects bridges. If you copy the settings of the existing
area, you must reselect the assets to import.

Table 21. Unsupported bridges (continued)
Bridge that is no longer supported
at V. 11.3

Last
supported
version

Sybase PowerDesigner PDM 6.1

8.7

Replacement
This version of PowerDesigner is no longer supported. The
current bridge is Sybase PowerDesigner PDM 7.5 to 15.
Contact IBM support if you are unable to upgrade to a
supported version of Sybase PowerDesigner PDM. Supported
versions are 7.5 through 15.

User Information MetaBroker

8.7

You can create users on the Administration tab of IBM
InfoSphere Information Server Web console.

Business intelligence metadata
When you import BI metadata into the metadata repository, you can study the
components of BI reports and BI models and how they are related. You can track
database tables and columns that the BI reports reference, and the jobs that use the
columns.
Business intelligence reporting is the means of publishing, distributing, and
reviewing data results and information. Analysts must be able to understand the
meaning and authenticity of BI reports, which are generated against data sources
such as marts or warehouses. You might need to know when the content that feeds
a BI report was last updated, and which InfoSphere DataStage and QualityStage
jobs or other processes were sequenced during the update. Lineage and analysis
reports in InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog can display the complete
data flows that transform and populate the source data that underlies the BI
reports, thus satisfying requirements for data governance and data trust.
For a full list of supported BI bridges, see the technote List of supported bridges for
InfoSphere Information Server Version 11.3: http://www.ibm.com/support/
docview.wss?&uid=swg27042029. Not all BI bridges import BI reports.
BI reports are the report templates that are created within BI reporting tools such
as the following:
v IBM Cognos Report Studio or Query Studio
v SAP BusinessObjects Desktop Intelligence, Web Intelligence, or Crystal Reports
v Oracle Business Intelligence Report Publisher
v MicroStrategy
v Microsoft SQL Server Report Builder and Report Designer
BI report assets are also created in the metadata repository when you use the IBM
Cognos TM1 bridge to import views.
BI reports include BI queries and query members, which source and aggregate the
information to display from BI models. BI models are created within modeling
tools such as Cognos Framework Manager and BusinessObjects Designer.
In InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog, you can assign stewards and
glossary terms to business intelligence reports, and edit the business names and
descriptions of the reports.
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For best results when you import BI metadata, familiarize yourself with the
following concepts and functionality:
To answer this question

Read this

How do I ensure that my imports are
efficient and successful?

Importing and managing assets by using
InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager
(http://www.ibm.com/support/
knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.mmi.doc/topics/
ct_imam_top-level.html)

Which assets are imported and used by suite Common metadata assets
tools, and how are they organized?
(http://www.ibm.com/support/
knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.metadata.common.doc/
topics/ct_common_metadata_assets.html)
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Which BI assets are imported and used?

Business intelligence assets

How do I view and report on the
relationships between the imported BI
metadata and the InfoSphere DataStage and
QualityStage jobs that use the database
tables and columns that reports are based
on?.

Reporting data lineage and business lineage
(http://www.ibm.com/support/
knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.mdwb.doc/topics/
ct_analyzingMetadataRelationships.html)
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Appendix A. Product accessibility
You can get information about the accessibility status of IBM products.
The IBM InfoSphere Information Server product modules and user interfaces are
not fully accessible.
For information about the accessibility status of IBM products, see the IBM product
accessibility information at http://www.ibm.com/able/product_accessibility/
index.html.

Accessible documentation
Accessible documentation for products is provided in IBM Knowledge Center. IBM
Knowledge Center presents the documentation in XHTML 1.0 format, which is
viewable in most web browsers. Because IBM Knowledge Center uses XHTML,
you can set display preferences in your browser. This also allows you to use screen
readers and other assistive technologies to access the documentation.
The documentation that is in IBM Knowledge Center is also provided in PDF files,
which are not fully accessible.

IBM and accessibility
See the IBM Human Ability and Accessibility Center for more information about
the commitment that IBM has to accessibility.
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Appendix B. Reading command-line syntax
This documentation uses special characters to define the command-line syntax.
The following special characters define the command-line syntax:
[]

Identifies an optional argument. Arguments that are not enclosed in
brackets are required.

...

Indicates that you can specify multiple values for the previous argument.

|

Indicates mutually exclusive information. You can use the argument to the
left of the separator or the argument to the right of the separator. You
cannot use both arguments in a single use of the command.

{}

Delimits a set of mutually exclusive arguments when one of the arguments
is required. If the arguments are optional, they are enclosed in brackets ([
]).

Note:
v The maximum number of characters in an argument is 256.
v Enclose argument values that have embedded spaces with either single or
double quotation marks.
For example:
wsetsrc[-S server] [-l label] [-n name] source
The source argument is the only required argument for the wsetsrc command. The
brackets around the other arguments indicate that these arguments are optional.
wlsac [-l | -f format] [key... ] profile
In this example, the -l and -f format arguments are mutually exclusive and
optional. The profile argument is required. The key argument is optional. The
ellipsis (...) that follows the key argument indicates that you can specify multiple
key names.
wrb -import {rule_pack | rule_set}...
In this example, the rule_pack and rule_set arguments are mutually exclusive, but
one of the arguments must be specified. Also, the ellipsis marks (...) indicate that
you can specify multiple rule packs or rule sets.
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Appendix C. Contacting IBM
You can contact IBM for customer support, software services, product information,
and general information. You also can provide feedback to IBM about products
and documentation.
The following table lists resources for customer support, software services, training,
and product and solutions information.
Table 22. IBM resources
Resource

Description and location

IBM Support Portal

You can customize support information by
choosing the products and the topics that
interest you at www.ibm.com/support/
entry/portal/Software/
Information_Management/
InfoSphere_Information_Server

Software services

You can find information about software, IT,
and business consulting services, on the
solutions site at www.ibm.com/
businesssolutions/

My IBM

You can manage links to IBM Web sites and
information that meet your specific technical
support needs by creating an account on the
My IBM site at www.ibm.com/account/

Training and certification

You can learn about technical training and
education services designed for individuals,
companies, and public organizations to
acquire, maintain, and optimize their IT
skills at http://www.ibm.com/training

IBM representatives

You can contact an IBM representative to
learn about solutions at
www.ibm.com/connect/ibm/us/en/
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Appendix D. Accessing the product documentation
Documentation is provided in a variety of formats: in the online IBM Knowledge
Center, in an optional locally installed information center, and as PDF books. You
can access the online or locally installed help directly from the product client
interfaces.
IBM Knowledge Center is the best place to find the most up-to-date information
for InfoSphere Information Server. IBM Knowledge Center contains help for most
of the product interfaces, as well as complete documentation for all the product
modules in the suite. You can open IBM Knowledge Center from the installed
product or from a web browser.

Accessing IBM Knowledge Center
There are various ways to access the online documentation:
v Click the Help link in the upper right of the client interface.
v Press the F1 key. The F1 key typically opens the topic that describes the current
context of the client interface.
Note: The F1 key does not work in web clients.
v Type the address in a web browser, for example, when you are not logged in to
the product.
Enter the following address to access all versions of InfoSphere Information
Server documentation:
http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ/

If you want to access a particular topic, specify the version number with the
product identifier, the documentation plug-in name, and the topic path in the
URL. For example, the URL for the 11.3 version of this topic is as follows. (The
⇒ symbol indicates a line continuation):
http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/⇒
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.common.doc/common/accessingiidoc.html

Tip:
The knowledge center has a short URL as well:
http://ibm.biz/knowctr

To specify a short URL to a specific product page, version, or topic, use a hash
character (#) between the short URL and the product identifier. For example, the
short URL to all the InfoSphere Information Server documentation is the
following URL:
http://ibm.biz/knowctr#SSZJPZ/

And, the short URL to the topic above to create a slightly shorter URL is the
following URL (The ⇒ symbol indicates a line continuation):
http://ibm.biz/knowctr#SSZJPZ_11.3.0/com.ibm.swg.im.iis.common.doc/⇒
common/accessingiidoc.html
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Setting up a locally installed information center
IBM Knowledge Center contains the most up-to-date version of the documentation.
However, you can install a local version of the documentation as an information
center and configure your help links to point to it. A local information center is
useful if your enterprise does not provide access to the internet.
Set up a locally installed information center on the computer of your choice by
completing one of the following actions:
v Use the installation instructions that come with the information center
installation package
v Use the installation instructions in the following technote: http://www01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg27042237

Changing help links to refer to locally installed documentation
After you install and start your locally installed information center, you can use the
iisAdmin command on the services tier computer to change the documentation
location that the product help links refer to. (The ⇒ symbol indicates a line
continuation):
Windows

IS_install_path\ASBServer\bin\iisAdmin.bat -set -key ⇒
com.ibm.iis.infocenter.url -value http://<host>:<port>/help/topic/

AIX® Linux

IS_install_path/ASBServer/bin/iisAdmin.sh -set -key ⇒
com.ibm.iis.infocenter.url -value http://<host>:<port>/help/topic/

Where <host> is the name of the computer where the information center is
installed and <port> is the port number for the information center. The default port
number is 8888. For example, on a computer named server1.example.com that uses
the default port, the URL value would be http://server1.example.com:8888/help/
topic/.

Obtaining PDF documentation
The PDF file books are available online and can be accessed from this support
document: https://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg27008803&wv=1.
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Notices and trademarks
This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A.
This material may be available from IBM in other languages. However, you may be
required to own a copy of the product or product version in that language in order
to access it.

Notices
IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in
other countries. Consult your local IBM representative for information on the
products and services currently available in your area. Any reference to an IBM
product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product,
program, or service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may
be used instead. However, it is the user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the
operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service.
IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter
described in this document. The furnishing of this document does not grant you
any license to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:
IBM Director of Licensing
IBM Corporation
North Castle Drive
Armonk, NY 10504-1785 U.S.A.
For license inquiries regarding double-byte character set (DBCS) information,
contact the IBM Intellectual Property Department in your country or send
inquiries, in writing, to:
Intellectual Property Licensing
Legal and Intellectual Property Law
IBM Japan Ltd.
19-21, Nihonbashi-Hakozakicho, Chuo-ku
Tokyo 103-8510, Japan
The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other
country where such provisions are inconsistent with local law:
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS
PUBLICATION "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or
implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply
to you.
This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.
Changes are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be
incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM may make improvements
and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.
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Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for
convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web
sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of the materials for this IBM
product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.
IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it
believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.
Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose
of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created
programs and other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the
information which has been exchanged, should contact:
IBM Corporation
J46A/G4
555 Bailey Avenue
San Jose, CA 95141-1003 U.S.A.
Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions,
including in some cases, payment of a fee.
The licensed program described in this document and all licensed material
available for it are provided by IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement,
IBM International Program License Agreement or any equivalent agreement
between us.
Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled
environment. Therefore, the results obtained in other operating environments may
vary significantly. Some measurements may have been made on development-level
systems and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the same on
generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurements may have been
estimated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document
should verify the applicable data for their specific environment.
Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of
those products, their published announcements or other publicly available sources.
IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy of
performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-IBM products.
Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the
suppliers of those products.
All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject to change or
withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.
This information is for planning purposes only. The information herein is subject to
change before the products described become available.
This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business
operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the examples include the
names of individuals, companies, brands, and products. All of these names are
fictitious and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an actual business
enterprise is entirely coincidental.
COPYRIGHT LICENSE:
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This information contains sample application programs in source language, which
illustrate programming techniques on various operating platforms. You may copy,
modify, and distribute these sample programs in any form without payment to
IBM, for the purposes of developing, using, marketing or distributing application
programs conforming to the application programming interface for the operating
platform for which the sample programs are written. These examples have not
been thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot guarantee or
imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these programs. The sample
programs are provided "AS IS", without warranty of any kind. IBM shall not be
liable for any damages arising out of your use of the sample programs.
Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative work, must
include a copyright notice as follows:
© (your company name) (year). Portions of this code are derived from IBM Corp.
Sample Programs. © Copyright IBM Corp. _enter the year or years_. All rights
reserved.
If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and color
illustrations may not appear.

Privacy policy considerations
IBM Software products, including software as a service solutions, (“Software
Offerings”) may use cookies or other technologies to collect product usage
information, to help improve the end user experience, to tailor interactions with
the end user or for other purposes. In many cases no personally identifiable
information is collected by the Software Offerings. Some of our Software Offerings
can help enable you to collect personally identifiable information. If this Software
Offering uses cookies to collect personally identifiable information, specific
information about this offering’s use of cookies is set forth below.
Depending upon the configurations deployed, this Software Offering may use
session or persistent cookies. If a product or component is not listed, that product
or component does not use cookies.
Table 23. Use of cookies by InfoSphere Information Server products and components
Component or
feature

Type of cookie
that is used

Collect this data

Purpose of data

Disabling the
cookies

Any (part of
InfoSphere
Information
Server
installation)

InfoSphere
Information
Server web
console

v Session

User name

v Session
management

Cannot be
disabled

Any (part of
InfoSphere
Information
Server
installation)

InfoSphere
Metadata Asset
Manager

v Session

Product module

v Persistent

v Authentication

v Persistent

No personally
identifiable
information

v Session
management

Cannot be
disabled

v Authentication
v Enhanced user
usability
v Single sign-on
configuration
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Table 23. Use of cookies by InfoSphere Information Server products and components (continued)
Product module

Component or
feature

Type of cookie
that is used

Collect this data

Purpose of data

Disabling the
cookies

InfoSphere
DataStage

Big Data File
stage

v Session

v User name

v Persistent

v Digital
signature

v Session
management

Cannot be
disabled

InfoSphere
DataStage

XML stage

Session

v Authentication

v Session ID

v Single sign-on
configuration

Internal
identifiers

v Session
management

Cannot be
disabled

v Authentication
InfoSphere
DataStage

InfoSphere Data
Click

IBM InfoSphere
DataStage and
QualityStage
Operations
Console

Session

InfoSphere
Information
Server web
console

v Session

InfoSphere Data
Quality Console

No personally
identifiable
information

User name

v Persistent

v Session
management

Cannot be
disabled

v Authentication

v Session
management

Cannot be
disabled

v Authentication
Session

No personally
identifiable
information

v Session
management

Cannot be
disabled

v Authentication
v Single sign-on
configuration

InfoSphere
QualityStage
Standardization
Rules Designer

InfoSphere
Information
Server web
console

InfoSphere
Information
Governance
Catalog

InfoSphere
Information
Analyzer

v Session

User name

v Persistent

v Session
management

Cannot be
disabled

v Authentication
v Session

v User name

v Persistent

v Internal
identifiers

v Session
management

Cannot be
disabled

v Authentication

v State of the tree v Single sign-on
configuration
Data Rules stage
in the InfoSphere
DataStage and
QualityStage
Designer client

Session

Session ID

Session
management

Cannot be
disabled

If the configurations deployed for this Software Offering provide you as customer
the ability to collect personally identifiable information from end users via cookies
and other technologies, you should seek your own legal advice about any laws
applicable to such data collection, including any requirements for notice and
consent.
For more information about the use of various technologies, including cookies, for
these purposes, see IBM’s Privacy Policy at http://www.ibm.com/privacy and
IBM’s Online Privacy Statement at http://www.ibm.com/privacy/details the
section entitled “Cookies, Web Beacons and Other Technologies” and the “IBM
Software Products and Software-as-a-Service Privacy Statement” at
http://www.ibm.com/software/info/product-privacy.
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Terms and conditions for product documentation
Permissions for the use of these publications are granted subject to the following
terms and conditions.
Applicability
These terms and conditions are in addition to any terms of use for the IBM
website.
Personal use
You may reproduce these publications for your personal, noncommercial
use provided that all proprietary notices are preserved. You may not
distribute, display or make derivative work of these publications, or any
portion thereof, without the express consent of IBM.
Commercial use
You may reproduce, distribute and display these publications solely within
your enterprise provided that all proprietary notices are preserved. You
may not make derivative works of these publications, or reproduce,
distribute or display these publications or any portion thereof outside your
enterprise, without the express consent of IBM.
Rights Except as expressly granted in this permission, no other permissions,
licenses or rights are granted, either express or implied, to the publications
or any information, data, software or other intellectual property contained
therein.
IBM reserves the right to withdraw the permissions granted herein
whenever, in its discretion, the use of the publications is detrimental to its
interest or, as determined by IBM, the above instructions are not being
properly followed.
You may not download, export or re-export this information except in full
compliance with all applicable laws and regulations, including all United
States export laws and regulations.
IBM MAKES NO GUARANTEE ABOUT THE CONTENT OF THESE
PUBLICATIONS. THE PUBLICATIONS ARE PROVIDED "AS-IS" AND
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY, NON-INFRINGEMENT, AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Trademarks
IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com® are trademarks or registered trademarks of
International Business Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.
Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies.
A current list of IBM trademarks is available on the Web at www.ibm.com/legal/
copytrade.shtml.
The following terms are trademarks or registered trademarks of other companies:
Adobe is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United
States, and/or other countries.
Intel and Itanium are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or
its subsidiaries in the United States and other countries.
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Linux is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other
countries, or both.
Microsoft, Windows and Windows NT are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in
the United States, other countries, or both.
UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group in the United States and other
countries.
Java and all Java-based trademarks and logos are trademarks or registered
trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates.
The United States Postal Service owns the following trademarks: CASS, CASS
Certified, DPV, LACSLink, ZIP, ZIP + 4, ZIP Code, Post Office, Postal Service, USPS
and United States Postal Service. IBM Corporation is a non-exclusive DPV and
LACSLink licensee of the United States Postal Service.
Other company, product or service names may be trademarks or service marks of
others.
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